1973895 01/06/2010
EVERFOCUS WORLDWIDE CO.
SIMMONDS BUILDING WICKHAMS CAY 1 P.O. BOX ROAD TOWN BRITISH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"BOLTS OF METAL; DOOR CASINGS OF METAL; DOOR FITTINGS OF METAL; DOOR FRAMES OF METAL; DOOR JAMBS OF METAL; DOOR PANELS OF METAL; DOOR STOPS OF METAL; METAL DOOR BOLTS; METAL DOOR LATCHES; METAL DOORKNOCKERS; METAL HANDLES FOR DOORS; METAL WINDOW FRAMES; METAL WINDOW SILLS; METAL LETTER BOXES; METAL KNOBS; METAL HINGES; METAL SLIDES FOR DOORS; METAL SLIDES FOR WINDOWS; METAL LATCH BARS; METAL LATCHES"
GOYAL POWER PLAST PVT. LTD

2040691  20/10/2010
GOYAL POWER PLAST (P) LTD.
21/5 BABARPUR ROAD BABARPUR SHAHDARA DELHI-32
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Used Since :01/01/2001
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PVC PIPE, L.T. LINE SPACERS, HARDWARE GOODS.
2115503  15/03/2011
MR. RAJIV KHADELWAL
trading as ; KHANDELWAL SCREW HOUSE
18 - A, JYOTI MARKET, LAL KUAN, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :02/12/2007

DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTING (HARDWARE GOODS) INCUDING HANDLES, KNOBS, ALDROPS, HINGS, LETCHES,
LOCKING BOLTS, NUT & BOLT, HACKSAW BLADE, SCREWS, DOOR STOPPERS, NAILS, GATE HOOKS, TOWER BOLTS,
DOOR CLOSER, CATCHES, DOOR SAFETY, IRON PIPE, METAL, TELESCOPIC DRAWERS CHANNEL, TOWER BOLTS,
HANGER, FLOOR AND DOOR SPRING. SAFETY, SAFETY CHAIN, CURTAIN BRACKETS, DRAPERY RODS, CURTAINING
STRIPS AND WHEEL CASTOR AS PER CLASS-06.
THE TRILLION

2131183 18/04/2011

THE TRILLION
KHASRA NO 218/3/3, 218/3/2, 219/1, 219/2, 220, 222/2, 223/1, M.G. RAOD MEHRAULI NEW DELHI 47
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY'S ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since: 04/03/2010
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAJ;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
2158319  10/06/2011
Ghulam Rasul
trading as ;M/S. GRIPWEL CLIP CENTRE
28, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET KOLKATA- 700001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS TRADERS & EXPORTER
INDIA CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1980
KOLKATA
Metal Clip for Hose.
CHW FORGE PVT. LTD.
E - 205, BASEMENT GREATER KAILASH, PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110048
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHU GUPTA.
2607/9, CHUNA MANDI, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI-55.
Used Since :06/01/2011
DELHI
ROLLED RINGS, ALL TYPES OF FLANGES, BLINDS AND TUBE SHEETS / BLRF, SELF REINFORCED NOZZLES AND HOLLOW FORGINGS, TOWER FLANGES, SLEWING BEARINGS AND GEAR RINGS, RETAINING RINGS, COMPANION FLANGES, GENERATOR RINGS, SHAFT, SLEEVES, LONG WELD NECK FLANGES, LOCO TYRES, SOCKET WELD FLANGES / REDUCER FLANGE, SLIP-ON FLANGE / SORF, WELD NECK FLANGE / WRNF, THREADED FLANGE, SPECTACLE BLINDS, FIGURE 8 FLANGE, GEAR BLANKS, BALL FORGINGS, FORGED BARS, FORGED RODS, FORGED BLOCKS, SQUARE BLOCKS / RECTANGLE BLOCKS, STATOR RINGS, TRACK RINGS, ROTOR RINGS, RIM FORGING, MAN WAY NOZZLES, HALF RINGS, PROFILE RINGS, DISCS, DRIVE SHAFTS, ROTOR SHAFTS, TRANSMISSION SHAFTS, SPOOL FORGING, DUAL BLOCKS, FLANGE SHAFT, TRUINIONS, HOUSINGS, PINIONS, PUMP BLOCKS, LOWER JOURNAL HOUSING, UPPER JOURNAL HOUSING, JR. PILLOW BLOCK, JOURNAL SHAFT, TRUINION SHAFT, MAIN VERTICAL SHAFT, COVER, SEAL CASING, CHANNEL COVER, BUSH, HOLLOW FORGINGS, VALVE SHEET, HALF DIAFRAME, PUMP HEAD, SEAL WEAR.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2162783  20/06/2011
FAHEEM KHAN
trading as ;ROBY TRADING COMPANY
57, MALVIYA NAGAR, G.T. ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, U.P.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054
Used Since :11/05/1993
DELHI
YASH
2166607 28/06/2011
MR. YOGESH BANSAL
trading as : GORI METAL INDUSTRIES
E - 38, SMA, CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, G.T.KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110 033.
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/1987
DELHI
HINGES AND OTHER HARDWARE GOODS
2168036  30/06/2011
ASHUTOSH SHARMA
GUNJAN SHARMA
trading as :SHREEM ISPAT PVT. LTD
204, DIAMOND MALL, GURUDWARA ROAD, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 5
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
COMMON META FS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES.
GOODS ARE RESTRICTED FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS IN THE STATES DELHI, HARYANA, PUNJAB AND UTTAR PRADESH ONLY.
CORIA
2170050  04/07/2011
SARVESH GUPTA
trading as :OM HARDWARE INDUSTRY
MIE 674 PHASE-I BAHADURGARH 124507 HARYANA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/06/2011
DELHI
HARDWARE GOODS INCLUDING HINGES
2178293  20/07/2011
PAWAN KUMAR
trading as ;PAWAN INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
193-P, GLOBE COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR-4, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
VALVES & COCKS, PIPE FITTINGS BEING METAL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
2185734  04/08/2011
RAM SAYAL
trading as ;SWASTIK ENTERPRISES
4790/131 SHANKAR MARKET PHATAK NAMAK HAUZ QAZI DELHI-6
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2003
DELHI
SCREWS, NUT BOLT, WASHERS, NUTS, STICKER, FASTENERS, INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS AND THEIR ALLIED PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ASIAN.
2200390 06/09/2011
CHANDRKANT RANCHOODBHAI RANGANI
trading as ;DEV MARKETING
Nr.Bhilai Way Bridge, Furniture Street, Jilla Garden Road, Bapu Nagar, Rajkot-Gujarat - India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Used Since :19/09/2009
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF HARDWARE ITEMS INCLUDING IN THE CLASS-06.
THRESHOLD

2232492    11/11/2011

TARGET BRANDS, INC.
1000 NICOLLET MALL, TPS - 3165, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55403 - 2467, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A MINNESOTA, U.S.A. CORPORATION.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 12209, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Metal lawn and garden structures. namely, arches, arbors, gazebos, trellises, fencing, trellises in the nature of tuteurs. gates and landscape edging; metal tubs; metal greenhouse frames; metal weather vanes; baskets of common metals; decorative boxes made of non-precious metal; desktop statuary made of non-precious metal; metal door hardware, namely, keys, key cylinders, clasps and chain door guards; door stops of metal; fireplace grates; metal gazebos; metal bathroom and kitchen hardware, namely, pulls and knobs; metal hooks; metal key hooks; piggy banks of metal; wrought iron decorative artwork; decorative hardware and fixtures made of metal namely, mailboxes, house numbers, metal address plates, doorknobs, clothing hooks, drawer pulls, drawer knobs, drawer handles, cabinet pulls, cabinet knobs and cabinet handles; metal plant hangers; hose hangers of metal; metal storage containers, namely, hose pots; metal garden stakes.
ALOMAX
2232640  11/11/2011
SH. ANIL SINGHAL
SH. ASHUTOSH SINGHAL
trading as ;ALUCOPANEL INDUSTRIES
B-1, F-6, MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAIN MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110044
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
( A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 )
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
COLOUR COATING ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL IN CLASS 6
MaXtop
Priority claimed from 01/06/2011; Application No. : 010013837 ;Netherlands
2233138  14/11/2011
IHC HOLLAND IE B.V.
MOLENWIJK 94, 3361 EP SLIEDRECHT THE NETHERLANDS
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, AMONG WEAR RESISTANT PLATE MATERIAL
ANKUR
2233349  14/11/2011
GIRDHARI LAL GOYAL
trading as ;VAIBHAV ELECTRICALS
GULSHAN PARK, BEHIND MELROSE, G.T. ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, U.P.
MANUFACTURE & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since : 09/11/1991
DELHI
ELECTRICAL, CONDUIT PIPE ACCESSORIES: JUNCTION BOX, INSPECTION BEND, INSPECTION TEE, INSPECTION ELBOW, SADDLE, SPACER, BALL SOCKET, REDUCER, FLEXIBLE COUPLER, NORMAL BEND. CKECKNUT, LOCKRING, U-CLAMP
SANYO

2236297  18/11/2011

SANYO SPECIAL STEEL CO., LTD
3007 AZA ICHIMONJI NAKASHIMA, SHIKAMA-KU HIMEJI-SHI HYOGO JAPAN

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ALLOYS OF COMMON METAL; ANTI-FRICTION METAL; BALLS OF STEEL; BOLTS OF METAL; BINDINGS CREW OF METAL FOR CABLES; BINDINGS OF METAL; BINS OF METAL; BLOOMS (METALLURGY); LOCK BOLTS; BOLTS OF METAL; CAST STEEL; CERMETS; CHILL-MOLDS (FOUNDRY); COMMON METALS IN SHEET, ROD, BAR AND/OR BILLET FORM; COMMON METALS IN POWDER, TUBES AND/OR PIPE FORM; ROD OF METAL; UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT IRON; IRON WIRE; IRONMONGERY; MANIFOLDS OF METAL FOR PIPELINES; METAL ALLOYS FOR FURTHER MANUFACTURING; METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY, SPRINGS, PULLEYS, NUTS, WASHERS; METAL SPUTTERING TARGETS; NICKEL; PENSTOCK PIPES (OF METAL); COTTER PINS; PINS FOR WHEELS, ETC.; PINS (HARDWARE); PIPES OF METAL; PIPES OF METAL FOR CENTRAL HEATING INSTALLATIONS; POLES OF METAL; RINGS OF METAL; RODS OF METAL FOR BRAZING AND WELDING; SCREWS OF METAL; SHEETS AND PLATES OF METAL; SILVER SOLDER; SLEEVES (METAL HARDWARE); SOLDERING WIRE OF METAL; STEEL ALLOYS; STEEL IN SHEET, ROD, POWDER, BAR AND/OR BILLET FORM; STEEL PIPES; STEEL TUBES; STEEL WIRE; TOMBAC; TUBES OF METAL; WASHERS OF METAL; WATER-PIPES OF METAL; WIRE OF COMMON METAL; WIRE OF COMMON METAL ALLOYS (EXCEPT FUSE WIRE); WORKS OF ART OF COMMON METAL.
2240084  25/11/2011
STEELLOYS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
97/C, DARUKHANA, 2ND LANE, REAY ROAD, MAZGAON, MUMBAI-400 010.
MERCHANT/DEALER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :06/04/2004
MUMBAI
IRON AND STEEL COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2258045 28/12/2011
CHAMPAKLAL GULABDAS JARIWALA
9/733, WADIFALIA, GHANDRAK FALLA, SURAT -395 003
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL THREAD FOR EMBROIDERY
2323056 27/04/2012
ANIL KUMAR R
trading as ;VINAYAK
AT - 26/554(4), R.P. TOWER, VANROSS JN., THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 1, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS
PROPERIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since :01/03/1992
CHENNAI
NUMBER PLATES OF METAL; KEYS (DUPLICATE); METAL SIGN BOARDS, BOARD OF METAL (BUILDING).
2367573  21/07/2012
SHREE JK TECHNOCAST
KIRITBHAI T SHAH
RAMESHBHAI P TILARA
NAIMISHBHAI K RAMANI
JAY KHODIYAR, PARSANA SOCIETY, STREET NO-3, NEAR MAYUR PAN, 50FT ROAD, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD,
RAJKOT-360 002.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since : 19/06/2012
AHMEDABAD
HARDWARE OF METAL HANDLE, METAL KNOBS FOR FURNITURE FITTINGS
2368299  23/07/2012
M.THIYAGARajan
M.SRIMURUGAN
M.MOOVENDER
trading as ;SYSTEMS ALLOYS
NO. 140 /1, THANISANDRA MAIN ROAD, NAGAVARA, BANGALORE - 560045, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :21/05/2001
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS (ALUMINUM CASTINGS).
2422679 05/11/2012
ANCHOR ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
MARATHON NEXT GEN, INNOVA C WING, OFF. G.K. MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013.
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
301, ROSE RESIDENCY, DIXIT ROAD EXTN., OFF. SHRADHANAND ROAD, NR. THAKKAR HALL, VILE PARLE (E),
MUMBAI - 400 057.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING OF METALS,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFE, GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2436285  03/12/2012
UNITED OFFICE SYSTEMS PVT LTD
UNIT NO. G2, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
METAL TILES, SKIRTINGS, FLOORS, GRATING, GIRDERS AND LINTELS, METAL RAISED ACCESS FLOOR SYSTEMS, METAL ENCAPSULATED NON-METAL INFILL PANELS INCLUDING CEMENTITIOUS PANELS, WOODCORE PANELS, CALCIUM SILICATE PANELS, METAL PANELS, AIR PERFORATED METAL PANELS, METAL UNDERSTRUCTURE LOCATING CAPS, SCREWS, GROMMETS, METAL BOXES, PARTS AND FITTINGS OF THE FORESAID GOODS AND ACCESSORIES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
GRATEFIX

2456755  08/01/2013

GRATEFIX FASTENING SOLUTIONS (P) LIMITED
5-1201, SAPPHIRE HEIGHTS, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI, PIN 400101

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027

Used Since : 12/01/2012

MUMBAI

COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
M/S. NUEVOSOL ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. NUEVOSOL ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No: 409, Road No:81, Phase-3, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad - 500 033
Manufacturer and Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :03/11/2011

CHENNAI
Goods of common metals and/or their alloys, such as load handling rods, braces and harness of metals, building panels, fittings, frames and frameworks, tubes, pipes, poles, bolts and screws of metal, ground and rooftop mounts for fixed, tracking systems, racks and structures of metal more particularly in relation to solar and photovoltaic power plants.
MILIND G. SHINDE
SHOP NO.10, B WING, MLHAR SANKUL, NEAR MSKS HIGH SCHOOL, AGRA ROAD, KALYAN (WEST)-421301.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/03/2008
MUMBAI
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METALS, FABRICATED SHEDS AND STEEL WORKS.
2552521  21/06/2013
VIJAY J. BALU
trading as ; Mahima Rebar Solutions
Plot No. 6, RS No. 817/1, Opp. Sun Agro Export Co., Nr. Patels AirTemp, Rakanpur-Santej Road, Rakanpur, Kalol - 372 821.(Gujarat)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Used Since : 01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF STEEL BARS, COMMON METAL AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES AND NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
2553405 24/06/2013
ELLENABAD STEEL PVT. LTD
210, SHIV TOWERS, 14 PATTO PLAZA, PANAJI-GOA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :27/07/1994
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS
2553406    24/06/2013
ELLENABAD STEEL PVT. LTD
210, SHIV TOWERS, 14 PATTO PLAZA, PANAJI-GOA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :27/07/1994
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS
RKB STEEL PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, SUGAR HOUSE, 93/95, KAZI SAYED STREET, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI-400003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER/TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
STEEL PLATES AND COILS HR PLATES, HR COILS, CR PLATES, CR COILS, BQ PLATES, HR BUNDLES / CR BUNDLES FOR STEEL PRODUCT AND STEEL MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2556456    28/06/2013
PARSHOTTAMBHAI RAVJIBHAI CHALODIA
JAYABEN VIPULBHAI CHALODIA
VIPULBHAI PARSHOTTAMBHAI CHALODIA
DHIREN VIPULBHAI CHALODIA
DIPALIBEN DHIREN CHALODIA
CHHAYA VIPULBHAI CHALODIA
ISHWARBHAI PARSHOTTAMBHAI CHALODIA
trading as ;M/S NATIONAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. - A/1/238, ROAD NO - 2, GIDC SACHIN, SURAT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER, EXPORTER, IMPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETAN P. PAJWANI, ADVOCATE
306 - GOLDEN SPACE, SARDAR NAGAR MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 001
Used Since :01/04/1990
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF ALUMINUM SECTION/EXTRUSIONS
2559525  04/07/2013
SUBODH KR. CHHAJER
trading as ;SUBODH KR. CHHAJER
32,CHATAWALA GALI,2ND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700012,WEST BENGAL
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2010
KOLKATA
Hardware of all kinds including building materials, common metal & their alloys, chimney for use with installation and apparatus for heating, drying, refrigerating, ventilating and water cooling tower and parts fitting for the aforesaid goods being in class-06.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD FRIEND AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA IN INDIA.
2559841  05/07/2013
SHAKTI PUMPS (INDIA) LTD
225-226, SHASTRI MARKET, M.G. ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT THROUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI,
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL,
SPONGE IRON, ORES, MANGANESE AND OTHER METALS; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-
ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES
AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES, M.S. RODS,
TMT BARS, PIPES AND M.S. INGOTS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2560755    08/07/2013

NEMISH DILIP SHAH
trading as; AARAV INDUSTRIES
126/2, CHINCHOLI SHIVAR, TAL AND DIST-JALGAON-425003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since: 10/05/2013

MUMBAI
METAL AND METAL ALLOY
2561248   08/07/2013
PORUS WAMAN PAWAR
trading as ;M/s. BHARAT RYERSON STEEL
SHOP NO. 4, SXHRADDHA APARTMENT, OPP. GOLANI NAKA, NEAR RAJPRABH IND. ESTATE, WALIV ROAD, VASAI (EAST), DIST. THANE - 401 208
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :02/03/2013
MUMBAI
Ferrous & non ferrous metal
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2562980    11/07/2013
GANESH VASANT JARANDE
trading as ;RACHANA FABRICATION COMPANY
OFF, VEDNIRMITEE, 36/1/44, KATRAJ-KONDHAWA ROAD, SHIVSHAMBHO NAGAR, LANE-4, KATRAJ, PUNE-411046
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :15/02/2013
MUMBAI
METALLIC DOORS, WINDOWS, SHUTTERS, SLATTED SHUTTERS
InfraCrete
2567012 18/07/2013
INFRACRETE GMBH
trading as ;InfraCrete
Hägnisstrasse 22, 8702 Zollikon
Manufacturing
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP LEX GLOBAL SERVICES
#82,21ST MAIN,2ND FLOOR, ABOVE SRI KRISHNA STORES, BANASHANKARI 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560070
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys; goods of common metal not included in other classes.
2568816  23/07/2013
GOUTAM PAUL
SMT. SUBHRA PAUL
trading as ;KISMAT SPICES INDUSTRIES
KHOSHBAGAN, AGARTALA – 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway
tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of
metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
2573145 31/07/2013
ROCKDUDE IMPEX PVT.LTD.
E-12, EVEREST BUILDING, 6TH FLOOR, 156-TARDEV ROAD, OPP. TARDEV BUS DEPOT, TARDEV, MUMBAI-400034
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MARKETING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :12/04/2011
MUMBAI
ALUMINUM FOIL FOR WRAPING AND PACKAGING IN FORM OF SHEET AND ROLL, ALUMINUM SEMI RIGID CONTAINER AND LID BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-06
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3470830.
ROCKDUDE IMPEX PVT.LTD.
E-12, EVEREST BUILDING, 6TH FLOOR, 156-TARDEV ROAD, OPP. TARDEV BUS DEPOT, TARDEV, MUMBAI-400034
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MARKETING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1IND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :12/04/2011
MUMBAI
ALUMINUM FOIL FOR WRAPING AND PACKAGING IN FORM OF SHEET AND ROLL, ALUMINUM SEMI RIGID CONTAINER AND LID BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-06
CAPACIT'E INFRAPROJECTS LTD.
603, SHRIKANT CHAMBERS, PHASE - I, 6th FLOOR, ADJACENT TO RK STUDIO, SION TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :07/08/2012
MUMBAI
Metal building materials
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3366693.
2614658  18/10/2013
SHEHKAI PRECISION CO., LTD.
trading as ;SHEHKAI PRECISION CO., LTD.
1F., NO. 1, BENGONG 1ST RD., GANGSHAN DIST., KAOHSIUNG CITY 820, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A corporation incorporated under the laws of Taiwan, R.O.C.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Used Since :02/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
Nuts of metal; screws of metal; bolts of metal.
2642983  14/12/2013
AADINAM INDUSTRIAL METALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S AADINAM INDUSTRIAL METALS PRIVATE LIMITED
101, MADHUKANT COMPLEX, OPP. LAKHAJI KUVARJI HALL, NEAR HINDI SCHOOL, BARDOLPURA, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading as
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 09/11/2013
AHMEDABAD
Common metals and their alloys; ferrous & non-ferrous, wires of common metal; small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; metal sheets and plates, goods of common metal not included in other classes.
SUHALI SHARIF
trading as ;MSN EXPORT
OLD NO. 8, NEW NO.16, VIJAYALAKSHMI NAGAR, KOLATHUR, AMBATHUR TALUK, TIRUVALLUR DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU - 600099
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Used Since :20/01/2014
CHENNAI
A/C STAND MANUFACTURING
3038194  20/08/2015
SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY
C.S.M. Marg, Mumbai 400 001
Manufacturers & Traders
Government Department
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 10/01/2014
MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
PJI
3133218  21/12/2015
USHAN KIRAN
trading as ;PIPE JOINT INDUSTRIES
S-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/04/2010
DELHI
VALVES (METAL) AND PIPE FITTINGS (METAL)
PLASTER READY

3188288  18/02/2016
RAJKUMAR RAM LIKHANDE
trading as ;SAYALI ENTERPRISES
C/O SHUBHAM GNERAL STORE, (PRAKASH KARANDEKAR), TRIVENI NAGAR, NIGADI, PUNE-411044, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN IDNIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :10/01/2000
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORE
3253379 07/05/2016
KAKADIYA DINESHBHAI T.
trading as ;TEJAS INDUSTRIES
5, AARTI SOCIETY, SHIV PAN"S STREET, ATIKA DHEBAR ROAD (SOUTH), RAJKOT -
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :17/05/2011
To be associated with:
2153090
AHMEDABAD
Alloys Of Common Metal
ARYAMATIC TRAY ADDITIONAL

3368281  20/09/2016

KEVIN ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 11, Street No. 10, MIDC, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 093
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :05/09/2016
To be associated with:
3368278, 3368279, 3368280

MUMBAI
Metal trays for use in process column towers
BLOK-n-LOK

3435844  15/12/2016
QAID ZOHAR ZAKIUDDIN SHAHPURWALA
YUSUFI FAKHRUDDIN BHANPURAWALA
trading as ;LOTO SAFETY PRODUCTS DMCC
JBC 2, #2109, CLUSTER ‘V’, JUMEIRAH LAKES TOWERS, OPP. DAMAS GOLD FACTORY, P.O. BOX 114738, DUBAI
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOUTAM BHATTACHARYYA
K&S Partners | Intellectual Property Attorneys, Ivy Terrace, First Floor, East Wing, Plot no. 119, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad 500 081, India
Used Since :01/05/2013
CHENNAI
Metal and metallic identification systems of materials namely, signs, name plates, badges, labels, tapes, markers, foils, numerals and letters; Hasps/ hooks of metal; Locking gate hasps/ hooks of metal; All kinds of locks of metal; Non- luminous and non-mechanical signs of metal; Metallic wires; and all other related goods included in Class 6.
3441350 23/12/2016
DHARMENDRABHAI POPATBHAI BHANDERI
trading as ;AMPLE INDUSTRIES
POLT NO. 72, SURVEY NO. 43, B/H. BOLD MENU, VAVDI, RAJKOT,(GUJARAT) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
3465136  25/01/2017
JAGDISH PATEL
T3, RAHEJA TOWERS, JAIL ROAD, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH-492001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
3516401    29/03/2017
MUKEBHBHAI VIRABHAI PATEL
29, SAHJANAND EXOTICA, RADHANPUR ROAD, MEHSANA- 384002, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since : 16/02/2012

To be associated with:
3516398, 3516399, 3516400

AHMEDABAD
TMT BARS AND ANGELS, CHANNALS, ROUNDS, CAILS, WIRE (BINDING) INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
3572552 16/06/2017
ALEEM AHMAD KHAN TRADING AS M/S. KGN INTERNATIONAL
MABOOD NAGAR, GALI FATIMA, NEAR BIJLI GHAR, SHAHJAMAL, ALIGARH-202001, U.P.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 14/10/2013
DELHI
LOCKS AND HARDWARES (MADE OF COMMON METALS)
more essentials

3595680  20/07/2017
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2447668, 2447713, 3595664, 3595673

MUMBAI

Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
LIKON

3597462  22/07/2017
SHAFIQ ALAM
LIKON PRODUCTS, AHMADULLAH NAGAR EIDGHAR ROD, SHAH JAMAL, ALIGARH
ADVOCATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH, 202001 U.P.

Used Since: 10/04/2014

DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTI PURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCK, ROUND LOCK, AND MORTICE LOCK SET DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNITI, CABINET HANDLE, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS, LATCHES, KATCHER, HINGES, CURTAIN RING, DRAWER CUP AND GATEHOOK MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS
Mangla Roofing

3599576  26/07/2017

DEEPAK AGARWAL
18-19-20, ARIHANT TOWER, MALHOTRA NAGAR, ROAD No. 1, VKI AREA, JAIPUR-302013 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD
METALLIC ROOFING, GALVANISED PLAIN (GP) SHEET, PRE PAINTED GALVANISED IRON (PPGI) SHEET, GALVANISED CORRUGATED SHEET WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
SILVERSHINE STAINLESS PVT LTD.
1616, SEC-13, HISAR-125001
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL PIPES.
3600999  28/07/2017
LOKA LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.
J-1906, CHITRANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110019
PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BELLS, GONGS AND THE LIKE, NON-ELECTRIC, OF BASE METAL, STATUETTES AND OTHER ORNAMENTS, OF BASE METAL, PHOTOGRAPH, PICTURE OR SIMILAR FRAMES, OF BASE METAL, MIRRORS OF BASE METAL-STATUETTES AND OTHER ORNAMENTS-PLATED WITH PRECIOUS METAL, TROPHIES
3607496  06/08/2017
NASARUDDIN MALIK
A.D.A COLONEY SHAHJMAL ALIGARH
PROPREITOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WASEEM JAVED, ADVOCATE
3/12, MENDU COMPUND MARRIS ROAD, ALIGARH-202001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
locks and hardware
3608863  08/08/2017
SICHUAN MESSEA WINDOWS & DOORS CO., LTD.
3RD SECTION, WEST OF TAIBEI ROAD, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, GUANGHAN CITY, SICHUAN PROVINCE, CHINA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DOORS OF METAL; WINDOWS OF METAL; BUILDING MATERIALS OF METAL; JALOUSIES OF METAL; SHUTTERS OF METAL; WINDOW FRAMES OF METAL; DOOR CASINGS OF METAL; FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE.
3609188  09/08/2017
RAKESH K PATEL
B-17, CITY CENTER, NR. IDGAH CIRCLE, O/S. PREM DARWAJA ROAD, IDGAH, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT.INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :05/12/2007
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF S.S/M.S/BRASS HARDWARE, ALLUMINIUM PROFILE, SECTION PART, METAL HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES OF GOODS
BHARMAL

3610493  10/08/2017
FATEMA LASKARWALA TRADING AS M/S. BHARMAL HOUSE OF HARDWARE
M-69, NEW SIYAGANJ, INDORE (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Small hardware of metal, metal products, hooks, pins and springs
LYCA

3611100  11/08/2017
NIRAVBHAI R. SAVSANI
trading as ;DIVINE FASTENERS
SHED NO. 9, MARUTI ESTATE - 2, GOKULNAGAR - 3, GOKULDHAM MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360004, GUJARAT INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL SCREW, NAILS, METAL NUTS, METAL BOLTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
3611613    11/08/2017
RAMAVTAR PRAJAPAT
H 1, 114 New Riico Industrial Area, Bagru, JAIPUR, Rajasthan
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R. SRINATH
NO. 38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Welding rods, Wire, Wire rod, Metal cable wire
K-KANGRO

3612147  12/08/2017

ANITA MAHESHWARI
147, BHAKT PRAHALAD NAGAR, MOGLINE, OPPOSITE-GANGWAL BUS STAND, INDORE (M.P.)

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Roofing nails and dowel nails
3612181  12/08/2017
MUKESH KUMAR, TRADING AS: PRINCE INDUSTRIES
DHOGRI ROAD, NURPUR, INDUSTRIAL ZONE, JALANDHAR-144012 (PUNJAB)
SOLE PROP.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDEL & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :06/11/2007
DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS OF METAL ALDROPS, PIANO HINGS, BUT HINGS, TOWER BOLTS, DOOR SPRINGS, DOOR HANDLES, DOOR CLOSER, HANGERS, NUTS AND BOLTS, LOCKS.
SINDHU COLOUR ROOF

3613469  16/08/2017

KAYATHRI CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;KAYATHRI CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED

DOOR NO.7, PLOTNO.15A, DR. MUTHULAKSHMI STREET, INDIRA NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 087.
TAMIL NADU . INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MANUFACTURING OF METAL ROOFING SHEET, FALSE CEILING , PURLINS, IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS.
LARANZA

3615045  18/08/2017

BHUPESH SUREKA
612-B, VIVEK VIHAR, SHYAM NAGAR, JAIPUR-302019

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR SANGHI
S-3, II FLOOR, R-8/A, YUDHISTHIR MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-05

Used Since : 01/12/2014

AHMEDABAD

architectural hardware made of common metals and alloys thereof; hardware of metal, small
3616478 19/08/2017
JAKIR KHAN TRADING AS M/S. Z.K. INDIAN PRODUCTS
GALI NO. 10, SHAHJAMAL (MARGHAT ROAD), ALIGARH-202001 (U.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :06/10/2007
DELHI
Mortice lock, multipurpose lock, shutter lock, pad lock, door and window fittings
3685999    23/11/2017

BEVEL TRADING & MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
8/8, CHINAR PARK, P.O. HATIARA, P.S. BAGUIHATI, KOLKATA-700157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Safes; Metal containers for storage or transport
3691306  30/11/2017
PRUDENT POLYFAB & INDUSTRIES LLP
Opposite Kisan Rolling Mill, Plot No.- 575 & 576- B, Khasra No. Part of 624, 541/1, 542/2, 625 / 2, Acholi, Urla, Raipur (C.G.)-493221
Limited Liability Partnership firm through Partner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Wire fencing, Barbed wire, Wire gauze & Wire.
3691476  30/11/2017
MR. RITESH KUMAR PODDAR TRADING AS MARUTTI ALUMINIUMS
27-37-139/C, Near Rama Mohan Ayurvedic Hospital, Bundar Road, Vijayawada- 520 002(Andhra Pradesh)
Sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :01/06/2017

CHENNAI
Small Items Of Metal Hardware, Common Metals And Their Alloys; Metal Building Materials; Transportable Buildings Of
Metal; Materials Of Metal For Railway Tracks; Non-Electric Cables And Wires Of Common Metal; Ironmongery, Pipes And
Tubes Of Metal; Safes, Aluminium & it's Alloys, Metal Ladder
3696410 06/12/2017
TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
No. 861, Annasalai, Chennai – 600 002
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since: 01/05/2013
CHENNAI
Alloys of common metal
KAMLESHKUMAR BACHUBHAI BUTANI TRADING AS B S SALES
SHOP No. 5, NILKAMAL COMPLEX, DATAR ROAD, JUNAGADH, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BRIGHT STEEL, STEEL SHEETS AND EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM SECTIONS
3704373  16/12/2017
KRISHA GLOBAL IMPORTS LLP
61 / 62, INDRAPRASTHA COMPLEX, 589, RASTA PETH PUNE -411011, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
METALLIC LADDER, ALUMINIUM LADDER
3704376  16/12/2017
MUKESH AHUJA
3564/25, RAVI RAJ MARKET, HAKIM BAKA STREET, CHAWRI BAZAAR, DELHI
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Doors, gates, windows and window coverings of metal
3704384  16/12/2017
SONAL GUPTA PROP. OF SHIVAM ISPAT
1st FLOOR, SOMANI BUILDING, LOHA MANDI, S.C. ROAD, Jaipur, Rajasthan, 302001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IRON ROOFING SHEET.
SHRI. ARVIND SHRICHAND KOTHARI
SHOP NO. 28 & 29, PRITAM COMPLEX, SMALL FACTORY AREA, BAGADGANJ, NAGPUR - 440008. MAHARASHTRA.
INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Roofing Metal Sheet, Metal Sheet, Color Coated Metal Sheet, Galvanized Sheet, Profile Sheet, Iron Sheet.
3706001  19/12/2017
MOHD. AFNAN PROP. OF KLIFT HARDWARE CO.
5123/24, BESIDE KUCHA PANDIT, SIRKI WALAN ROAD, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FLOOR SPRING, PATCH FITTING, SHOWER HINGES, SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM, GLASS DOOR LOCKS, DOOR HANDLES, SCREWS, SPIDER FITTING, GLASS AND WOODEN DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS IN CLASS-06.
3706002 19/12/2017
MOHD. AFINAN PROP. OF KLIFF HARDWARE CO.
5123/24, BESIDE KUCHA PANDIT, SIRKI WALAN ROAD, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FLOOR SPRING, PATCH FITTING, SHOWER HINGES, SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM, GLASS DOOR LOCKS, DOOR HANDLES, SCREWS, SPIDER FITTING, GLASS AND WOODEN DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS IN CLASS-06.
3706548 19/12/2017
AVDHESH R GONDALIYA PROPRIETOR OF SHREE RAM HARDWARE
1- PRAGATI SOCIETY, NEAR BALAJI REFRIGRATION, BOL BALA MARG, 80 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT- 360003, GUJARAT.
INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2017
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HANDLE, KNOBS, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, NUTS, BOLTS, HINGES, STOPPER, ALDROP,
GATE HOOK, SOFA LEG TOWER BOLT, LOCK, S.S. HARDWARE AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
3708147  21/12/2017
MOHD YUNUS
300, AHMAD NAGAR, GALI 5, ALIGARH
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHD SALMAN
4/121, PAHASU HOUSE, CIVIL LINES, ALIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
METAL PADLOCKS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 6

3708228  21/12/2017
SAMYOUNG METAL CO., LTD.
20, Namdongdong-ro 77beon-gil, Namdong-gu, Incheon 21694 Republic of Korea
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARAD VADEHRA
KAN AND KRISHME, Attorneys at Law, KNK House, A-11, Shubham Enclave, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi-110063, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pipework of metal for exclusive use in building or construction; Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; Water-pipes of metal; Penstock pipes of metal; Underdrainage pipes of metal; Pipe coupling of metal; Valves of metal (other than for machines); couplings and joints of metal for pipes; ducts and pipes of metal for central heating installations; pipes of metal, for central heating installations; collars of metal for fastening pipes; manifolds of metal for pipelines; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations
3710192  23/12/2017
VIJAY KUMAR
PROP.OF FIRM M/S MONIKA ART INDUSTRIES, GALI NO.2, PALA SHAHIBABAD, ALIGARH-202001
PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING, JAIGANJ MARKET CROSSING, ALIGARH-202001, U.P.
Used Since :08/01/2004
DELHI
LOCKS AND HARDWARE & DOOR & WINDOWS & BATHROOM & BUILDING FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES OF GOODS.
3710256  23/12/2017
DEV HARDWARE PRODUCTS AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
SORATHIYAWADI STREET NO = 10, B/H. J.K.MALL, OPP. STEAM POWER SOLAR, RAJKOT - 360002, GUJARAT -INDIA
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :05/12/2017
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF S.S/M.S./BRASS HARDWARE, ALLUMINIUM PROFILE, SECTION PART, METAL HARDWARE
(TELESCOPIC CHANNEL), BRASS PARTS AND BRASS COMPONENTS, METAL (HANDLE KNOBS, NUTS, SCREW RINGS,
METAL WINDOW, FASTNERS, HINGES, STOPPER, SOFALEG, TOWEL BOLT(LOCK)ALDROP, DOOR CLOSER, DOOR
CATCHER, LADDERS OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
3711734  26/12/2017
VIDYA METAL MANUFACTURING CO. PVT.LTD
SP - 864 (A) RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PATHREDI, BHIWADI, ALWAR RAJASTHAN - 301019
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALUMINIUM FOILS, ALUMINIUM FOIL PAPER LAMINATES, ALUMINIUM SLABS, ALUMINIUM WINDOWS, ALUMINIUM DISCS, ALUMINIUM PROFILES, ALUMINIUM WIRES, ALUMINIUM STRIPS, ALUMINIUM SHEETS, ALUMINIUM ALLOYS, ALUMINIUM DOORS, ALUMINIUM MOULDS, ALUMINIUM INGOTS, COPPER POWDER, COPPER STRIP, COPPER PIPES, COPPER INGOTS, COPPER ORES, COPPER RINGS, TUBES OF COPPER ALLOYS, COPPER WIRE, NOT INSULATED.
3712132  26/12/2017
GANESH METAL
SHED NO. 4760, G.I.D.C., PHASE - III, DARED, JAMNAGAR – 361 004 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE FURNITURE FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS.
BPSL

3712398  27/12/2017

NIPPON TUBES LTD

C-49, IST FLOOR, RDC RAJ NAGAR, GHAZIABAD (UP)

BODY- INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pipes, tubes and hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves, of metal, Pipe fittings [junctions] of metal, Fittings of metal for flexible pipes, Metal pipe junctions, Metal pipe connectors, Metal pipe clamps, Metal pipe elbows, Metal pipe joints, Joint connectors (Metal -) for pipes, Couplings and joints of metal for pipes, Metal pipe couplings, Metal pipe muffs, Metal pipe clips, Metal pipe collars, Metal pipe supports, Anchor socket tube sections of metal, Pipe unions of metal, Gate valves, Flap valves of metal, Valves of metal, other than parts of machines, Metal tapes, Metal corner tapes, Pipe support sleeves of metal, Valves of metal, other than parts of machines, including those made from alloy steel and titanium, Elbows of metal for connecting gas piping to gas appliances, Metal tubing and tubing couplings for joining and terminating pipes.
3712434  27/12/2017
MICKY METALS LTD
48/D, Muktaram Babu street, Kolkata_700007, West Bengal.
A company incorporated under the companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since :10/04/2007
KOLKATA
TMT BAR.
METALIUM COLORON+

3712586  27/12/2017
MR. GOPALAKRISHNA PILLAI
THEERAM HOUSE, VADAKKUMTHALA P.O, KARUNAGAPALLY, KOLLAM 690 536 ,
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ROOFING SHEET OF METAL, ALUMINIUM ROLLED PRODUCTS, ALUMINIUM CORRUGATED SHEETS; ROOF FLASHINGS
OF ALUMINIUM; ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS AND OTHER GOODS FROM ALUMINIUM , COMMON METALS AND ALLOYS
3713589 28/12/2017
MITHUNBHAI VALLABHBHAI KATHIRIYA
4, CHHANIYARA ESTATE, B/H. ANGEL MOTOR, DHEBAR ROAD (SOUTH), ATIKA, RAJKOT-360 002 GUJARAT-INDIA
"PROPRIETOR OF "PRAMUKH INDUSTRIES"

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMITA I. PARMAR, ADVOCATE
V.S. CONSULTANCY, H/203, RADHEY RESIDENCY, NEAR LALGEBI CIRCLE, S.P. RING ROAD, HATHIJAN, AHMEDABAD - 382 445, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HARDWARE ITEMS AND FURNITURE FITTINGS INCLUDING IN CLASS-06.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 6

3713758 28/12/2017
RAH AUTO PRODUCTS
2- GOKUL NAGAR, NEAR GOKULDHAM SOCIETY, KRISHNA NAGAR MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360004
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS OF METAL, METAL HANDLES, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE, DOOR STOPS OF METAL, SMALL METAL HARDWARE
DYNA LUME
3714173  28/12/2017
DYNAROOFT PVT LTD
10TH MILE, GS ROAD, VILL- MAWSMAI, DIST- RI BHOI, MEGHALAYA , INDIA
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1605169

KOLKATA
Hot dipped aluminium and Zinc coated PROFILE/ CORRUGATED SHEETS, AND ITS ACCESSORIES
3714600   29/12/2017
DYNAROOF PVT LTD
10TH MILE, GS ROAD, VILL- MAWSMAI, DIST- RI BHOI, MEGHALAYA , INDIA
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1297878, 1297879, 1605169

KOLKATA
Hot dipped aluminium and Zinc coated PROFILE/ CORRUGATED SHEETS, AND ITS ACCESSORIES
3714665  29/12/2017
MUKESH JAIN
JAIN MENSION OPP CITY CENTER HUDA COMPLEX ROHTAK 124001 HARYANA
SOLE PROPRIETOR SHIP IN THE NAME OF PREKSHA STEELS INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONU
663 SECTOR 4 ROHTAK
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Safes; Metal containers for storage or transport
FAGUN FOLD

3714916  29/12/2017
MR. NARESH KUMAR
F-9-2344, GALI NO-2, GOPAL NAGAR, MAJITHA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IRON SCREW, NUT, BOLTS, METAL SCREW AND ALL TYPES OF SCREWS.
3715130   29/12/2017
SYED SAIF ABDIN TRADING AS M/S MIDWEST CORPORATION
4/1123, SIR SYED NAGAR, ALIGARH UP
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :18/01/2005
DELHI
Metal hardware
MAISHU

3715643  30/12/2017
PANKAJ GROVER PROP. OF IMPEX INDIA.
A – 76, SEC-1, BAVANA DSIDC, DELHI.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WINDOW & DOOR FITTINGS, DOOR, CLOSER, CALDRON, LOCKS DOOR, STOPPER, NUT, BOLT T.BOLT SCREW
MAGNETIC CATCHER GATE HOOK, LOCKS SAFETY CHAINS, BRASS CHAIN CHAINS RING, CASTORS OF METAL FOR
FURNITURE IN CLASS 6.
KEVIN VINODBHAI KORADIYA TRADING AS M/S. ACCURATE STEEL PRODUCT
PLOT NO. 16, 2-SHIV CHOWK, SOMNATH INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT-360003, GUJARAT
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Small hardware and hardware products including door fittings, bathroom fitting, handles and stoppers (made of metal)
3716037 30/12/2017
KEVIN VINODBHAI KORADIYA TRADING AS M/S. ACCURATE STEEL PRODUCT
PLOT NO. 16, 2-SHIV CHOWK, SOMNATH INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT-360003, GUJARAT
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Small hardware and hardware products including door fittings, bathroom fitting, handles and stoppers (made of metal)
ELECTROLOCK

3716537  01/01/2018
ELECTROSTEEL CASTINGS LIMITED
19, Camac Street, Kolkata - 700017
An Indian Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUMANTO GUPTA
38A ,NARSINGHA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700 074

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS
ELECTROPUX

3716538  01/01/2018
ELECTROSTEEL CASTINGS LIMITED
19, Camac Street, Kolkata - 700017
An Indian Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUMANTO GUPTA
38A ,NARSINGHA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700 074

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS
ELECTROPUR

3716539  01/01/2018
ELECTROSTEEL CASTINGS LIMITED
19, Camac Street, Kolkata - 700017
An Indian Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUMANTO GUPTA
38A, NARISINGHA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700 074
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS
TYTFAST
3716540  01/01/2018
ELECTROSTEEL CASTINGS LIMITED
19, Camac Street, Kolkata - 700017
An Indian Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUMANTO GUPTA
38A ,NARSINGHA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700 074
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS
MANISH BANSAL (KHUSHI INTERGROUP CORPORATION)
158, 3RD, FLOOR, BHERA ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAHARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
HARSHIV

3718360    03/01/2018

VALLABHBHAI H. VORA PROPRIETOR OF BALAJI ENGINEERING CORPORATION
ATIKA STREET NO.3, BEHIND RUBBER MILL, DHEBAR ROAD (SOUTH), RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
METAL VALVES FOR WATER PIPES, METAL VALVES NOT BEING PARTS OF MACHINES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1016822  14/06/2001

LAKSHMI TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
34-A Kamaraj Road, Coimbatore - 641 018, Tamil Nadu. India.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/1997

CHENNAI
MACHINE TOOLS, PAINTING MACHINES, TOOLS (HOLDING DEVICES FOR MACHINES) AND PARTS OF MACHINES
1937833  18/03/2010
NARENDER JAIN
trading as ;NARENDER JAIN & CENTRE
67 KHA-GANESH MINI MARKET 1ST FLOOR MAHA BODDHA KATHMAND NEPAL-21997
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/01/2000
DELHI
JUICER MIXER GRINDER, WASHING MACHINE SEWING MACHINE MIXI VACCUM CLEANER AND HOME APPLIANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS-7
1983061    22/06/2010
JAY CEE ENTERPRISES PVT.LTD.
A-61/1 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110020
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHARBANDA TRADE MARK CO.
STAR BUILDING, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
Used Since :01/01/2006
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINES, LEATHER PARING MACHINES, KNITTING MACHINES, TEXTILE INDUSTRY MACHINES,
STITCHING MACHINES, EMBROIDERY MACHINE, PACKING MACHINES, PACKAGING MACHINES, STEAM PRESSES
(ROTARY) PORTABLE FOR FABRICS. ELECTRIC SCISSORS, CUTTING MACHINES, GRINDING MACHINES.
GRINDSTONES (PARTS OF MACHINES), MACHINES TOOLS, KNIVES (PARTS OF MACHINES), KNIVES ELECTRIC,
SEWING MACHINE MOTORS EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES, STAND FOR MACHINES, TABLES FOR MACHINES, TEXTILE
CLEANING GUNS AND THEIR SPARE PARTS, FINISHING AND FUSING MACHINES, ACCESSORIES & ATTACHMENTS OF
THE AFORESAID GOODS FALL IN CLASS-07
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER,..
2011623 20/08/2010
TEJA SINGH CHADHA
DAVINDER SINGH CHADHA
MANMEET SINGH CHADHA
TARAJEET SINGH CHADHA
trading as; PARADISE INDO - FOREIGN AGENCIES
477, ZEENAT BARI, HAMILTON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUN SHINE TRADE MARK CO.
491 GAUTAM NAGAR SHIBBANPURA OPP PATEL NAGAR-II C-BLOCK GHAZIABAD.201001
Used Since :18/08/1974
DELHI
BEARINGS, PISTONS, PISTON RINGS, CYLINDERS, SLEEVES, GUDGEN PINS, FILTERS, CARBON BRUSHES, V-BELTS,
DYNAMOS, INCLUDED IN CLASSES 7
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (BEARINGS).
2028718  27/09/2010
P.SRIPHAD
trading as ;NEW ENGINEERING WORKS
D.NO.23-41/2, MADHURANAGAR, SHAMSHABAD, R.R.DIST - 501 218, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/02/2009
CHENNAI
PNEUMATIC TOOLS
2034107 07/10/2010
JASBIR SINGH
trading as ;KISSAN AGRO INDUSTRIES
V.P.O. ISHAQ PEHOINA DITT KURUKSHETRA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/06/2007
DELHI
COMBINE BLADE, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINARY PARTS
2078021  30/12/2010
RENU MADAN
SAGAN LAL
MADAN LAL
SONU
trading as ;ELITE STEEL INDUSTRY
SHAHPUR BEGU, SIRSA HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
ELECTRIC MOTORS
2098386 10/02/2011
TRIOMECH ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
Mr Greesh Chandra Mishra
Mrs. Prasuti Mishra
Mr Rajeev Mishra
trading as ;Triomech Engineering Private Limited
Registered Office- Shed No 15, IDA Phase III Patancheru, GHMC, AP 502 319
Manufacture, sales & marketing of engineering equipments, material handling equipments, construction and agricultural equipments, machines, machine tools, parts and fittings, cranes, tractors etc
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVIPRASAD PISUPATI
Ravi Chambers, Plot No. 100/1, Durgam Cheruvu Road, Behind PBEL Corporate office, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500033

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, PARTS AND FITTINGS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENTS, MOBILE CRANES OF ALL SIZES, DOUBLE GIRDER EOT CRANES, UNDER SLUNG CRANES (CRAB), 'A' FRAME GANTRY (AKA GOLIATH CRANE), MOBILE SLEW CRANE, TOWER CRANES, FAME EQUIPMENTS, AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENTS (OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED), TRACTORS, DUMPER TRUCKS, HARVESTERS, THRESHERS, HARVESTER THRESHER COMBINES, TOWABLE TROLLEYS FOR FARM USE, MOTORS AND ENGINES AND MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES)
HARVEST DX
2110403  04/03/2011
RAVI AGRICULTURE INDUSTRIES
FOUNDRY NAGAR HATHRAS ROAD AGRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/01/1975
DELHI
DIESEL OIL ENGINE, GENERATING SETS, CENTRIFUGAL WATER PUMP, ALTERNATORS, COUPLED & LOOSE FAST WATER PUMP, ALL TYPE OF PUMPING SETS, AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
MEHAK

2124466  01/04/2011
ASHOK KUMAR DHAWAN
trading as ;MEHAK ENTERPRISES
166/4, MAJOR GURDIAL SINGH ROAD, THE MALL ENCLAVE, LUDHIANA - 141001, PUNJAB
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
MIXER, JUICER, GRINDER, HAND OPERATED JUICER, FOOD PROCEESSING MACHINES, CHALF GUTTER MACHINES AND MADHANI.
STANDARD R.S

2126096  06/04/2011
SURES KUMAR
RAJ KUMAR
trading as ;STANDARD SEWING MACHINE WORKS
1206, SHORA KOTHI, SUBZI MANDI, NEAR CLOCK TOWER, DELHI-7
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE APEX COMPANY
1026/21-23, IIND FLOOR, GARGRENA HOUSE, GALI TELIYAN TILAK BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :01/08/1972
DELHI
SEWING MACHINE & PARTS & SEWING MACHINE ,MOTORS.
VIPUL TIBREWAL
trading as ;CAMRON INTERNATIONAL
SHOP NO. 4094, SECOND FLOOR, NEAR CHAWRI BAZAR METRO STATION, AJMERI GATE, DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Used Since :07/04/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MACHINE AND MACHANERY ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS AND SPARE PARTS, MARBLE CUTTING BLADES, CUTTING TOOLS, ARMATURE, CARBON BRUSH
2145966  18/05/2011
BHARAT KHUBCHANDANI
E-279, NARAINA VIHAR NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS/TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 13/04/2008
DELHI
ELECTRIC MIXTURES, GRINDERS, JUICERS, FOOD PROCESSORS, MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
NUTRON
2146419  19/05/2011
SH. VINOD GOYAL
trading as ;SHREE BISHAN DASS TRADERS
SHOP NO. 7, RAMESH MARKET, SIRKIWALAN, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :12/07/2008
DELHI
POWER TOOLS AND PARTS THETEOF, ELECTRICAL TOOLS AND PARTS THEREOF POWER TOOLS ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREOF, AJID IRON WORKING TO (CUTTING TOOLS, IMPORTED TOOLS, ABRASIVE WHEELS, GRINDING WHEELS), MICRO MATER, VERR, DC WHEEL & CUTTING WHEEL & WOOD WORKING TOOLS AND STONE WORK; TOOLS TO BE USED SEPARATELY OR WITH POWER TOOLS OR ELECTRICAL TO INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2146925 19/05/2011
JAI KISHAN SHARMA
trading as ;SAI ENTERPRISES
4229, GALI SHAHTARA, AJMERI GATE, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :06/03/2010
DELHI
2148444    23/05/2011
AMEREX (INDIA) PVT LTD
35 SUNDER NAGAR NEW DELHI 110003
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :21/08/1968
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES), MACHINE COUPLINGS AND BEING (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES), LARGE SIZE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, INCUBATORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
SAMRAT

2149856  25/05/2011

SHRI PIYUSH JAIN

trading as ;CHANDRA METAL ENTERPRISES

D- 33 , KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA - 282005.

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.K. AGARWAL & CO.

6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.

Used Since :01/01/1982

DELHI

DIESEL OIL ENGINES, GENERATING SETS, ALTERNATORS, COMPANY, ENGINE PARTS AND PARTS THEREOF
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, CANOPY ENGINES PARTS AND PARTS THEREOF AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
SPEEDKOOL

2150974    27/05/2011
NARENDER SINGH BANSAL
SAVINDER SINGH BANSAL
trading as ;SPEEDKOOL ELECTRICALS
D - 28, LAJPAT NAGAR, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MONOBLOCK PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, COOLER PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTORS, JMG, MADHANI, WASHING MACHINE
IN CLASS-7.
2151809  30/05/2011
SH. TEJPAL BANSAL
trading as : BANSAL SONS
2473/14 GOPI NATH BLDG BEHIND G.B ROAD SHARDHA NAND MARG DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 12/07/2008

DELHI
BEARING, (VIZ. ROLLER BEARINGS, NEEDLE BEARING, PILLOW UNIT BEARING ETC.) & BELTING INCLUDING FAN BELTING AS PER CLASS-07.
K- Spark

2152416 31/05/2011
NGK SPARK PLUGS CO. LTD
14-18 TAKATSUJI-CHO, MIZUHO-KU, NAGOYA 467 -8525 JAPAN
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUTT MENON DUNMORR SETT, ADVOCATE
30, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI-13

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IGNITION APPARATUS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES BEING PARTS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF ALL KINDS,
NAMELY SPARK PLUGS, GLOW PLUGS, SPARK PLUG CAPS, SPARK PLUG CABLES AND SPARK PLUG IGNITION COILS
NAVBHARAT

2156776  08/06/2011
SH MANISH BANSAL
SH SUDESHKUMAR BANSAL
SH SUNIL BANSAL
trading as ;BANSAL IRON FOUNDRY
SHER GARH ROAD, BYE-PASS, KAITHAL - 136027, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS/ ELECTRIC MOTORS, REFLUX VALVE, FLANGE,
JOINTS & JOINTS PARTS, PUMP BEND, PUMP TEE AND THEREOF PARTS.
OSCAR
2159310  14/06/2011
MR. P. V. VARGHESE
trading as: OSCAR CUTTING TOOLS
PLOT NO 80, BLOCK-I, SEC-4 DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA BAWANA DELHI 39
MERCAHNTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001.
Used Since: 30/09/1999
DELHI
CUTTING TOOLS OF ALL KINDS; PARTS AND FININES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
2159584  14/06/2011

MR N. KHAN
trading as ;PACKMACH SYSTEMS
C - 289, SECTOR - 10, NOIDA, U.P.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, PACKAGING MACHINES, WATER PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
STITCH LITE

2161451  17/06/2011
USHA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF
GEE EMM SUPER
2162766  20/06/2011
GURUDEV SINGH
trading as ;GURDEV ELECTRIC WORKS
PLOT NO. B-IX-774/16, SUNDER NAGAR, BACK SIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JALANDHAR - 144004, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS ( AGRICULTURAL & DOMESTIC), MONOBLOCK PUMPS , ELECTRIC MOTORS, GENERATOR
SETS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word SUPER
KOMAL
2163597   22/06/2011
MANOJ KUMAR
trading as ;MKT INDUSTRIAL CORPN.
SHOP NO. 10, FIRST FLOOR, EKTA MARKET, NAYA MOHALLA, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
SEWING MACHINES & PARTS THEREOF.
VANA

2164308 23/06/2011
AMIL TALWAR
SUMIT SEHGAL
trading as 3D INTERNATIONAL
40 DLF INDUSTRIAL AREA KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTUR & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :11/01/2009
DELHI
WASHING MACHINES, SEWING MACHINES, MIXER, JUICERS, GRINDERS, BLENDERS, CRUSHERS, FOOD
PROCESSORS, MOTOR, PUMPS, ELECTRIC ATTA CHAKKI, COMPRESSORS, ELECTRIC KITCHEN IWACHINES, FACIAL
SAUNA STEAMERS, HAIR DRESSING MACHINES, HAIR DRYING MACHINES ELECTRIC, HAIR CUTTING MACHINES(-
ELECTRIC), VAPORISERS, STEAMERS, WATER FILTERING MACHINES, ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS AND OTHER
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, PARTS AND FITTINGS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS -7.
i-ALIGNER

2166397  27/06/2011
SNAP-ON INCORPORATED
2801 80TH STREET KENOSHA WISCONSIN 53143 USA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
(A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TIRE CHANGERS, BRAKE LATHES, MACHINE FOR AUTOMATICALLY RECOVERING/RECYCLING, EVACUATING, LEAK TESTING AND RECHARGING REFRIGERANT, VEHICLE LIFTS; HYDRAULIC ALIGNMENT MACHINES
2170213 04/07/2011

ASHOK BANSAL
trading as ;HINDSON INDUSTRIES
PHUL ROAD, RAMPURA PHUL, DISTT. BATHINDA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/1980
DELHI
MASHANI ONLY
S. P. B. I
SAMRAT

2170443  05/07/2011
S MALKIT SINGH
S SATNAM SINGH
trading as ;SAMRAT PLUMMER BLOCK INDUSTRY
DASHMESH NAGAR, GALI SARDAR KARYANE WALI, NEAR MODAL TOWN, BATALA - 143505, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. HANDA & CO.
B - XVIII 17-18, PURIAN MOHALLA, BATALA - 143 505 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1990
DELHI
PLUMMER BLOCKS, BRAEKETS FOR BEARING
*THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.*
MB ROBOTICS

2172092  08/07/2011
MEYER BURGER AUTOMATION GMBH
Elisabeth-Selbert-Strasse 19, 40764 Langenfeld, Germany
Trader, Manufacturer, Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA, ADV.
R.Z 9/61/12, TUGHLAKABAD EXTENSION, N. DELHI-19.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Machines and machine tools for producing, cleaning, shaping, separating, cutting, marking, holding, transporting, handling, and laminating photovoltaic devices, elements, components, spare parts and accessories; motors and engines used in photovoltaic production lines, transmission components.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 7

2174504  13/07/2011
SH. SURINDER PAL AGGRWAL
trading as; AMBIKA HOME APPLIANCES
263, KARAWAL NAGAR, DELHI - 110094
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
JUICER, MIXER & GRINDERS, FOOD PROCESSOR & BLENDER, WASHING MACHINE, ELECTRIC MOTORS, PUMPS OF ALL KINDS, ALTERNATORS, GENERATORS, POLISHERS, MACHINE & MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 07.
Optima

2177276 19/07/2011

USHA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.

Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI

MIXER GRINDER, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES);
MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
2177370  19/07/2011
INDER SAIN JAIN
trading as ;INDIAN HARDWARE & MILL STORES
2866 SIRKI WALAN HAUZ QAZI DELHI 110006
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
VALVES IN CLASS-7.
PARKASH

2180443    25/07/2011
SMT. GOPAL ENTERPRISES
trading as :GOPAL ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO 20/19 NEAR RAMGARHIA GURUDWARA DHURI LINE STREET MILLER GANJ LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND PARTS THEREOF ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 7

PC 2000

2183724 02/08/2011

AYSHA KALEEL
trading as : AKR INDUSTRY
31A, AND B, NEW COLONY, NORTH STREET (BACK SIDE OF NEW EMPLOYMENT OFFICE), MANNARPURAM, TRICHY - 20, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS; APPARATUS FOR MACHINING, MOLDING MACHINES, MOLDS AS PARTS OF MACHINES, PACKAGING MACHINES, PAPER FEEDERS FOR PRINTING, PRESSES, PRINTING MACHINE, PRINTING PRESSES, PRINTING ROLLERS FOR MACHINES, PUNCHING MACHINES, STAMPING MACHINES INCLUDING COMPONENTS, FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES, SPARES AND PARTS THEREOF.

With no exclusive right to the separate words, except substantially as used by the Applicant.
FURUKAWA INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY SYSTEMS

2188822 10/08/2011
FURUKAWA INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY SYSTEMS CO., LTD.,
2-3, MARUNOUCHI 2-CHOME, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON - 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DISINTEGRATORS; SHREDDERS [MACHINES] FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; MILLS [MACHINES]; CENTRIFUGAL MILLS; CRUSHING MACHINES; FILLING MACHINES; CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS; PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS]; PUMPS [MACHINES]; AIR SUCTION MACHINES; SUCTION MACHINES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SEWAGE PULVERIZERS; WASHING APPARATUS; MACHINES AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING, ELECTRIC; WASTE DISPOSERS [MACHINES]; DUST EXHAUSTING INSTALLATIONS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; DUST REMOVING INSTALLATIONS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; SIFTERS; SORTING MACHINES FOR INDUSTRY; FILTERING MACHINES; MINING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND APPARATUS; LOADING-UNLOADING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; CHEMICAL PROCESSING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; FOOD OR BEVERAGE PROCESSING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; PNEUMATIC OR HYDRAULIC MACHINES AND INSTRUMENTS; WASTE COMPACTING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; WASTE CRUSHING MACHINES
SOVEMA
2191240  16/08/2011
SOVEMA S.P.A.
VIA SPAGNA, 13, I-37069 VILLA FRANCA DI VERONA (VR), ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1984
KOLKATA
MACHINES, INSTALLATIONS, EQUIPMENT AND MACHINE TOOLS; INSTALLATIONS, EQUIPMENT AND MACHINE TOOLS FOR MANUFACTURING BATTERIES, BATTERY COMPONENT AND ACCUMULATORS OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY, AND PARTS OF THE AFORESAID PRODUCTS; MACHINES FOR MAKING, STACKING AND TREATING BATTERY PLATES; MACHINES FOR THE TREATMENT OF LEAD AND LEAD ALLOYS; MOULDING MACHINE FOR PRODUCING LEAD GRIDS; APPARATUS FOR METERING AND DELIVERING LEAD; LEAD CYLINDERS CASTING MACHINES; LEAD OXIDE MILL AND STORAGE MACHINES; CASTING MACHINES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF LEAD STRIP; GRID FORMING MACHINES FROM LEAD STRIP; DRUM PASTING MACHINES FOR PASTING GRIDS OF LEAD BATTERY WITH PASTE; DRYING OVER FOR PLATES OF LEAD BATTERY; APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING AND COLLECTING GRIDS FOR LEAD BATTERY, STACKERS AND UNSTACKERS OF BATTERY GRIDS; PASTE MIXER FOR LEAD BATTERY; GRID FOR LEAD BATTERY CASTING MACHINES; ENVELOPING MACHINES FOR LEAD GRIDS; MACHINES FOR WELDING OF LUGS OF LEAD GRIDS FOR LEAD BATTERY; ASSEMBLY LINE OF LEAD BATTERY; WELDING MACHINES TO FORM ELECTRODES OF LEAD BATTERY; CHARGING PLANT FOR CHARGING LEAD BATTERIES.
PPS

2192551  18/08/2011

3M COMPANY
3M CENTER 2501 HUDSON ROAD ST. PAUL MINNESOTA 55144 USA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
PAINT SPRAY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, KITS, ADAPTERS, CUPS AND COLLARS, MINI CUPS, LIDS AND LINERS, LIDS WITH FILTERS, MIX RATIO INSERTS, DISPENSERS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE PREPARATION OF PAINTS
ANDREAS MAIER GMBH & CO. KG
WAIBLINGER STRASSE 116, 70734 FELLBACH, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since :01/01/1986
DELHI
MECHANICAL, PNEUMATIC, HYDRAULIC AND MAGNETIC CLAMPING PARTS (CLAMPING APPARATUSES) FOR CLAMPING WORKPIECES AND TOOLS (AS PARTS OF MACHINES); VACUUM CLAMPING PARTS (CLAMPING APPARATUSES) FOR CLAMPING WORKPIECES AND TOOLS (AS PARTS OF MACHINES); POSITIONING PARTS FOR POSITIONING WORKPIECES AND TOOLS (AS PARTS OF MACHINES); MECHANICAL, PNEUMATIC, HYDRAULIC AND MAGNETIC SUPPORT PARTS FOR SUPPORTING WORKPIECES AND TOOLS (AS PARTS OF MACHINES); CLAMPING BODIES, IN PARTICULAR CLAMPING PALLETS, CLAMPING ANGLES AND CLAMPING CUBES, FOR FIXING OF CLAMPING PARTS, POSITIONING PARTS OR SUPPORT PARTS; COMPONENT PARTS FOR WORKPIECE- AND TOOL- HOLDING DEVICES (AS PARTS OF MACHINES); HYDRAULIC PUMPS, HYDRAULIC UNITS, ESSENTIALLY CONSISTING OF ELECTRIC DRIVE MOTOR, HYDRAULIC PUMP, OIL HOLDING TANK OF METAL OR PLASTIC MATERIAL AS WELL AS ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC CONTROL DEVICES, PNEUMO-HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INTENSIFIERS, HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INTENSIFIERS, HYDRAULIC PRESSURE ACCUMULATORS; PNEUMATIC VALVES, HYDRAULIC VALVES, VACUUM VALVES, PRESSURE SWITCHES (AS PARTS OF MACHINES).

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1451517.
MANNAT
2194369  24/08/2011
RAVINDER SINGH
trading as ;KAPOOR INTERNATIONAL
78/283, LATOUCHE ROAD, KANPUR-208001 U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1987
DELHI
SEWING MACHINE & PARTS
GOODS ARE RESTRICTED FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS IN THE STATE UTTAR PRADESH ONLY..
PUNJAB 88

2195015  24/08/2011

JATINDAR KUMAR GARG
trading as ; NATIONAL AGRO INDUSTRIES (INDIA)

NEAR BUS STAND, RAMAN - 151301, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEHGAL & ASSOCIATES
KHUKHRANA COMPLEX, KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. ADARSH NAGAR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB

Used Since :01/04/1990

DELHI

SPRAY PUMPS & PLANT PROTECTION EQUIPMENT.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PUNJAB.
BIOflame

2196379  26/08/2011
ECHELON ENERGIES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 226 INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-9, S.A.S. NAGAR MOHALI
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY & REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/07/2011

DELHI
MACHINE (COOKING GAS PRODUCTION WITH THE HELP OF WASTE). GAS COMPRESSOR UNIT.
2206289  16/09/2011
SHIVLALBHAI BHMJIBHAI PANSURIYA
trading as ;ASIAN INDUSTRIES
5/6, Atika Industrial Area, "Kshan Chambers" Shed No.12, Opp: Hasanwadi Main Road, Rajkot-360 002- Gujarat-India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP AND SELF PRIMING PUMP INCLUDING IN
THE CLASS-07.
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GUJARAT.
2215681 05/10/2011
MANOJ SHEVKANI
130,131 ROAD NO.4, SANT MADHAV DAS MARG, KANWAR NAGAR, JAIPUR - 302002
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since: 30/05/2005
AHMEDABAD
GASIFIER MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS AND MACHINE PARTS.
2216241  05/10/2011
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Khatipura Road, Jaipur-320 006
Manufacturers and merchants
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
162828, 216178, 326966
AHMEDABAD
BEARINGS IN CLASS 7.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 216178, 326966, 2181079, 2115641, 2115642..
2216242  05/10/2011
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Khatipura Road, Jaipur-320 006
Manufacturers and merchants
A COMPANY DULLY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
162828, 216178, 326966

AHMEDABAD
Bearings, Machines & Machine tools; Motors & Engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling & transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agricultural Implements other than hand-operated; Incubators for eggs; Axels for Machines; Vaccum Cleaner bags; Belts for conveyors, machines, motors & engines; Calenders; Centrifugal Pumps, Compressed Air Pumps; Crank Shafts; Fans & Fan Belts for motors & engines.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..216178, 326966, 2181079, 2115641, 2115642, 2216241..
2216244  05/10/2011
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Khatipura Road, Jaipur-320 006
Manufacturers and merchants
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
162828, 216178, 326966
AHMEDABAD
BEARINGS IN CLASS 7.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..216178, 326966 , 2181079, 2115641, 2115642,2216241, 2216242..
ANMOL
ANMOL INTERNATIONAL

2232677   11/11/2011
S. MANDEEP SINGH
S. KULDEEP SINGH
S. IQBAL SINGH NANHRAY
trading as ;ANMOL INTERNATIONAL
9631/11-A ST NO 18 KOT MANGAL SINGH LUDHIANA 141003 PUNJAB
MAERCHNAT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
BRAND HOUSE, 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003, PB.
Used Since :01/01/2007
DELHI
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS AND EXPORTERS OF ALL KINDS OF HOSIERY FLAT BED KNITTING MACHINES, PARTS,
FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 07 FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR
EXPORTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE INTERNATIONAL.
2233173  14/11/2011
Mr. Sanjay Kumar Sharma
MR. SUSHIL KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;GOVIND SEWING & MACHINE COMPANY
1626/14 GOVIND PURI KALKAJI NEW DELHI 110019 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/11/2010
DELHI
Sewing Machines, its Parts and Accessories thereof as included in Class-
KR6A-10

2233300  14/11/2011
NGK SPARK PLUG CO., LTD.
14-18 TAKATSUJI-CHO, MIZUHO-KU, NAGOYA CITY, 467-8525, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IGNITION APPARATUS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES BEING PARTS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF ALL KINDS, NAMELY SPARK PLUGS, GLOW PLUGS, SPARK PLUG CAPS, SPARK PLUG CABLES AND SPARK PLUG IGNITION COILS
2235780   18/11/2011
SHAMSHAO KHAN
trading as ;S. K. ENGINEERS
MISSION COMPOUND, OPP. SANGIT SAMAJ SCHOOL, BAGAM BRIDGE ROAD, MEERUT, U.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CARE INTELLECT
7/8, NEHRU ENCLAVE, KALKAJI EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110019
Used Since :01/01/2003
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
P.A. SALIAN
trading as ; SWIFT ELEVATORS & ESCALATORS
SHOP NO: T-3C, D.NO:7-50/48, 3RD FLOOR, EMBASSY PLAZA, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, PUMPWELL, MANGALORE-575 002, KARNATAKA.
MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 12/03/2010
CHENNAI
LIFTS, ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS.
The mark to be considered as a whole as a composite mark depicting the combination of distinctive lettering style and artwork. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark and with restriction to use within the territorial jurisdiction of State of Karnataka and Kerala only.
2250457  15/12/2011
SHAILESHKUMAR PARSHOTAMDAS PATEL
BIPINKUMAR KANTILAL PATEL
SOMABHAI NARANBHAI PATEL
MAHENDRAKUMAR KANTIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;DENIM PUMPS
PLOT NO. 240, ROAD NO. 2, BEHIND TORRENT TOWER, SARDAR PATEL RING ROAD, KATHWADA, GIDC, AHMEDABAD - 382430 - GUJARAT

AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K. I. RAVAL & CO.
D-322, B.G. TOWER BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, O/S.DELHI GATE,AHEMEDABAD -380 004.
Used Since :10/12/2011

AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SETS AND KITS, MONOSET PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR WATER PUMPS AND SPARE PARTS AND THEREOF INCLUDING CLASS-07.
2328174  08/05/2012
SRI ANIL KUMAR JAI
SRI DARSHAN KUMAR JAI
SRI SUNIL KUMAR JAI
SRI SANJAY KUMAR JAI
trading as ;M/S SUDERSHAN EXPORTS
B-104, SILICON VALLEY, SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380 015 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAJ TRADE MARK PVT. LTD.
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-02 (U.P.).
Used Since 01/04/1998
AHMEDABAD
CNC MACHINE, CNC SYSTEM AND MACHINES, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
2328175    08/05/2012
SRI ANIL KUMAR JAI
SRI DARSHAN KUMAR JAI
SRI SUNIL KUMAR JAI
SRI SANJAY KUMAR JAI
trading as ;SUDERSHAN EXPORTS
143, SHILP COLONY, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAJ TRADE MARK PVT. LTD.
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-02 (U.P.).
Used Since :01/04/1998
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURE POWER SPRAYER,AIR COMPRESSOR AND POWER TOOLS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 7

RAMESHBHAI MOHANBHAI VEKARIYA
RATILAL PREMJI BHAI SAKHIA
trading as SHRIRAM ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. C-1-208-4, AJI G.I.D.C. "N" ROAD, OPP. MICROFINE AUTO PVT. LTD., RAJKOT - 360 002 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/1987
AHMEDABAD
DRILLS, WELDING MACHINE, CUTT OFF MACHINE, BENCH GRINDER, POLISHER CUM GRINDER, FLEXIBLE SHAFT GRINDER, BELT AND DISC SENDER, COOLANT PUMP, PULVERISER, SCOOTER AND CAR WASHER, DRILL VICE, BENCH VICE, JIG SAW MACHINE, ARBAR GRINDING TNASDA, POLISER MACHINE INCLUDING IN THE CLASS-07.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SUPER..
2373898  02/08/2012

BAJRANG LAL SHARMA
trading as ;COMPRESSOR & TOOLS CO.
# S-5, S A TRADE CENTRE, RANIGUNJ, SECUNDRABAD- 500003,
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/07/1975

CHENNAI

AIR GAS, PNEUMATIC TOOLS, COMPRESSED AIR MACHINES, COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATION, DRILLING MACHINES, ROCK DRILL HOSES, COMPRESSORS AND SPARES
2379932  14/08/2012
PRASHANT RAMESHCHANDRA SHAH
trading as ;NAVRATNA MARKETING
SWAGAT RAIN FOREST-01, A-003, OPP. PRATIK MALL, KUDASAN, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
FLOUR MILL, MOTOR AND SPARE PARTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR MILL INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
2388198 03/09/2012
JAYANTKUMAR PRAVINBHAI PATEL PROP. - AMBICA PUMP INDUSTRIES
533/2, Ramkrishana Industries, Opp. Vijay Mill, B/h. Bharat Petrol Pump. Naroda Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Manufacturer-Trader-Exporter
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAHMBHATT & ASSOCIATES
5, Bhagyoday Flats, Sattar Taluka Society, B/h. C.U.Shah College, Navjivan, Ahmedabad - 380014, Gujarat, India
Used Since :05/06/2007
AHMEDABAD
Singal Phase Openwell Pumpset, Three phase Openwell Pumpset and Submercible Pumps and its Parts there of included in class - 07.
2404896  03/10/2012
VANDANA EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD
Survey No.535, Block No.303-304, Plot No.1 Village : Lasundra, Tal: Savli, Vadodara-391775, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 23/11/1989
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT OF AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AND MATERIAL HANDLING AND SERVICE SECTOR INCLUDING IN CLASS 07
2404927  03/10/2012
VCON TRANSMISSION PVT.LTD
A-3/8/2, Gorwa Industrial Estate, Gorwa, Vadodara- 390 016, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Used Since :09/03/1995
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT OF MACHINERY MANUFACTURING RELATED TO POWER SECTOR, TRANSMISSION AND AUTOMATION OF JOB AND MATERIAL HANDLING INCLUDING IN CLASS 07
MR. KASAMBHAI ABDULBHAI DELA
trading as: RAJDHANI ELECTRICALS
BABARIYA COLONY STREET NO.4/6 CORNER, OPP VASILA PAN RAJKOT-360001 GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 06/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC WELDING MACHINES
T. MURUGESAN
trading as ;SANDIYA ENTERPRISES.
RAJIV GANDHI CHAWL, ROOM NO. 275, DORWALA, 90 FEET ROAD, OPP. POLICE STATION, MUMBAI-400 017.
MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA).
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/10/2000
MUMBAI
RESPECT OF MIXER SPARE PARTS, JUMBO, BASE BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
Sepro-tech Density Separator

2417649  25/10/2012
ANIRUDDHA KAMALAKAR NALAVADE
trading as ;SEPRO-TECH ENIGNEERS
SEPRO-TECH ENIGNEERS, PLOT NO: E-17, M.I.D.C. GOKUL SHIRGAON, DIST-KOLHAPUR, 416234 MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturers
Registered Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. MRS. G. N. BHAVE
-Chhaya-, Plot No. 42, Sangam Society, Padmavati, Pune - 411037, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :01/10/2007
MUMBAI
MACHINERY & PLANTS FOR SORTING, SCREENING & SEPARATION OF MINERALS
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE QUALITY 1st. THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1639611, 2447669.
2477203    12/02/2013
INDUSTRIAL BELTS CORPORATION
Ali Asgar T. Attarwala
Khuzema M. Raja
trading as ;Industrial Belts Corporation
108/206, First Floor, Broadway, Chennai 600108
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A partnership firm registered under the Partnership Act 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :09/11/2012
CHENNAI
Machines and machine tools namely belts for machines; Conveyor belts with partial curved axis and totally curved axis; Belts for conveyors; Belt drives; Belt pulleys; Power transmission belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial and agricultural applications; Timing belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications; Transmission belts for industrial applications; Machine tools used in packaging namely tensioners, strappers and cutters of plastic and steel;
2478113  14/02/2013
C.I.M.A. S.P.A.
trading as ;C.I.M.A. S.P.A.
LOC. MOLINO QUARONI 27040 MONTU BECCARIA (PAVIA) ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN ITALIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since : 22/12/2011
CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, NAMELY SPRAYERS, WEEDING MACHINES, ATOMIZERS AND DUSTERS FOR TREATMENT IN AGRICULTURE.
2479102  15/02/2013
PARVEEN KUMAR JAIN
JAI BHARAT ELECTRICALS, NEW MYADAR ONI, HUBLI-580020. KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012
CHENNAI
WASHING MACHINES, CURD CHURNING MACHINES, COFFEE MAKING MACHINES, MIXERS, JUICERS, GRINDERS, SELF PRIMING MONO BLOCK PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, JET PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OF LARGER SIZE.
Subject to restrict the area to South India only..
2506056  02/04/2013
ROCKET ENGINEERING CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. D-19, M.I.D.C., SHIROLI 416 122, KOLHAPUR.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since :15/11/2009
MUMBAI
DIESEL OIL ENGINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
2506057  02/04/2013
ROCKET ENGINEERING CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. D-19, M.I.D.C., SHIROLI 416 122, KOLHAPUR.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since :12/11/2008
To be associated with:
2506056
MUMBAI
DIESEL OIL ENGINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
V MAX RUBBER ROLLERS (I) PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO.14 A WING, SUYOJIT LAWNS PHASE II, MAHATMANAGAR, SATPUR NASHIK-422007
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :03/04/2009
MUMBAI
RUBBER ROLLER FOR MACHINE IN CLASS 07
2534539  21/05/2013
ROHIT ARORA
703, HARSHVARDHAN, RAHEJA TOWNSHIP, MALAD (EAST) MUMBAI-400097
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
CONVEYOR BELTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GOODS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2534611 21/05/2013
MR. DEVANGBHAI RAMESHBHAI PATEL
MRS. ANITABEN DEVANGBHAI PATEL
trading as: ASHA INDUSTRIES
PRISHRAM, IPCOWALA TRUST BLDG., NEATR HIMANSHU BUNGLOW, PETALAD ROAD, NADIAD-387 001, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since: 01/01/1959
AHMEDABAD
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, SEWING, EMBROIDERY AND OTHER HOUSEHOLD MACHINES, WASHING MACHINES, DRYERS, MIXER, JUICER, GRINDER, BLENDER, HAND MIXER, PARTS FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
2535606    22/05/2013
VIVACONNECT PVT. LTD.
B/242, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, OPP. OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST),
MUMBAI-400104
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND
TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-
OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
2535677  22/05/2013
M/S.SHUFFLE REALTORS PVT. LTD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRAN RAJESH SHAH
26, VISA BUILDING, OPP. MC DONALD, V.L. ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 067.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2535675
MUMBAI
FUEL DISPENSING UNITS AND SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF. I.E. MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS;
MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXPECT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS
(EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN AND OPERATED, INCUBATORS FOR
EGGS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
MAMATA

2540739  30/05/2013
MAHENDRA NARSINHBHAI PATEL
15, KAIRAVI BUNGALOWS, NEAR SARATHI HOTEL, VASTRAPUR ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 17/04/1979

AHMEDABAD
MACHINERIES, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF EXCEPT BULLOCK DIRWEN
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS (EQUIPMENTS)
2553854  25/06/2013
INDERLAL VAISHNAV
trading as ;JAI INDUSTRIES
M N D SOUZA COMPOUND, NEXT TO VINOD PLASTIC COMPANY., KHAIRANI ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :15/03/2009
MUMBAI
DOMESTIC MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER AND PARTS
2557758   02/07/2013
ARUN SHETTY
trading as ;SUVIDHA APPLIANCES INDUSTRIES
219 OM SAIBABA IND. PREMISES CO-OP SOC. LTD. OPP DHANLAXMI BLDG, NEAR BMC SCHOOL, AG LINK ROAD,
SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER, HAND BLENDER
2559375 04/07/2013
KIRTI DAVE
432, SQUATER COLONY, GATE NO.7, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400095, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :21/06/2013
MUMBAI
MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER AND BLANDER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2559376 04/07/2013
NARAYANLAL J. KUMAVAT trading as KUMAR SALES
SANKET, A-GALA NO.1, LANKA NAGAR, VAKOLA POLICE STATION ROAD, SANTACRUZ (EAST) MUMBAI-400055 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since:01/07/2013
MUMBAI
MIXER, JUICER, GRINDER, BLANDER, JMG, CHATANI ATTACHMENT, JUICER JAR AND FOOD PROCESSOR BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2561342    09/07/2013
KALU RAM SUTHAR
A1/303, SHAHSI TARA VIHAR, ANAND NAGAR, HINGNE(K), SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE -411051, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHAARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since: 25/05/2013
MUMBAI
CHAPATI MAKING MACHINE, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
2561488  09/07/2013
ULTRASEAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
43/1, D-2 BLOCK, M.I.D.C. CHINCHWAD, PUNE-411019, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/10/1998
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL WASHING SYSTEMS; MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS; ENGINES AND IMPLEMENTS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
ULTRASEAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
43/1, D-2 BLOCK, M.I.D.C. CHINCHWAD, PUNE-411019, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIRAM NIPPADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/10/1998
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL WASHING SYSTEMS; MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS; ENGINES AND IMPLEMENTS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2562290 10/07/2013
DHARMESH KUMAR KUMAWAT
trading as ;SHILPA ENTERPRISES
PLOT NO.148/1, NR. KHERWADI MACHHI MARKET, NR. HANUMAN TEMPLE, BANDRA (EAST) MUMBAI-400051.MH.INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER AND BLANDER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2565164  16/07/2013
JIER MACHINE-TOOL GROUP CO., LTD.
trading as ;JIER MACHINE-TOOL GROUP CO., LTD.
4, JICHUANG ERCHANG ROAD, JINAN 250022, CHINA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company existing under the Laws of China.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/09/2008
MUMBAI
MACHINE TOOLS; CUTTING TOOLS( powered operated ); DYNAMOS AND GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY; PRESSURE MACHINES; FOUNDRY MACHINES; MIXING MACHINES; EMBossING MACHINES; AGRICULTURAL MACHINES; WRAPPING MACHINES; VALVES [PARTS OF MACHINES].
Smart Coater

2566298  15/07/2013
ACG PHARMA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
Gat no.1100, 1109 & 1116/1, Taluka-Khandala, District-Satara, Shirwal - 412 801
Manufacturers and Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANYS ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2566295, 2566296, 2566297

MUMBAI
Tablet coating machine
2567178  19/07/2013
IDEAL INTERNATIONAL POWER TOOLS PVT LTD
E/11 FIRST FLOOR, SITARAM BUILDING, SHALIMAR ESTATE, MARKET ROAD, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
REGISTERED COMPANY, UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
POWER TOOLS, ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS, BLADES (PART OF MACHINES), DRILL BITS FOR MACHINES, ROUTERS
(MACHINES), JIGSAW (MACHINES), AIR COMPRESSOR, WELDING MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, VACUUM CLEANER,
WATER PUMPS, BALL BEARINGS, CORE BITS (MACHINE TOOLS), PNEUMATIC TOOLS (MACHINE), ROTARY TOOLS
(MACHINE)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1835296.
2568396 23/07/2013
UDEEP SINGH NARULA
CHIRAG SHARMA
trading as SHARMA AND SINGH OVERSEAS
9, NADRA COMPLEX, SULTANIA ROAD, SBI SQUARE, BHOPAL (M.P.), MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI
PUMP, AIR COMPRESSOR AND MOTORS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2568776  23/07/2013
UTTAM PAUL
UTTAM PAUL
trading as ;MUNNA INDUSTRIES
MAHARAJGANJ BAZAR, KHOSHBAGAN, AGARTALA - 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
2569367  24/07/2013
IMRAN ISHAQ PALSHANI
trading as ;FITEXCEL
B-16, MADIAMANZIL, OPP. DLH PARK, S. V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :23/08/2012
MUMBAI
HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC ACCESSORIES
ANINDYAKUMAR ACHINTYA NANDI
trading as: M/s. SPARROW OFFICE PRODUCTS
10 C, HEMA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SARVODAYA NAGAR, JOGESHWARI (E), MUMBAI - 400 060
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Shredding machine for industrial use, book binding apparatus and machine for industrial
2572370  30/07/2013
SHANDONG FIN CNC MACHINE CO., LTD.
trading as SHANDONG FIN CNC MACHINE CO., LTD.
NO.389, TIANCHEN STREET, JINAN CITY, SHANDONG PROVINCE, CHINA.
Manufacturers and merchants
A corporation existing under the laws of China.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRESSING MACHINES; HYDRAULIC PRESSURE MACHINES; PRESSES [MACHINES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES]; HANDLING MACHINES, AUTOMATIC [MANIPULATORS]; ROBOTS [MACHINES]; DRILL PRESS; BAND SAW; METALWORKING MACHINES; MILLING MACHINES; CUTTING MACHINES.
2637237 04/12/2013
KETANBHAI CHANABHAI LALKIYA
trading as ;J.K. PUMPS
VILLAGE- GOMTA-360320, TAL- GONDAL, DIST. RAJKOT (GUJARAT)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVAJIBHAI JADAV , ADVOCATE
C/O. TRADETEND, 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :24/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, OPEN WELL PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP.
2640734  10/12/2013
MR. IBRAHIM GULAMRASUL DARUWALA
trading as ;M/S. VALVES INDUSTRIES
71, BANNER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. SOMA TEXTILE MILLS, RAKHIAL, AHMEDABAD -380023, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M I P & COMPANY
1995/2, HARANWALI POLE, PANCHKUVA, AHMEDabad - 380 001.
Used Since :11/10/2010
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF INDUSTRIAL VALVES AND SPARES.
2707097 27/03/2014
QUANTUM URJA PVT. LTD.
401, 4th FLOOR, SAPPHIRE HOUSE, 9A, SNEH NAGAR, SAPNA SANGEETA MAIN ROAD, INDORE-452 001 (M.P.)
Manufacturers & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :03/08/2013
MUMBAI
Solar Water Pumps, Solar Power Generators
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE INDIA MAP
OM PARKASH BATRA
trading as manufacturer and trader
B & B Appliances, C-4, S.M.A Industrial Area, G.T.Karnal Road, New Delhi-110033, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIEBENIP
293, R.P.S. FLATS, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-1 NEW DELHI 110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mixers, Juicers, Grinders, Hand Blenders (electric), Choppers (machine), Food Processors, appliances for household not included in other classes, electromagnetic machines not included in other classes, Washing Machines, Vacuum Cleaners, Dishwashers, Machines and machine tools, motors and engines, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles) and all home appliances and goods for household purposes included in class 7.
3152429  06/01/2016
PANKAJ TRIPATHI
PLOT NO. 16, WORLD BANK, MAYA MARKET, BARRA, DISTT. KANPUR, UP
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :05/06/2013
To be associated with:
2565033
DELHI
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDING WATER PURIFICATION MACHINE, REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM (R.O.), WASHING MACHINES, DISH WASHERS, MACHINE FOR DISPENSING AND MANUFACTURING BEVERAGES, MACHINES FOR PREPARING POPCORN, GRINDING MACHINES, FOOD PROCESSOR, MIXER, JUICER GRINDERS, BLENDERS AND VACUUM CLEANER.
PROTEINBOT

3196533   28/02/2016

HARNEET SINGH LUTHRA
trading as ;L&B Exp- Imp Corporation 964 Sector 3 Ranjeet Avenue Amritsar(Pb)
964 Sector 3 Ranjeet Avenue Amritsar(Pb)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2015
DELHI
Automatic Vending Machines
3380477  04/10/2016

ARUN GUPTA
trading as ; TRADETECH
A1/2, Iswar Chandra Nibas, 68/1, Bagmari Road, Kolkata- 700054
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COMPRESSORS (MACHINES), CRANES, AND ACCESSORIES.
3390980 19/10/2016
MR. NARESH KUMAR
trading as; KOMAL ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO. 342, PRITAMPURA(67), PRITAMPURA, SONIPAT-131029
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RUBBER V - BELTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
3394739  24/10/2016
SHRI KISHORI LAL JAISWAL
SHRI ARVIND KUMAR JAISWAL
SHRI SANJAY KUMAR JAISWAL
trading as JAISWAL IRON FOUNDRY
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAGDISH PATTI, JAUNPUR 222002 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/10/1968
DELHI
CHAFF CUTTER MACHINE, VINO WING FAN, SUGAR CANE CRUSHER, HAND PUMP INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
3428842  07/12/2016
AMIT SIKAND
PARUL SIKAND
trading as M/s SIKAND FORGING
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
F-80, PHASE-VII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF AUTO PARTS, TRACTOR PARTS
FLORENTINE

3509667    18/03/2017

SATYABRATA DAS
31D, Jhung Appartment, Rohini, Sector 13, New Delhi-110085
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Philippines

3573475    19/06/2017

PARVATHI DEVI
No. 48, M.M. Lane, Ganigarpet, Nagarathpet Cross, Bengaluru - 560002
Indian Citizen

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
mixer grinder, food processor, electric hand blender, wet grinder, juicer, sewing machine
3578422  26/06/2017
R.CHANDRASEKAR
trading as ;M/s. Sharp Hydro Products
No- 9, Sakthi Nagar East, Peelamedu, Coimbatore- 641 004, Coimbatore Dist , Tamilnadu India.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Sole Proprietor Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :03/03/2010
CHENNAI
Monoblocks Pumps, Open Well Mono blocks Pumps, Jet Pumps, Submersible Pump, Motors, Air compressors and Pressure Booster Pumps
SHIV@M

3594031    18/07/2017

CHAMPA LAL AGRICULTURE WORKS
PHASE II, H-481, SARNA DUNGER, JAIPUR (RAJ).
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Used Since :01/04/2002

AHMEDABAD
CHAFF CUTTER BLADES, POWER SAW BLADES, BLADES [PARTS OF MACHINES], BLADE FOR COMBINE HARVESTERS,
360110  28/07/2017
R. SAVITHA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHARP SALES CORPORATION
No 19, 8th Cross, 4th Main, Sampangiramnagar, Bengaluru - 560027, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :30/09/2015
To be associated with:
3601107
CHENNAI
Motors and pumps.
B. RANGARAJ
trading as :AKR INDUSTRIES
7/186, ANDAKKAPALAYAM, VELLANAIPATTI POST, COIMBATORE-641048, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURERS OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS.
3603309  31/07/2017
VIJAY KUMAR SHAH
G-16, MAYANK TRADE CENTER, STATION ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC MOTORS, ELECTRIC PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, FLOUR MILL UNDER CLASS 07.
ELITE
3604016  01/08/2017
ELITE POWER SYSTEMS INDIA PVT LTD
No. 30/68, 5th Main Road, CIT Nagar East, Nandanam, Chennai – 600035
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :22/11/2009
CHENNAI
Generators of Electricity, Power Generators
3604017  01/08/2017
ELITE POWER SYSTEMS INDIA PVT LTD
No. 30/68, 5th Main Road, CIT Nagar East, Nandanam, Chennai – 600035, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :22/11/2009
To be associated with:
3604016
CHENNAI
Generators of Electricity, Power Generators
3604325  02/08/2017
SAINT-GOBAIN ABRASIFS S.A.
Rue de l’Ambassadeur, 78702 Conflans Cedex, FRANCE
a company organized and existing under the laws of France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machine operated grinding tools and bonded abrasive products and abrasive wheels therefore
HELIX
3607536   07/08/2017
SHRI RAMESH KUMAR AGGARWAL PROP OF KRISHNA CABLE INDUSTRIES
A-41, Jhilmil Industrial Area, Delhi-110095, India,
SHRI RAMESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRIC MOTORS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONO BLOCK PUMPS, PUMPS, WASHING MACHINE, MIXER, GRINDER
AND JUICER AND MACHINE TOOLS
3607907  07/08/2017
SHANGHAI DONE JUST TRADING CO., LTD.
Rm. 1010, Tower A, No.1088 New Jinqiao Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, China
(A Company Incorporated under the Laws of China)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
3608145  08/08/2017
VASANTBHAI G. PATEL
trading as ;CARGO PUMP INDUSTRIES
PLOT / SHED NO. C1/1117, PHASE - IV, NARODA G.I.D.C., GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD - 382330 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPSET, OPENWELL SUBMERSIBLE PUMPSET, KITS AND SPARS PARTS IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3608146   08/08/2017
VASANTBHAI G. PATEL
trading as ;CARGO PUMP INDUSTRIES
PLOT / SHED NO. C1/1117, PHASE - IV, NARODA G.I.D.C., GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD - 382330 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPSET, OPENWELL SUBMERSIBLE PUMPSET, KITS AND SPARS PARTS IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3608328  08/08/2017
CORVI LED PRIVATE LIMITED
B-2004, 20TH FLOOR, BHAVYA HEIGHTS, KATRAK ROAD, WADALA, MUMBAI – 400 031

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Engines, diesel oil engines, pumps, generators, electric motors (not for vehicles), machines and machine tools, sewing, embroidery & other household machines, couplings, transmission components, beltings, pistons, cylinders, liners, washing machines, dryers, mixers, juicer, grinder, kitchen machines, irons, farming and agricultural implements and machines, parts, fittings and accessories of all said goods.
3608518  08/08/2017
MR. BHANWAR LAL SONI TRADING AS RAJ ENGINEERS
116, NAVJEEVAN COMPLEX, STATION ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/01/1980
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, WATER PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, DOMESTIC PUMP, WATER SUPPLY PUMP SETS AND THEIR PARTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 7

3608522 08/08/2017
TANK KIRITBHAI PITAMBARBHAI PROPRIETOR OF CHAMUNDA MACHINE TOOLS
4-RAM NAGAR, BEHIND K. RASHIKLAL, AJI VASAHA, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/01/2006
AHMEDABAD
LATE MACHINE
3608536  08/08/2017
SOMASHEKAR. R (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS BLUE STAR POWER SOLUTIONS
#601, 1st Floor,2nd Cross, Mahalakshmi Layout, Bengaluru - 560086, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Generators
3608636  08/08/2017

J.K. FENNER (INDIA) LIMITED
No.3, Madurai-Melakkal Road, Kochadai, Madurai-625 016
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Belts for machines; Belts for engines; Transmission belts, other than for land vehicles; Power transmission belts for machines; Belts for engines and motors
ROZY 555
3608772   08/08/2017
ROZY SEWING MACHINE CO.
770, LAKKAR BAZAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
Industrial & Domestic Sewing Machines & Parts thereof (Except Needles).
LUMINOUS POWER TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
C-56, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, MAYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110064, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3610374, 10/08/2017
3061958, 3146138, 3146208, 3146324, 3146369

DELHI
Machine & Machines Tools, Motor & Pumps, Juicer, Mixer, Grinders, Madhani, Water Pumps, Cooler Pumps, Monoblock Pumps, Motor and Motor Starter, Switch Gear & Motor Starter, Chaff Cutter Machines, Machine Couplings, Sewing Machines, Submersible Pumps, Washing Machines, Power Kolhu & Agriculture Implements, Turbines (Other Than For Land Vehicles), Hydraulic & Wind Turbines & Parts & Accessories There For; Machines & Parts, & Accessories Therefore; Dynamos; Generators For Producing Power Including: Electricity & Thermal Energy, Windmill To Generate Electricity, Parts & Accessories.
3610785  11/08/2017
PERFECT PUMP INDUSTRIES PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO. C-113, GOLDEN INDUSTRIAL AREA, BH. SHAPAR VILLAGE, SHAPAR (VERAVAL), DIST. RAJKOT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJRAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, ALTERNATORS.
SR3
3611802  12/08/2017
SEEMA SHAW
27/1B, Rameshwar Shaw Road, Kolkata- 700014, West Bengal, India.
an Indian National.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Importer & Traders of Ball bearing including Machinery parts being in Class-07.
3612054  12/08/2017
M/S. SRI SRINIVASA SPRAYERS & GENERALS
# DOOR NO. 7-1-23, PITHAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533450, A.P.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SPRAYING MACHINES, AGRICULTURE SPRAYING MACHINES
3614634  18/08/2017
KALPANA ENGINEERING
J-501, ICB CITY, NEW SG HIGHWAY, GOT, AHMEDABAD-382481. GUJARAT-INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERIBLE PUMPS & MOTORS AND SUBMERSIBLE MONOSET, ELECTRIC MOTORS IN CLASS 07.
3615241   18/08/2017
MR. ASHOK MANJIRAM HEBARE TRADING AS NIKHIL SHILAI MACHINE
MAMA CHOWK, SUBHASH ROAD, JALNA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :10/04/2015
MUMBAI
SEWING MACHINES, PARTS & FITTING ACCESSORIES, SEWING MACHINES MOTORS
3617502  21/08/2017
NARANJAN SINGH TRADING AS RMI MACHINES INTERNATIONAL
RMI BUILDING MAIN MARKET ABDULLAPUR BASTI LUDHIANA-3 (PUNJAB).
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES INCLUDING OVERLOCK MACHINES, UMBRELLA MACHINES, EMBROIDERY MACHINES, BAG CLOSERS MACHINES AND PARTS (EXCEPT NEEDLES).
3618403  22/08/2017
AMAR SINGH PROPRIETOR OF AMAR INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Plot No. E-87, Phase-3, New Focal Point, Mehta Road, Amritsar
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4,GURGAON
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Table for Machines; Stand for machines; Base Cover & Counter for use in Sewing Machines
3654346  10/10/2017
EPIC ELEVATORS
49 VICTORIA INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD NO : 5, KATHWADA GIDC AHMEDABAD -15, GUJARAT, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2017
To be associated with:
2998005
AHMEDABAD
ELEVATOR MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); SUBMERSIBLE PUMP BUSHING, THRUST BEARING AND SPARES, MACHINECOUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED;
M/S P. RAJ AND COMPANY
402, PEARL'S OMAXE, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELI
CEMENTED CARBIDE CUTTING TOOLS, included in class 7
DELTRON

3666493  31/10/2017
MR.GURVINDER SAINI PROP TRADING AS SAINI ELECTRICALS
A - 894, D.D.A COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, DELHI - 110018
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/01/1990
DELHI
BLENDER, JUICER, DISHWASHERS, FULLY AUTOMATIC WASHING – TOP LOADING AND FRONT LOADING,
GENERATORS FOR ELECTRICITY, GRINDER, JUICE EXTRACTOR, JUICER MIXER GRINDER, SEMI AUTOMATIC
WASHING MACHINE, WASHING MACHINE, PUMPS AND MOTORS.
3683197  21/11/2017
ARSHAD MOOLJI
321, HAMMER SMITH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, S.T. ROAD, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400 016, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3683196
MUMBAI
OZONE GENERATOR MACHINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
3686000  23/11/2017
BEVEL TRADING & MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
8/8, CHINAR PARK, P.O. HATIARA, P.S. BAGUIHATI, KOLKATA-700157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS (EXCEPT LAND VEHICLES); PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS]; SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, BEVERAGE PREPARATION MACHINE, COFFEE GRINDER (OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED); ELECTRIC JUICER, ELECTRIC MIXER FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE, ELECTRIC BLENDER, CRUSHER AND GRINDER MACHINE, SCISSORS (ELECTRIC); SEWING MACHINE; ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE AND DRYING MACHINES, IRONING MACHINE, DISHWASHER, ELECTRIC FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES; FOOD PROCESSOR, ELECTRIC FOOD SLICER, COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATOR & COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS, MACHINES FOR CLEANING SURFACES USING HIGH PRESSURE WATER, VACUUM CLEANERS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
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3690410  29/11/2017
IFB INDUSTRIES LIMITED
IFB Industries Limited L-1, Verna Electronic City Verna, Salcette, Goa - 403722
Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMAYA SINGH
LexOrbис,Unit No.606-607,6th Floor,Gamma Block,Sigma Soft Tech Park,No.7 Whitefield Main Rd.,Ramagondanahalli Village,Varthur Hobli,Bangalore-560066

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Washing machines, Dishwasher and parts thereof
3691295  30/11/2017
FIELDMAN ENGINEERS PVT LTD.
AJI IND. AREA, 171, G.I.D.C., PHASE II, MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360003. GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/01/1988
To be associated with:
514107, 936343, 2569398
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, TURBINE PUMPS, FLUED/MUD PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTOR, WATER PUMPS AND PARTS, DIESEL OIL ENGINES, AC & DC GENERATORS, ALTERNATORS, FLOUR MILL, ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3691296 30/11/2017
FIELDMAN ENGINEERS PVT LTD.
AJI IND. AREA, 171, G.I.D.C., PHASE II, MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360003. GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/01/1988
To be associated with:
936343, 2569398
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, TURBINE PUMPS, FLUED/MUD PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTOR, WATER PUMPS AND PARTS, DIESEL OIL ENGINES, AC & DC GENERATORS, ALTERNATORS, FLOUR MILL, ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
RAHULKUMAR BHIMJIBHAI DABHI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS R DABHI ENTERPRISE
42, GURUKRUPA SOCIETY, NR. S.M.C SWIMMING POOL, VED ROAD, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
VACUUM CLEANERS, VACUUM CLEANERS FOR CARS, WET AND DRY VACUUM CLEANERS, ELECTRIC KITCHEN GRINDERS, HAND-HELD ELECTRIC MILK FROTHERS [WHISKS], HAND-HELD ELECTRIC MILK FROTHERS [WHISKS], ELECTRIC KITCHEN GRINDERS, ELECTRIC KNIFE SHARPENERS, ELECTRIC BLENDERS FOR FOOD PREPARATION, ELECTRIC HAND-HELD MIXERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ELECTRIC BROOMS.
3695455  05/12/2017
KARAMSAR POULTRY PVT. LTD.
3/118, 1st Floor, Subhash Nagar, New Delhi-110027.
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Incubators.
XKF
3695548  05/12/2017
SHRI. BRIJESH TREHAN., TRADING AS M/S.NEEDLES BEARINGS INDIA.
No:595 M.T.H Road, Mannurpet, Ambattur Industrial Estate, Chennai – 600 050, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bearings, Shafts, Machine Couplings, Ball Screws, Linear Guides, Linear Bearings Pulleys and Machine Belts.
3701943 13/12/2017

VINAY GUPTA
B-1572, ICPA INSTITUTE BUILDING, B- BLOCK, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI- 110052.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Machines and machine tools; Motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; Machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; Agricultural implements other than hand-operated; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines.
MOHIT GUPTA
B-1572, 2ND FLOOR, ICPA INSTITUTE BUILDING, B- BLOCK, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI- 110052.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines and machine tools; Motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; Machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; Agricultural implements other than hand-operated; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines.
3702403  14/12/2017
SUNBEAM INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
B-36, KESHOPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, VIKASPURI, NEW DELHI-110018, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Loader (Earth Moving Machine), Machine Tools and Parts thereof included in Class 7.
S. PARMJEET SINGH TRADING AS LOVENEET ENTERPRISES.
4/24, GEETA COLONY, NEAR FIRE STATION, DELHI-110031, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Spark plugs, Sparking-plugs, Spark plugs for vehicle engines, Bearings, Engine Parts, Gear Parts, Filters, Oil Filters, Electric Motor and Pumps included in Class 7.
3702410  14/12/2017
S. PARMJEET SINGH TRADING AS LOVENEET ENTERPRISES.
4/24, GEETA COLONY, NEAR FIRE STATION, DELHI-110031, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Spark plugs, Sparking-plugs, Spark plugs for vehicle engines, Bearings, Engine Parts, Gear Parts, Filters, Oil Filters, Electric Motor and Pumps included in Class 7.,
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KAILASHKUMAR PUNMAJI MALI PROPRIETOR OF CLIK HOME APPLIANCES
GALA NO. 7-8, GROUND FLR. BLDG. NO. 1., SHREE NARAYAN INDUSTRIES, BILAL PADA, VASAI (E), PALGHAR - 401208, MAHARASHTRA

PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric food mixers; Kitchen mixers, electric; Mixers, electric, for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric food blenders; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Blenders, electric, for food and drink preparation; Electric food processors for household purposes;
3702452   14/12/2017
KAILASHKUMAR PUNMAJI MALI PROPRIETOR OF CLIK HOME APPLIANCES
GALA NO. 7- 8, GROUND FLR. BLDG. NO. 1., SHREE NARAYAN INDUSTRIES, BILAL PADA, VASAI (E), PALGHAR - 401208, MAHARASHTRA

PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric food mixers; Kitchen mixers, electric; Mixers, electric, for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric food blenders; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Blenders, electric, for food and drink preparation; Electric food processors for household purposes;
3702453  14/12/2017  
KAILASHKUMAR PUNMAJI MALI PROPRIETOR OF CLIK HOME APPLIANCES  
GALA NO. 7-8, GROUND FLR. BLDG. NO. 1., SHREE NARAYAN INDUSTRIES, BILAL PADA, VASAI (E), PALGHAR - 401208.MAHARASHTRA  
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
CHANDRAKANT & CO.  
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Electric food mixers; Kitchen mixers, electric; Mixers, electric, for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric food blenders; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Blenders, electric, for food and drink preparation; Electric food processors for household purposes;
3702454 14/12/2017
KAILASHKUMAR PUNMAJI MALI PROPRIETOR OF CLIK HOME APPLIANCES
GALA NO. 7-8, GROUND FLR. BLDG. NO. 1., SHREE NARAYAN INDUSTRIES, BILAL PADA, VASAI (E), PALGHAR - 401208, MAHARASHTRA

PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor, 22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar, Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Electric food mixers; Kitchen mixers, electric; Mixers, electric, for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric food blenders; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Blenders, electric, for food and drink preparation; Electric food processors for household purposes;
3702544  14/12/2017
M/S SRI BALAJI TRADING COMPANY (PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN)
# H.NO: 5-2-422,1ST FLOOR (17), OPP: ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, HYDERBASTHI, R.P.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500003,
TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICLE MULTI STAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, SWIMMINGPUL & SPA PUMPS, JET PUMPS, DOSING
PUMP WATER PUMPS AND MOTORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3703148 15/12/2017
SHRI JASWIN SINGH
trading as ;ATTAR SINGH & COMPANY
2512, BAGICHI RAGHUNATH SADAR THANNA ROAD, SADAR BAZAR DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ATUL TRADE MARK CO.
2483, IIND FLOOR, SHRI RAM PLACE, CHOWK TELIWARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BOBBIN INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
3703189 15/12/2017
RAHUL LOOMBA TRADING AS SHIV GOLD JACQUARD ENGG. WORKS.
184, NEW KRANTI NAGAR, OPP. SUGAR MILL COLONY, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/07/2017
DELHI
TEXTILE MACHINERY AND PARTS THEREOF.
3703192  15/12/2017
SHAMIM TRADING AS RAJAN SEWING MACHINE CO.
1068, STREET NO.-18, BLOCK-E-II, NEHRU VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110094, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SEWING MACHINE AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
SANJAY MANSUKHLAL RAJ (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SIDDHI DIAMOND TOOLS AND ABRASIVES
204, 2nd Floor, Sardar Griha, Lohar Chawl, 198, L T Road, Above Roopam Showroom, Mumbai - 400002, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :03/12/2007
MUMBAI
Diamond cutting tools for machines
3703647   15/12/2017
AZIZ UR RAHMAN ANSARI
PLOT NO. 24, SUDAMA PURI, BEHIND NOORANI MASZID, AZAD COLONY, SHASTRI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302001
PROPRIETOR OF SAAD AUTOMATION ENGINEERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES
GANESHAM 1ST, BASEMENT, BEHIND LOTUS DAIRY, LALKOTHI MANDI, SAHKAR MARG, JAIPUR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL VALVES INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
3704005  15/12/2017
AMAR SINGH S/O SH. UPENDAR SINGH
5B/ 28, VISHNU GARDEN, KHAYALA, DELHI.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :20/11/2013
DELHI
WASHING MACHINE, SEWING MACHINES AND THERE PARTS, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, MADHANI, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTOR, COOLER PUMPS IN CLASS -7.
3704052  15/12/2017
VEEGRIP BELTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.78/1B-3, THIRUVALAVAYANNALLUR POST, NAGARI, MADURAI - 625 221, MADURAI DIST, TAMILNADU.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Fan belts for engines,Fan belts for motors,Belts for motors,Dynamo belts,Conveyor belts,Timing belts for machines,Timing belts for engines,Timing belts for motor,Transmission belts, other than for land vehicles and Drive pulleys for power transmission belts of agricultural machines.
3704449 16/12/2017
PARVEEN KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S GUPTA TRADERS,
CHHULAR KALAN, DISTT.SANGRUR, PUNJAB
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTORS, PUMPS, WASHING MACHINES, MIXER-JUICER, GRINDER
3704792  18/12/2017
OSWAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
BLOCK # 258, VILLAGE-OLA, AHMEDABAD - MEHSANA HIGHWAY, TALUKA - KALOL, DIST - GANDHI NAGAR- 382 721,
INDIA
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1067450
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL VALVES, ELECTRIC GATE OPERATORS, VALVES (CHECK & BALL)
3705702  19/12/2017
MSIX ENGINEERING & DESIGN SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
E-329, SECOND FLOOR, GALI NO. 15 HARI NAGAR, EXTN-II, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI, SOUTH DELHI, INDIA-110044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONTROL CABLES FOR MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS CONTROL MECHANISMS FOR MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS
3705811  19/12/2017
VISHNU AUTO PARTS
PLOT NO. 21, SURVEY NO. 85 P6 BANSIDHAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR ATUL AUTO LTD, N.H. 27, SHAPAR (VERAVI),
TAL. KOTDA SANGANI, RAJKOT - 360 024 (GUJARAT)
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MECHANICAL ENGINE PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, CAMSHAFTS, CONNECTING RODS FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND
ENGINES, CRANKSHAFTS, PISTONS FOR CYLINDERS, PLUNGER PISTONS, ROCKER ARMS FOR ENGINES AND
MOTORS, CAMS BEING PARTS OF MACHINES, CRANKCASES FOR ENGINES AND MOTORS, CRANKS [PARTS OF
MACHINES] INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
3705812   19/12/2017

VISHNU AUTO PARTS
PLOT NO. 21, SURVEY NO. 85 P6 BANSIDHAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR ATUL AUTO LTD, N.H. 27, SHAPAR (VERAVAL),
TAL. KOTDA SANGANI, RAJKOT - 360 024 (GUJARAT)
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
MECHANICAL ENGINE PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, CAMSHAFTS, CONNECTING RODS FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND
ENGINES, CRANKSHAFTS, PISTONS FOR CYLINDERS, PLUNGER PISTONS, ROCKERS FOR ENGINES AND
MOTORS, CAMS BEING PARTS OF MACHINES, CRANKCASES FOR ENGINES AND MOTORS, CRANKS [PARTS OF
MACHINES] INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
3706788  19/12/2017
R.V. INDUSTRIES
G.T. ROAD, GORAYA-144409, DIST. JALANDHAR
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :15/12/1980
DELHI
Gears for Machines
HONDA SANGYO CO., LTD.
3814 Totsuka-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa, Japan
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3668158
DELHI
Belts for conveyors; conveyor belts for machines for processing food and beverages; conveyor belts for printing machines; conveyor belts for packing or wrapping machines; conveyor belts for plastic processing machines; conveyor belts for semiconductor manufacturing machines; conveyor belts for rubber-goods manufacturing machines; conveyor belts for electric clothing pressing machines; conveyor belts for machines for the textile industry
3707247    20/12/2017

SHAHIDBHAI YAKUBBHAI SHEKH
166 SULEMAN ROZA NI CHALI, NR. CITY GOLD CINEMA, SARASPUR., AHMEDABAD - 380018
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Machines and machine tools; Motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; Machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; Agricultural implements other than hand-operated; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
POWERPRO

3708257  21/12/2017
DHEERAJ AGGARWAL
56, Anand Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi-110034
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.K. BATRA & ASSOCIATES
3393, 1st Floor, South Patel Nagar, Adjacent Jaypee Siddharth Hotel, New Delhi-110008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Power tools including its parts and Abrasives grinding wheels, flap disk
3710052  23/12/2017
G.M.DALUI & SONS PVT.LTD
8,KUCHIL GHOSAL LANE, KADAMTALA, HOWRAH-711 101
NEW APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2008
KOLKATA
VALVES (PARTS OF MACHINES) BEING IN CLASS 7.
3710254    23/12/2017

KANUBHAI R. PATEL AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF PULSE INDUSTRIES
51, ASHIRWAD ESTATE, NR. KRISHNA GOPAL ESTATE, NR. FORGE & BLOWER COMPOUND, NARODA ROAD,
AHMEDABAD - 380025, GUJARAT-INDIA

NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since :01/04/2017

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, SELFPRIMING CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, VERTICAL TURBINE
PUMPS, SINGLE PHASE AND THREE PHASE ELECTRIC MOTOR INCLUDED IN CLASS – 7
3711093  25/12/2017
GARNARA LALIT KALYANJI
3 NEHRU NAGAR, 80FT ROAD, BOL-BALA MARG, SONARA ESTATE, RAJKOT
INDIVIDUAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364 001, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
POWER PRESS MACHINE, WORK SHOP MACHINE, SHEET MANUFACTURING MACHINE.
KISHANBHAI J. SORATHIYA, AN INDIAN PROPERIETOR OF, ANTIC MANUFACTURES
Virani Aghat Colony, Pragati Street No. 1, Bolbala Road, B/h. Balaji Refrigerator, Rajkot-2

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Self Priming Pump, Induction Motor, Air Blower, Grinder, Open well included in class 07
AMRUTBHAI KALIDAS PATEL TRADING AS RUDRA ENGINEERING
21, MAHASHAKTI ESTATE, NR. SONIYA CERAMICS, B/H. ANIL STARCH MILL, AHMEDABAD - 380025, GUJARAT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND SPARE PARTS
3713677 28/12/2017
TECHTRONIC POWER TOOLS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Trident Chambers, P.O. Box 146, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
A company incorporated under the laws of British Virgin Islands
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines; air suction machines; belts for machines; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; blowing machines; brushes, electrically operated; brushes [parts of machines]; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; chain saws; chucks [parts of machines]; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; clippers [machines]; colour washing machines; compressed air machines; electric crushers; crushing machines; cultivators [machines]; current generators; cutting machines; dishwashers; door openers; drill chucks [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; drilling heads [parts of machines]; drilling machines; driving motors other than for land vehicles; drums [parts of machines]; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dynamos; electric arc cutting apparatus; electric hammers; electric welding apparatus; engines, other than for land vehicles; engraving machines; feeders [parts of machines]; filtering machines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; food preparation machines, electromechanical; food processors, electric; glue guns, electric; grinding machines; guides for machines; spray guns for paint; hammers [parts of machines]; pneumatic hammers; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; hangers [parts of machines]; high pressure washers; ironing machines; kitchen machines, electric; knives, electric; mixers [machines]; mixing machines; can openers, electric; painting machines; peeling machines; machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; power hammers; pumps [machines]; road sweeping machines [self-propelled]; robots [machines]; scissors, electric; sharpening machines; vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; vacuum cleaner bags; vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum cleaners; washing machines; washing machines [laundry]; impact wrenches; impacting drills; grinders; rotary hammers; multi tools; circular saws; reciprocating saws; hammer drills; hex impact drivers; speed screwdrivers; long throw press tools; grease guns; dust extractors; hex screwdrivers; clear barrel caulk and adhesive guns; quart conversion kits; right angle drills; compact drills; rotary tools; ratchets; no-hub drivers; palm nailers; press tool kits; multi tools; cable cutters; copper tubing cutters; jig saws; shears; band saws; metal saws; expansion tools; drill presses; drill press with motor; miter saws; cut-off machines; panel saws; gauge nibblers; demolition hammers; amp bandfiles; coring base stands; temperature heat guns; coring motor with clutch; coring motor with shear pin; wet/dry vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner motor heads; paint sprayers; lever hoists; chain hoists; routers; Sanders; polishers; blades; bits; bit holders; nuts; adapters; impact sockets; extension; expansion heads; outdoor lawn and garden tools; edgers; brush cutters; hedge cutters; trimmers; line trimmers; string trimmers; hedge trimmers; blowers; blower vacuums; lawn mowers; shredders; pruners; shrubbers; log splitters; percussion drills; hammer vac; cutters; mitre saws; drill stands; mitre saw stands; diamond drilling motors; wall chasers; chop saws; biscuit joiners; dust guards and adaptors; hoses; parts and accessories therefor.
MR. NARENDRA BHAI SAVJIBHAI SANTOKI, TRADING AS: NARENDRA BROTHERS
2- GOKUL NAGAR, GOKULDHAM MAIN ROAD, B/H. NIRAV COMPLEX, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Used Since: 31/05/1997
AHMEDABAD
AIR COMPRESSOR AND PARTS THEREOF- INCLUDING IN CLASS-07
3713861    28/12/2017
BUDHALE AGRO
1328/3, Y.P. Powarnagar, Opp. Hutatma Park, R. G. Budhale Road, Kolhapur – 416 003
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :06/10/2016
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENT
DAFFODIL
3714163 28/12/2017
MANOJ KHANDELWAL TRADING AS SHRI BALAJI TRADING CO
Plot no. 466, Scheme No. 2, Alwar, Rajasthan - 301001
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Paint sprayers
3714335  28/12/2017
HARIKI. K.R, PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. ARTONS INDIA
NO: 5051/2, 28th STREET, H-BLOCK, PONNI COLONY, ANNANAGAR WEST, CHENNAI – 600 040, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/09/2016
CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, MACHINES FOR THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY, MACHINES FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, MACHINE COUPLINGS AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS, EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES, MACHINES FOR WASHING POTS AND PANS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES, TABLES FOR MACHINES, FERTILISER SPREADING MACHINES, ROBOTS [MACHINES], MECHANICAL MIXING MACHINES, DRILL SHARPENING MACHINES, VACUUM PACKING MACHINES, ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES, BELTS FOR MACHINES, AUTOMATIC STAMPING MACHINES, KNIFE-SHARPENING MACHINES, GEARS FOR MACHINES AND COMPRESSED AIR MACHINES
CWIK

3714376  28/12/2017
MR. PARASMAL GANESHAJI MALI M/S. CWIK HOME APPLIANCES
G.6, TIRUPATI PARK, NEAR IMPERIAL HOTEL, SATIVALI, VASAI EAST, PALGHAR-401208
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
JUICERS, CUTTERS, MIXER GRINDER, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, MACHINES AND
MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); OTHER
_THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS) MACHINE (GHAR GHANTI.)
HEROCHEF

3714377  28/12/2017
MR. PARASMAL GANESHAJI MALLI M/S. CWIK HOME APPLIANCES
G.6, TIRUPATI PARK, NEAR IMPERIAL HOTEL, SATIVALI, VASAI EAST, PALGHAR-401208.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
JUICERS, CUTTERS, MIXER GRINDER, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, MACHINES AND
MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); OTHER
THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS) MACHINE (GHAR GHANTI,)
3714562   29/12/2017
SUBHASH CHANDER VERMA
1809/139,SHANTI NAGAR,TRINAGAR,DELHI-110035
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAKTA CHARAN DAS (ADVOCATE)
13/33A H NO 9 BASEMENT TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 18
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTORS,PUMPS AND MIXTURE GRINDER BELONG TO CLASS-7 ONLY
3714567  29/12/2017
SUBHASH CHANDER VERMA
1809/139, SHANTI NAGAR, TRINAGAR, DELHI-110035
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAKTA CHARAN DAS (ADVOCATE)
13/33A H NO 9 BASEMENT TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 18
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTORS, PUMPS AND MIXTURE GRINDER BELONG TO CLASS-7 ONLY
3714722  29/12/2017
AURAM MACHINES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
78/1, New AhireGaon, Shivne, Pune - 411023
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :19/02/1998
To be associated with:
3660885
MUMBAI
Machine and Machine Tools, Manufacturer of Drilling and Tapping Machines of various capacities and types
3714935  29/12/2017
PIYUSHKUMAR J. PADIA PROPRIETOR OF HI-TECH INDUSTRIES
T-5, SHUKUN PLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, NR. L.G. HOSPITAL CORNER, OPP. PRUTHVI HOTEL, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380008. GUJARAT-INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FOOD PROCESSING MACHINES (ELECTRIC-), FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES (ELECTRIC-), ELECTROMECHANICAL FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES, ELECTRIC FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES, MACHINES FOR PROCESSING FOODS, MACHINES USED IN PROCESSING FOOD, ROBOTIC MECHANISMS [MACHINES] FOR PROCESSING FOODSTUFFS, KITCHEN MACHINES (ELECTRIC -) FOR FOOD PREPARATION [OTHER THAN COOKING], FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSING AND PREPARATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, PEELING MACHINES (ELECTRIC -) FOR USE IN THE PREPARATION OF FOOD IN CLASS 07.
3715840    30/12/2017
JAYAKUMAR PALANISWAMY
No. 9C, Lal Bahadur Colony, Peelamedu, Coimbatore 641004
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bearings, Bearing mounts, Bearing Block Units, Roller bearings, Bearing housings.
YOGREEN
3717318  02/01/2018
BALRAM KUNDRA TRADING AS B. K. ENGINEERING WORKS
2208/6, ABDULLAPUR BASTI, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agricultural Spray Pumps (machines) & its Parts included in Class-7.
3718370  03/01/2018
HSIL LIMITED
2, RED CROSS PLACE, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL AND ALSO AT BAHADURGARH-124507, DISTT. JHAJJAR, HARYANA
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
mixer grinder, electric hand held kitchen utensils, electric kitchen appliances included in class 07.
3718371  03/01/2018
HSIL LIMITED
2, RED CROSS PLACE, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL AND ALSO AT BAHADURGARH-124507, DISTT. JHAJJAR,
HARYANA
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
mixer grinder, electric hand held kitchen utensils, electric kitchen appliances included in class 07.
HSIL LIMITED
2, RED CROSS PLACE, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL AND ALSO AT BAHADURGHARH-124507, DISTT. JHAIJAR, HARYANA
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
mixer grinder, electric hand held kitchen utensils, electric kitchen appliances included in class 07.
BHIKAM CHAND TAPARIA
trading as ;UINVERSAL ENGINEERING CO.
40, STRAND ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, ROOM NO.10, CALCUTTA - 700 001, W.B.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR KANTI BASU, ADVOCATE
84/3A,B.B. GANGULY STREET,ROOM NO.28,2ND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 012,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2001
KOLKATA
HAND PUMP, FORCE PUMP.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD TAPARIA EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
PARAS BAMBHA
trading as ;M/S SUPER ONE TRADE HOUSE
R-255 MODEL-TOWN KARNAL HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED) ;CULTERY SIDE ARMS ;RAZORS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. SUPER ONE.
2099793  14/02/2011
SH.SACHIN AGGARWAL
trading as :POONAM TRADING CO.
2901/27 JYOTI MARKET SIRKIWALAN
MERCHANTABILITY/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZ POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAIZ, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
HACKSAW BLADE
ZENON
2157777  10/06/2011
DHARAMPAL PREMCHAND LIMITED
A-34/35 SEC-60 NOIDA -201301 U.P
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RAZORS, ELECTRIC RAZOR, HAIR CUTTERS AND BLADES.
2180214 25/07/2011
SUBASH KUMAR JAIN
ARVIND JAIN
trading as NAHAR STEEL INDUSTRIES
199/2, RAILWAY ROAD, MEERUT - 250002, U.P.
MANUFACTURE/MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
The ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since: 01/04/1969
DELHI
NAIL CUTTERS, TWEEZERS, MANICURE SET, BOTTLE OPENERS CUM TIN OPENERS INCLUDED IN. CLASS 08.
2185151  03/08/2011

SH. ASHOK KUMAR
trading as SANJEEV ENTERPRISES
KALA SANGHA ROAD, NR. SHIV MANDIR, GHAS MANDI, BASTI SHEIKH, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEHGAL & ASSOCIATES
KHUKHRANA COMPLEX, KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. ADARSH NAGAR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
Used Since: 01/04/2005
DELHI
HAND TOOLS
FORD
2186744  05/08/2011
SHRI KAMAL SHARMA
trading as ;KUMAR FORGING & STAMPING
CINEMA ROAD, GORAYA - 144409, DISTT. JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
SHOVELS AND SPADES
KCC

2216753  07/10/2011
AMIT AGGARWAL
trading as ;NARENDER KUMAR & SON
5204/A, G.B. ROAD, DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWLALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/04/2008
DELHI
POWER TOOLS, HAND TOOLS, BLADES OF ALL KINDS DRILL BITS, DRILL CHECKS, GRINDING WHEELS & TOOLS, ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS, SCREWDRIVERS, CIRCULAR SAW, HACKSAW DRILLS, TILE CUTTER, TAPS-REAMERS, TAP TOOLS, TCT SAW BLADES, ALUMINIUM CUTTING BLADES & OTHER DIAMOND SAW BLADES, MARBLE, GRANITE AND SIMILAR PRECESSION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS COMBINATION TOOLS KITS, CARPENTRY TOOLS & ACCESSORIES & SPEAR PARTS OF THESE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8
THRESHOLD

Priority claimed from 13/05/2011; Application No.: 85/320,772; United States of America

2232493  11/11/2011

TARGET BRANDS, INC.
1000 NICOLLET MALL, TPS - 3165, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55403 - 2467, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A MINNESOTA, U.S.A. CORPORATION.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FLATARE; HAND TOOLS FOR USE IN THE KITCHEN, NAMELY, CUTTING TOOLS, KNIVES, KNIFE SHARPENERS, TONGS, CAN OPENERS, SCISSORS; HAND OPERATED LAWN AND GARDEN TOOLS, NAMELY, SHOVELS, RAKES, CULTIVATORS, SICKLES, SCISSORS, SHEARS, KNIVES, PRUNERS, CLIPPERS, LOPPERS, WEDGES, FORKS, TROWELS, SPADES AND HOES; DISPLACEMENT PUMP SPRAYERS ATTACHED TO A GARDEN HOSE FOR SPRAYING LIQUID HERBICIDES, PESTICIDES, FERTILIZERS AND INSECTICIDES; NON-ELECTRIC FOOD PEELERS.
2371321  27/07/2012
RITEESH MASAND
trading as ;MASAND AGRITECH
56, SHASTRI MARKET, INDORE-452007 [M.P.].
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1IND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS AND HAND OPERATED IMPLEMENTS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 08
2425941  09/11/2012
MR VIRENDER KUMAR AGGARWAL
trading as ;GALAXY INTERNATIONAL
E-185 PHASE-I VIJAY VIHAR RITHALA DELHI-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANID GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :10/06/2009
DELHI
HAND TOOLS FOR REFRIGERATION AND AIRCONDITION
2459489  14/01/2013
LAXMI BEAUTY PRODUCT PVT. LIMITED
ROOM NO. 9, BUILDING NO. 1, DEV KARAN MANSION, 79, PRINCESS STREET, MUMBAI-400 002.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2008
MUMBAI
SCISSORS, CLIPPERS, CRIMPING IRONS, CURLING TONGS, CUTICLE NIPPERS, CUTICLE TWEEZERS, CUTTERS,
FILERS, FLAT IRONS (NON-ELECTRIC), GLAZING IRONS, HAIR CURLING, HAIR REMOVING TWEEZERS, MANICURE
SETS, NAIL CLIPPERS, NAIL DRAWERS, NAIL EXTRACTORS, NAIL NIPPERS, NAIL PUNCHES, PEDICURE SETS, PICKS,
PIERCING APPARATUS, PLIERS, PRIMING IRON (HAND TOOLS), BLADES, SCRAPERS, SHAVING CASES, SPRAYERS
AND TONGS, CURLERS (EYELASH), RAZORS, APPARATUS FOR TATTOOING, THREADERS
2481601  20/02/2013
SARVAM SAFETY EQUIPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SARVAM SAFETY EQUIPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1-11, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VILLIWAKKAM, CHENNAI-600049, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS, SELLERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANNAL.P
FLAT NO A3, RAJPARIS PEARL, NO-9, BAWA ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600 018.
Used Since :04/09/2012
CHENNAI
KNIVES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE THE WORD SARVAM SAFETY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2560077 05/07/2013
SMT. BANDANA DEVI trading as ;SHIVANGANI ENTERPRISES
PLOT NO.H-17,PHASE III,BOKARO INDUSTRIAL AREA,BALIDIH,B.S. CITY-827014,JHARKHAND
Manufacturer, Merchant & Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :01/01/2010
KOLKATA
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), Spade, cutlery, side arms & razors included in class-08.
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
2568818  23/07/2013
GOUTAM PAUL
SMT. SUBHRA PAUL
trading as; KISMAT SPICES INDUSTRIES
KHOSHIBAGAN, AGARTALA – 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.
2584313  22/08/2013  
TAPARIA TOOLS LIMITED  
trading as ;TAPARIA TOOLS LIMITED  
423-424/A-2, SHAH & NAHAR, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 013.  
Manufacturers and merchants  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
R.K. DEWAN & CO.  
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.  
Used Since :21/12/1974  
To be associated with:  
820764  
MUMBAI  
Adjustable Wrench
3598600  25/07/2017
RAJESH KS PROPRIETOR OF M/S. KEELAMBI AGRI TOOLS
Nehru Road, 2nd Cross, Garden Area, Shivamogga Karnataka- 577201
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ISHA KHANNA
45/11, East Patel Nagar, New Delhi, 110008
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Gardening Tools
3608590 08/08/2017
KISSAN AGRO INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 77 - B, Richhai Industrial Area, Adhartal, Jabalpur - 482002, Madhya Pradesh
Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand tools and implements (hand operated), Cutter
3611473  11/08/2017
AMIT KUMAR TRADING AS : MS. S.A. ENTERPRISES
MORNI WALA PETCH, U.S. JAIN ROAD, ALIGARH - 202 001,
Trademark Application
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. MAHABIR
Litmus Legal, 405, Mercantile House, 15, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001
Used Since :01/01/1985
DELHI
HANDS TOOLS, COMMON TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS.
Mili Mercury

3611698  12/08/2017
MILI TRADING PVT. LTD.
16, Om Niwas, 2nd Panjrapole Lane, Mumbai - 400004, Maharashtra, India
Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors; hand-operated agricultural implements, air pumps, metal band stretchers; ceramic knives; non-electric cheese slicers; choppers, clamps for carpenters or coopers, diggers [hand tools]; hammers; razors; scissors, scrapers; screwdrivers; sharpening instruments; shears; shovels [hand tools], sickles, silver plate [knives, forks and spoons], vegetable slicers.
CHIRAG NARANBHAI PANSURIYA
trading as ;VIVASVAN ENTERPRISE
PLOT NO. 69, FULWADI PARK SHREE KRUSHNA ASHRAY SATYA SAI HOSPITAL ROAD NANA MAVA ROAD, RAJKOT - 360005
Used Since :31/01/2014
To be associated with:
3621788
AHMEDABAD
Kitchenware and Household items means Pizza Cutter, Vegetable Cutter, Mendoiwada Maker, Chilly Cutter, Strainer, Lemon Squeezer, Apple Cutter, Grater and Peeler, Slicer, Chipser, Atta Maker, Peeler, Chopping Board, Chopper, Coconut Scraper, Sprout Maker, Fruit Crusher
3662072 24/10/2017
INDEUTSCH INDUSTRIES PVT.LTD.
SDF E - 7 & 8, NOIDA SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, NOIDA (U.P.) - 201305, INDIA
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Spatulas for use by artists, Spatulas(hand tools), palette knives, drawing knives
3686001  23/11/2017
BEVEL TRADING & MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
8/8, CHINAR PARK, P.O. HATIARA, P.S. BAGUIHATI, KOLKATA-700157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

3689886   29/11/2017
MFS WHOLESALE PRIVATE LIMITED
50, Ground Floor Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar - 3, New Delhi - 110024
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Drills, Hand tools and implements [hand-operated], Rotary tools [hand-operated tools], Cutting tools [hand tools]
3703020  14/12/2017
SUFIYAN YAKUB KAPADIA TRADING AS M.S. INTERNATIONAL
566/70, Motilal Nagar No. 1, Road No. 1, Near Police Chowki, Goregaon (West), Mumbai 400 104 in the State of Maharashtra within the
Union of India
a sole proprietary concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Beard clippers; eyelash curlers; cuticle nippers; cuticle tweezers; ear-piercing apparatus; fingernail polishers, electric or
non-electric; hair removing tweezers; manicure sets, electric otherwise; pedicure sets; Fingernail polishers, electric or
nonelectric; Nail buffers, electric or non-electric; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Nail files, electric or otherwise; Nail
nippers; Electric hair curling and styling irons; Electric hand-held hair styling irons; razors; apparatus for tattooing;
electric shaver.
Vakola

3705077  18/12/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 422003.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC IRON, ELECTRIC STEAM IRON, ELECTRIC FLAT IRON, NON-ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, ELECTRIC HAIR STRAIGHTENING IRON, TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED ELECTRIC FLAT IRONS, IRONS (NON-ELECTRIC HAND TOOLS), HAND BLENDER, HAND TOOLS AND SPARE PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 8.
CARDINAL BLUE

3705897  19/12/2017

AMIT KORE
78, SUNDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110003
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED; CUTLERY; SPOONS; SIDE ARMS, RAZORS AND CLIPPERS (HAND INSTRUMENTS).
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED
20/C, PALI VILLAGE, OPP. SAISA CLUB, OFF: 16TH ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 050, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
In respect of hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.
MBC
3708298   21/12/2017
MOHD. ZULFIQAR ALVI
trading as : MAHARASHTRA BEAUTY CENTRE
SHOP NO.03, VED PATHAK HOUSE, BEHIND AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY, CHENIDANI NAKA, STATION ROAD,
THANE (WEST)-400601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCISSORS, RAZORS
3711909  26/12/2017
MR. JAYDEEP MAVJIBHAI PAMBHAR , TRADING AS: ACCURATE DIES
SURVEY NO.33/9, SHED NO.02, NEAR TULIP PARTY PLOT, OPP. QUBA, GONDAL ROAD, VAVDI, RAJKOT-360004
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS,B/HPAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CUTLERY, NAMELY, FORKS, KNIVES, AND SPOONS (WITH STAND), HAND-OPERATED SLICERS , CHOPPERS, CAN
OPENERS, HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, PINCERS, MORTARS AND PESTLES, NUTS & CHILLY CUTTER, HAND-OPERATED
KITCHEN APPLIANCE FOR DICING, MINCING, SLICING, AND CHOPPING FOOD, NON -ELECTRIC VEGETABLE PEELERS,
PIZZA CUTTERS, ONION CUTTER, COCONUT SCRAPPERS- INCLUDING IN CLASS-08
3715855  30/12/2017
UMESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
D-13/74, First Floor, sector-8, Rohini
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESH KUMAR
105-106 APRA PLAZA-A PLOT NO.29, ROAD NO.44 COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEAR M2K RANI BAGH PITAMPURA DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools and implements, Side Arms, cutlery, Razors
3716876  02/01/2018
SHAILENDRA SINGH S/O TRILOK SINGH
VILLAGE-PHOLARIWAL, JALANDHAR CITY-144022, PUNJAB
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Hand tools and implements (hand-operated)
LITTLE MASTER

1783581 10/02/2009
SWATI R. ARKADI
trading as: ENERMAX SYSTEMS
M--76, MIDC AMBAD, NASHIK–422 010
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since: 01/11/2007
MUMBAI
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES I.E, UPS SYSTEM AND INVERTER.
SCIENTEX

1882804  11/11/2009

ZAFAR MOHD.

trading as ;SCIENTEX

T-508 CHAMELIAN ROAD BEHIND FILMISTAN CINEMA DELHI-06

MEDICINAL SURGICAL AND VETERINARY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/01/2009

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC MEASURING SIGNLLING AND CHECKING (SUPERVISION)

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
BHAKTIVEDANTA INSTITUTE
RC-8, RAGHUNATHPUR, 4TH FLOOR, MANASI BUILDING, V.I.P. ROAD, KOLKATA 700059.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A TRUST INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN TRUST ACT, 1961.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.K.MODAK, ADVOCATE
5/1A, CENTRAL ROAD, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA - 700 032
Used Since: 15/05/2003
KOLKATA
DATA, AUDIO VIDEO TAPES, CDS, AND DVDS; ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE MEDIUMS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS,
ELECTRONIC DATABASE, ELECTRONS PUBLICATIONS, DIGITAL FILGS OF DATA, AUDIO AMD V30EO 1770
FROM 2NTHRNET
1911158  20/01/2010
Mr Jiwdhan Prajapati
trading as ; MOHIT ELECTRONICS
A-749 STREET NO 19 MAHAVIR ENCLAVE PART-II NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AYPE TRADE MARK CO.
4279-GALI BHAIRON, NAI SARAK, NEW DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 01/04/2008

DELHI
RADIO, AERIALS, SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS, CHARGERS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS AND PARTS THEREOF FALLING IN
CLASS 09
NEHA
1911414  20/01/2010
MANIC ENTERPRISES
trading as ;MANIC ENTERPRISES
203,YOGI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,R.M.ROAD,GOREGAON(W),-400 062.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/03/2009
MUMBAI
ROTTER HOLDER, ANGLE-BUTTON HOLDER, 3 PIN TOP AND ETC.
Media Backbone

1914415  28/01/2010

M/S. SONY CORPORATION
1-7-1 KONAN, MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VIDEO PROJECTORS; VIDEO SERVERS; VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; VIDEO DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; VIDEO MONITORS; VIDEO EDITING APPARATUS; VIDEO PROCESSORS; VIDEO SIGNAL CONVERTERS; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS; SWITCHES AND ROUTERS; SERVER COMPUTERS; COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING VIDEO EDITING DEVICES.
1914716 29/01/2010
HANSRAJ GULIANI
trading as : SUPERB ELECTRONICS CUM ELECTRICALS
RZ-9 MANAS KUNJ GURUDWARA ROAD UTTAM NAGAR NEW DELHI.
MANUFACTURE & TRADER
Used Since :01/07/1995
DELHI
INVERTER,UPS, STABILIZERS,TRANSFORMER, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS, SPARE PARTS AND CIRCUIT
BOARDS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,1464907.
AIRCALL
1965907  14/05/2010
VISHAL PARIKH
trading as ;VISHAL PARIKH
FLAT NO 132 PKT -D SARITA VIHAR NEW DELHI 76
MANUFACTURING, IMPORT, EXPORT & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF MOBILE HANDSETS FOR COMMUNICATING INCLUDED DATA.
1967163  18/05/2010
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS PVT. LTD
5732/81 A-BLOCK REHGARPURA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
A-31, 203 Second Floor, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Used Since :05/01/2009

DELHI

ACCOUSTIC CONDUITS; ACCOUSTIC COUPLERS; ARIELS; ALARMS; AMPLOYING TUBES; VALVES; BATTERIES; ANTI
DAZEL SHADES; GLASSES; WIRES; CABLES; CAPILLARY TUBES; RULER; APPARATUS/SHEETS/INSULATION
MATERIAL MADE OF FLEX FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; NEON SIGNS; OPTICAL DISC; SMOKE DETECTORS.
1967165 18/05/2010  
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS PVT. LTD  
5732/81 A-BLOCK REHGARPURA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI  
MANUFACTURING & TRADING  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP  
A-31, 203 Second Floor, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048  
Used Since :05/01/2009  
DELHI  
ACCOUSTIC CONDUITS; ACCOUSTIC COUPLERS; ARIELS; ALARMS; AMPLYFYING TUBES; VALVES; BATTERIES; ANTI  
DAZEL SHADES; GLASSES; WIRES; CABLES; CAPILLARY TUBES; RULER; APPARATUS/SHEETS/INSULATION  
MATERIAL MADE OF FLEX FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; NEON SIGNS; OPTICAL DISC; SMOKE DETECTORS.
SUPERIOR POWER SALUTION SERVICES

1998842   26/07/2010
SANJEEV KUMAR/RUPALI GARG
AA-48 SEC-53 NOIDA 201301
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/2001
DELHI
UPS & BATTERIES REPAIR & SERVICES
2014391  26/08/2010
RIONA ELECTRONICS PVT.LTD
112 INDRAPRAKASH BUILDING 21 BARAKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI 1
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :04/01/2010

DELHI
ALL ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Leisure Time

2024292  16/09/2010

SCAN HOLDINGS PVT. LTD
F-4 SHOPPING COMPLEX, A-BLOCK MEERA BAGH NEW DELHI 87

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SCRIBOARD
B-43, SECTOR-21 NOIDA -201301 UP (INDIA)

Used Since :01/06/2010

DELI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFESAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDINGS DISCS.
XENO

2037327  13/10/2010

M/S. JAY ACE TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
GI-48, G.T., KARNAL ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048

Used Since : 01/10/2010

DELHI

ALL TYPES OF BATTERIES FOR INVERTER, UPS, LIGHTING, VEHICLES & POCKET LAMPS, BATTERY BOXES, BATTERY CHARGERS, INVERTER, UPS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE, EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS, ELECTRICAL IRON, CALCULATING MACHINE, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, DISH ANTENNA, SATELLITE RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES F-PLUGS, CONNECTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, TELEPHONES, MODEMS, LIGHT BULBS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES AND SWITCHGEAR INCLUDING IN CUSS-9.
SNCAB
2063862  06/12/2010
SANTOSH HIRAWAT
trading as ;PARAS CABLES
2/109, ARJUN GALLI, VISHWAS NAGAR, DELHI - 110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF DELHI.
EVERCOOL

2065407  09/12/2010

A.K. CHAUDHARY
305, JAI APPARTMENT, SEC-9 ROHINI DELHI 85

INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL HOME APPLIANCES AND PRODUCTS - T.V., WASHING MACHINE, FRIDGE, DVD, LCD, LAPTOP, INCLUDING SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS (INCLUDING WIRELESS) PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION) LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; COIN OR COUNTER-FREED APPARATUS; TALKING MACHINES; CASH REGISTER; CALCULATING MACHINES; FIRE" EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
START TABBING

2076676  29/12/2010
SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
SUITES NO. 101 - 103, FIRST FLOOR, COPIA CORPORATE SUITES, PLOT NO. 9, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI - 110025
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI
Used Since :03/11/2010
DELHI
MOBILE PHONES, HANDHELD DEVICES AND PARTS THEREOF, COMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, SIGNALLING, TALKING & CALCULATING MACHINES, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS
TAB

2076680  29/12/2010

SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
SUITES NO. 101 - 103, FIRST FLOOR, COPIA CORPORATE SUITES, PLOT NO. 9, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI - 110025

MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI

Used Since :03/11/2010

DELHI

MOBILE PHONES, HANDHELD DEVICES AND PARTS THEREOF, COMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS, SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, SIGNALLING, TALKING & CALCULATING MACHINES, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2083678 11/01/2011
SARITHA K.N
trading as: CAMIO AUTOMATIONS
DOOR NO. 34/555C, 3RD FLOOR, N.H-47, BY-PASS, EDAPPALLY P.O, KOCHI-682 024, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GUDWILL & GOODWILL,
41/785, "SWATHI" C.P. UMNER ROAD, COCHIN - 35, KERALA.
Used Since: 01/01/2000

CHENNAI
SECURITY INTRUDER, BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM, LIGHTING AUTOMATION, CCTV SYSTEM, VIDEO DOOR PHONES,
AUTOMATIC GATE OPENERS, AUTOMATIC SHUTTER OPENERS, AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING SYSTEM, AUTOMATIC
BLIND SYSTEM, BOOM BARRIER SYSTEM, AUTOMATIC LIGHT SYSTEM, AUTOMATIC ROOF OPENER SYSTEM, ACCESS
CONTROL SYSTEM, BIO-METRIC SYSTEM, ALL BEING ELECTRONIC SECURITY RELATED PRODUCTS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
CISCO FINESSE
Priority claimed from 13/08/2010; Application No. : 85107599 ;United States of America
2096663 08/02/2011
M/S. CISCO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
170, WEST TASMAN DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95134, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.
( A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT, CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT; CUSTOMER CARE OPERATIONS SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, HANDLING, AND TRACKING CUSTOMER CALLS AND RESPONSES AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT; COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENTS.
2099679 14/02/2011
VAST INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED.
C - 4, SECTOR - 63, NOIDA, U.P
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, TELEPHONE, MOBILE, MOBILE ADAPTORS & CHARGERS, MOBILE BATTERY PACKS, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE COVERS, MOBILE TELEPHONE HOLDERS AND HOLDING STRINGS; DATA CABLES, DATA STORAGE DEVICES, BLUETOOTH DEVICES, ALL TYPE OF ADAPTORS AND CHARGERS, CONNECTORS, COMPUTER ADAPTORS, DATA- NETWORKING PRODUCTS, TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, MULTIMEDIA CARD; ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS, COMPUTER TERMINALS, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS AND PRINTERS FOR USE THEREWITH. COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER MEMORIES, COMPUTER INTERFACES, MICROPROCESSOR, MODEMS, DIGITAL OPTICAL TRANSMISSION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, LASER APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES OF ABOVE SAID GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
ASSURANCE TO LIFE

2101282  17/02/2011
AKTION SAFETY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
1327, GALI KUNDEWALAN, AJMERI GATE, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 01/04/2007

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF ROAD SAFETY AND LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT LIKE SAFETY SHOES, SAFETY GLOVES, SAFETY HELMETS AND MASKS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENT AND FIRE; CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
BLU
2113680  11/03/2011
BLUMEX IMPEX (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : BLUMEX IMPEX (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
5-1-753, SUPREME HOUSE, BANK STREET, KOTI, HYDERABAD
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED BY UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since : 27/03/2010
CHENNAI
PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISC, DVDS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC MEDIA FEATURING CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS AND NEWS; AUDIO AND VIDEO ANALOG AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS ON TAPES; MOTION PICTURE FILM PREPARED FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION CABLE TELEVISION, DIGITAL TELEVISION OR FOR THEATRICAL VIEWING; MINI DISCS, VIDEO GAMES, SET TOP BOXES FOR TELEVISION, TELEVISION DISH AND DISH ANTENNAS INCLUDING SATELLITE TELECASTING APPARATUS, ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN MAGNETIC TAPES; SOUND RECORDING; CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; RECORDING DISCS; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS USED IN MAKING CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS, COMPUTER, COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS (RECORDED) FOR USE IN CREATING, VIEWING, MANIPULATING, PRINTING, STORING, TRANSFERRING AND RETRIEVING COMPUTER-AIDED GRAPHICS; MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS AND VIDEO IMAGES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND TERMINALS; HARD AND FLOPPY DISCS AND DRIVES; INTERNET COMMUNICATION DEVICES; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS, CELLULAR OR MOBILE TELEPHONES, TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS.
FOOT SAFER
2125050  04/04/2011
AKTION SAFETY SOLUTION PVT LTD
1327 GALI KUNDEWALAN AJMERI GATE DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/01/2011
DELHI
Safety Shoes; Industrial Safety items, Road Safety items, Fire Safety items & General Safety items, Electronic Safety Device, Reflective jackets and Gloves, Solar Studs & Delineator, Road studs, Reflectors, Barricading Reflective taps, Face protection accessories, Fire Extinguishers, Life Buoy & jacket, Safety Nests, Metal Detectors, Under vehicle search mirrors, Electronic & Solar Signs, Overhead Informatory Signs, Glow in Dark Signs; included in class 9.
2126437    06/04/2011
MR. SANDEEPAN SHARMA
H.NO. 252 WARD NO.9 VIVEKANAND NAGAR, BAHADURGARH DISTRICT, JHAIJAR-124507 HARYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :06/04/2011
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF ELECTRICAL WIRES.
HIGH RISE
2126968  07/04/2011
RAJEEV KUMAR SINGH
VICKY GOEL
trading as ;SHRI AMBAY & CO.
SHANTI NAGAR NASHYAJI ROAD REWARI HARYANA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :12/02/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF BATTERIES, BATTERY PARTS, STABILIZERS, UPS, TRANSFORMERS, INVERTORS, AND OTHER
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
EMBEE
2139486  04/05/2011
MIRZA ZULFEQAR BAIG
trading as ;M B TRADERS
S.NO.15-1-434, OLD FEELKHANA, HYDERABAD-500012.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.LT COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :01/04/2007
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LEAD ACID BATTERIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
CATCHON
2139770   04/05/2011
SAPREEN AHUJA
trading as; SAPREEN AHUJA
FLAT # 13, 11TH BLOCK, EMBASSY HABITAT, # 59, PALACE ROAD, BANGALORE-52.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.
Used Since :01/10/2009
CHENNAI
ELECTRONIC SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Priority claimed from 01/12/2010; Application No. : 63130/2010 ; Switzerland
2143221  12/05/2011

TYCO INTERNATIONAL SERVICES GMBH
trading as :TYCO INTERNATIONAL SERVICES GMBH
FREIER PLATZ 10  8200 SCHAFFHAUSEN SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since :10/03/2011

DELHI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating
machines, data processing equipment and computer hardware and peripheral devices, computer software, computer
cabling; electromechanical systems and parts and components therefore; connectors and connector systems, connector
components, power connectors; plug-in equipment connections and joints; connector housings; cable components,
namely punch down blocks, jacks, plugs, patch cords, patch panels; wires and cables, fiber optic cable; submarine cables,
telecommunication cables; electrical and fiber optic harnesses, electrical conductive cable ends, cable management
devices; cable clamps, link boxes to ground and protect shields of high voltage cables; accessories for high voltage
 cables for industries in both overhead and underground installations, including outdoor oil filled terminations, outdoor dry
type terminators; electrical cables for lighting installations; electric cable ducts, plug and play cassettes, cable
management components for enhancement of signal transmission, namely trays, dividers wraps, racks, brackets,
channels, rings and clips, outlet housing and faceplates, and surge protectors; communication equipment, namely,
electrical jacks, plugs, jack fields, terminal blocks, connection panels, patching connectors and cords, signal repeaters,
signal conditioners, communication distribution frames, fiber optic couplers, fiber optic wave length division
multiplexer/demultiplexers, patch modules, interface modules, test modules, break-out modules, patching and switching
chassis, patching, switching and monitoring power supplies, patching and switching control modules, data line monitors
and emulators, transmission test sets, pbx test boards, network switching and monitoring controllers, switch cards,
switching cables, digital signal cross connect modules, transmission circuit boards, signaling sub-boards, transmission
mounting shelves and connection designation strips; private line test facilities for performing tests on communication
systems comprising test modules, service modules, signal test modules, cord reels, power panels and a selected number
of cord cage options-namely, oscillator options, amplifier options, attenuator options, term, set options, repeat coil
options, ringdown converter options, signal relay options, blank plug-in cord options, monitor speaker options,
transmission pad control options, automatic level control options, bridging transformer options, pulse generator options,
outpulser options, loop back options and test shoe control options, sold as a modular unit; electrical apparatus used as
components of private line test facilities for performing tests on communication systems namely, test modules, service
modules, signal test modules, cord reels, power panels and cord cage options-namely, oscillator options, amplifier
options, attenuator options, term set options, repeat coil options, ringdown converter options, signal relay options, blank
plug-in cord options, monitor speaker options, transmission pad control options, automatic level control options, bridging
transformer options, pulse generator options, outpulser options, loop back options and test shoe control options; loop
back test systems for monitoring and testing two wire communication lines comprising a transmitter and a receiver, sold
as a unit; transmitters and receivers used in loop back test systems for monitoring and testing two wire communication
lines; fuse panels; status control systems for circuit monitoring and providing telemetry diagnosis and information in a
remote communication system network, master display terminals sold as a unit; terminals used in status control systems for monitoring and providing telemetry diagnosis and information in a remote communication system network namely, master display terminals; audio distribution amplifiers; speaker monitors; series loop access systems for providing access to series loop circuits comprising series loop access panels and series loop instrument panels, sold as a unit; jackfields; communication components and devices-namely, terminal blocks, conference bridges, jack panels, jacks, cutover switches, patch cords, plugs, lamp sockets, lamp caps, telephone coils, repeat coils, connectorized cables; solid state telegraph relays; battery chargers-namely, aircraft battery chargers and industrial and leisure vehicle battery chargers; direct current ammeters; transformers; private line test facilities for performing tests on communication systems comprising access modules, line select modules, dial/signal modules, test modules and ohmmeters, sold as a unit; current sensors; magnetic amplifiers; broadcast filters; motor speed controls for controlling the speed of electric motors; power supply units for supplying power to electrical apparatus-namely, computers; mechatronic systems; relays, automotive, telecommunication, industrial and computer relays; electrical apparatus; terminals, splice; chip carrier sockets; circuits; adapters; sensors; magnetic sensors, radar sensors; inductive sensors; gas sensors; wireless subsystems and components; antennas; antenna systems; receivers; GPS receivers; circuit boards; power distribution boxes; multi-circuit power strips, receptacles; touch screens; touch computers, interactive displays; computer monitors, computer monitor frames; computer network hubs, switches and routers; computer networking apparatus; apparatus for linking computers into networks, apparatus for protecting computers from electrical power supply faults; articles adapted for use in the ducting of computer cables; articles adapted for use in the support of computer cables; backup drives for computers; broadband data interconnecting computer installations; electronic components for computers; fiber optics communications installations for use with computers; plug-in components for computers modems; wire and board processing equipment; inductors, high current indicators, wire wound inductors, chokes, high current indicators, drum core indicators, shielded - unshielded wire wound inductors, power inductors; LAN protocol magnets, magnetic modules; resistors; power resistors; switches, electric switches; smart cards; fiber optic products; electro-optic products; backplanes; backplane interconnects; attenuators; multiplexers; amplifiers; telematic systems; heat shrink sleeves; amplifiers; filters; power line filters; signal filters; diplexors; capacitors; circuitators; isolators; resistors; transformers; couplers; batteries; battery terminals; microwave products; mixers; modulators; converters; heat sinks, computer heat sinks; meters; controllers; RFID tags, circuit protection devices; circuit breakers; fuses; radar systems; RF components; enclosures; cabinets, cabinets adapted to hold computers; heat and cold shrink enclosures and wraps; identification and labeling components; panels; fiber optic panels, radios; accessories for radios; power converters; keypads; monitors; integrated circuits; touch systems; sleeves, fittings, arresters, surge arresters; electrical earthing equipment; electrical control cabinets; vibration indicators; electrical fuses; light diodes; equipment for telecommunication, namely modular insulation displacement wire connection block; overvoltage and current protectors for electrical and electronic telecommunication plants and data telecommunication systems, fittings, namely surge arresters, fuses, melting fuses diodes, varistors and thermoprotective circuit breakers; full line of telecommunications systems, equipment and components for use in the transmission or transfer of voice, audio, video, text and data by broadband, broadcasting, cable casting, coaxial cable, copper wire, fiber optic, radio, telephone, twisted pair, wire, wireless and other telecommunications technologies; computer software for use in operating and managing telecommunications systems and equipment, and the communications over such systems.
2143262    12/05/2011
STAR INDIA PVT. LTD.
FIRST FLOOR, CENTRAL WING, THAPAR HOUSE, 124, JANPATH, NEW DELHI - 110001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Used Since: 15/04/2011

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; TELEVISION SOFTWARE AND PROGRAM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DOWNLOADING, STORING, REPRODUCING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA; AUDIO CDS, VCDS, DVDS, FILMS, TAPES, CASSETTES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS SUPPLIED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET; INTERACTIVE VIDEOS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09,
Q1 LABS
2143726  13/05/2011
Q1 LABS INC.,
890 WINTER STREET SUITE 230 WALTHAM MASSACHUSETTS 02451 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION OF DELAWARE,USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING AND MAINTAINING SECURITY FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE, MONITOR AND MINIMIZE THREATS AND POLICY ENFORCEMENT RISKS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO ANALYZE AND MONITOR COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC ANOMALIES FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; COMPUTER SECURITY SOFTWARE; AND COMPUTER UTILITY SOFTWARE.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2145965  18/05/2011
BHARAT KHUBCHANDANI
E-279, NARAINA VIHAR NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS/TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :13/04/2008
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2146523  19/05/2011
SHRI SOURABH BISHT
trading as : BISHT ENTERPRISES
B - 78, BUDH NAGAR, INDER PURI, DELHI - 110012
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
L-2/112, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHAHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052
Used Since: 08/04/2010
DELHI
DTH, USB, DVD, VOLTAGE STABLIZER, MOBILE CHARGERS AND ELECTRONIC GOODS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
BIG CELL

2146869 19/05/2011
MR. GAURAV BHAYANA
trading as: BIG CELL
8/120, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110015
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since: 01/02/2011

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF MOBILE BATTERIES MOBILE HAND FREE, MOBILE JADU CHARGER, MOBILE TOOLS & ALL TYPES OF MOBILE CARD READER

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
NUMARK

2147102 19/05/2011

SH. GAGANDEEP SINGH
H. NO. 940, B - BLOCK, ANSAL PALAM VIHAR, VYAPAR KENDRA, GURGAON, HARYANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, ELECTRIC SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUGS, AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC SWITCHGEARS, MAIN SWITCHES, KIT-KAT, CORDS, DVD, CD PLAYER, AUDIO VIDEO AND SPEAKERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
LOVE KIYA TO DARNA KYA

2149021 24/05/2011

STAR INDIA PVT LTD
1ST FLOOR CENTRAL WING THAPAR HOUSE 124 JANPATH NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; TELEVISION SOFTWARE AND PROGRAM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DOWNLOADING, STORING, REPRODUCING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA; AUDIO CDS, VCLJS® DVDS, FILMS, TAPES, CASSETTES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS SUPPLIED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET; INTERACTIVE VIDEOS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
RANS TECHNOCRATS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

trading as ;RANS TECHNOCRATS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

201, SAMRAT BHAWAN, RANJEET NAGAR COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, (NEAR SATYAM CINEMA), NEW DELHI - 110008

MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 01/04/1996

DELHI

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2154344    03/06/2011
SU-KAM POWER SYSTEMS LTD.
306, KIRTI DEEP BUILDING, NANGAL RAYA, NEW DELHI - 110046
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.
Used Since :10/11/2010
DELHI

SPECIFICATION OF GOODS: SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS AND ELECTRONIC INVERTERS, BATTERIES, UPS SYSTEMS, SOLAR PRODUCTS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 09"
MAITRI

2157735   10/06/2011
KUL BHUSHAN NAGPAL
trading as :SHRI SHIVA INDUSTRIES
9/19, BAZAR GALL, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1996

DELHI
SWITCHES, SWITCH BOARD, KIT KAT, MCB, HOLDERS, FUSES, IRONS, BELLS, SWITCHGEARS, BUZZERS, STARTERS, PLUGS, TRANSFORMERS, SOCKETS, CHOCKES, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES, PVC CONDUIT PIPES, COPPER WIRES, ADOPTERS, LIGHT FIXTURES, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 9.
2157747  10/06/2011
MR VED PRAKASH SETHI
trading as ;METRO ELECTRICALS
1398 PANMANDI SADAR BAZAR DELHI 6
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :20/05/2011
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO ELECTRICALS TAPE
2157898 10/06/2011
URJA GLOBAL LIMITED
3, GAGAN VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110092
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COINOPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE URJA.
2161663  17/06/2011
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 110035
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF CONDITIONAL ACCESS SYSTEM. EQUIPMENTS, DISH ANTENNA. ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC CONTROL
EQUIPMENTS. VIDEO CASSETTES. TAPES & DISCS, VIDEO FILMS. RECORDINGS DEVICE. AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT,
APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE. SOUND THEIR PARTS, TELEVISION, RADIO, PARTS THEREOF,
sATELLITE BROADCAST SYSTEMS & APPARATUS. SIGNAL BOOSTERS. CONVERTERS. TUNERS. PHOTOGRAPHIC,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC. OPTICAL, SIGNALING APPARATUS. COMPUTER SOFTWARE. HARDWARE PERIPHERALS. FLOPPY
DISKETTES. OPTICAL DISKS MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS. DATA VIDEO TRANSMISSION & RECEIVING EQUIPMENT.
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
2162706  20/06/2011
SHRI HARJIT KUMAR
trading as : DCSC INFOTECH
MOHALLA TILLE WALE BUND, VILLAGE & POST OFFICE RAJWAL, TEHSIL MUKERIAN, DISTT. HOSHIARPUR - 144216, PUNJAB
MERCAHNTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 15/04/2008
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF UPS
2163175  21/06/2011
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-110035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :20/06/2011

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF CONDITIONAL ACCESS SYSTEM, EQUIPMENTS, DISH ANTENNA, ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, VIDEO CASSETTES, TAPES & DISCS, VIDEO FILMS, RECORDINGS DEVICE, AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT & APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE, SOUND & THEIR PARTS, TELEVISION, RADIO & PARTS THEREOF, SATELLITE BROADCAST SYSTEMS & APPARATUS, SIGNAL BOOSTERS, CONVERTERS, TUNERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING APPARATUS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS, FLOPPY DISKETTES, OPTICAL DISKS & MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA & VIDEO TRANSMISSION & RECEIVING EQUIPMENT, WIRELESS & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES & MECHANISMS
2164844  24/06/2011

BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES, DISCS AND RE-RECORDED DVDS AND OTHER MEDIA FEATURING MOTION PICTURES
AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS
FILOMAX
2165321  24/06/2011
NIRMAL N JAIN
trading as ;M/s CHINTAMANI PARSHV CABLE (INDIA)
1/536-A7, GALI NO. 4, FRIENDS COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, G.T. ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110095
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES
KE
2165824  27/06/2011
ANUJ KHANNA
trading as ;KHANNA ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
B - 5, SARDAR NAGAR, C.C. COLONY, DELHI - 110009
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/1982

DELHI
ELECTRIC WIRES, ELECTRIC CABLES, ELECTRIC SWITCHES: INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
I-ALIGNER

2166398  27/06/2011
SNAP-ON INCORPORATED
2801 80TH STREET KENOSHA WISCONSIN 53143 USA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
(A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND Existing UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
WHEEL ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT, WHEEL BALancers, BRAke TESTERS, SUSPENSION TESTERS, SIDE SLIP TESTERS, DYNAMOMETERS, ENGINE ANALYZERS, EMISSIONS ANALYZERS, BAUERY CHARGERS, ANTI-LOCK BRAKE TESTERS, ENGINE VACUUM TESTERS AND THE SPECIFICATION DATABASE SOFTWARE WHICH IS USED TO OPERATE DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT FOR VEHICLES
TRY GOLD

2166851  28/06/2011
SARTAJ AHMED KHAN
T-29 MALVIYA NAGAR DELHI 17
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Ageents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MOBILE, MOBILE BATTERIES AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 9.

*Mark shall be used as a whole ..*
AXN - JI
2168385   30/06/2011
SANDEEP KHARBANDA
trading as : RAJAT ENTERPRISES
A/16/52, A - BLOCK, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI - 110095
MANUFACTERER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/05/2005
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF ELECTRONICS & ALL ELECTRICS ITEMS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2168971  01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
The ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 01/04/1997

DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARS WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
2168973    01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTUR & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997

DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2168977  01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARS WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2168978  01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARS WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2168979   01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2168981  01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTUERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2168982  01/07/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LIMITED
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
DEE MET
2170328 05/07/2011
SURENDER GUPTA
trading as; DULISONS FOODS
Medsows, 811, Sahar Plaza, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400059.
MERCHAND AND MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONDITIONAL ACCESS SYSTEM, DISH ANTENNA, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, VIDEO
CASSETTES, TAPES AND DISCS, VIDEO FILMS, RECORDINGS DEVICE, AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS
FOR REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE, SOUND AND THEIR PARTS, TELEVISION, RADIO AND PARTS THEREOF, SATELLITE
BROADCAST SYSTEMS AND APPARATUS, SIGNAL BOOSTERS, CONVERTERS, TUNERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING APPARATUS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS,
FLOPPY DISKETTES, OPTICAL DISKS AND MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA AND VIDEO TRANSMISSION AND
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT, WIRELESS AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS,
AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
AMIT SEHGAL
trading as DIVYAM INDUSTRIES
421A, GALI NO. 15, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHAHDARA, DELHI
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDED GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)

Used Since: 19/02/2008

WIRES & CABLES, CO-AXIAL WIRES, ELECTRICAL - ACCESSORIES, SWITCH BOARD, SWITCH GEAR, STARTER, CHANGE OVERS, MAIN SWITCH, FUSE, MCB, DB BOX, LEAD, TUBE FITTINGS, EXT- BORDS, PENAL BORDS, ELECTRICAL IRON INCLUDES E CLASS-9.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2170417  05/07/2011
MANDEEP KAUR SAWHNEY
trading as ; ESENES ELECTRONICS
651 PHASE-IX INDL AREA S.A.S. NAGAR MOHALI 160062 PUNJAB INDIA
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009
Used Since :07/12/2000
DELHI
CONNECTORS, CRIMPING LUGS AND TAGS, FUSE HOLDERS, INSTRUMENT KNOBS, COLLET KNOBS, LED MODULE INDICATOR, NEON INDICATORS, LED INDICATORS, PCB CONNECTOR, ROUND TERMINALS/ BATTERY TERMINALS, SOCKETS & PLUGS, ROCKER SWITCHES, TOGGLE SWITCHES, MICRO SWITCHES, PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES, RELAY SOCKETS, TELECOM PRODUCTS, TERMINAL STRIPS, TERMINAL BLOCKS, STACKABLE TERMINALS, JOHN"S PLUG & SOCKETS, CONTROL & SIGNALLING DEVICES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2170528  05/07/2011
K.K. SINGHANIA
1009, ARUNACHAL BUILDING, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3
Used Since :20/07/2000
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2171833  07/07/2011
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWARENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI -11035

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :10/05/2011

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF CONDITIONAL ACCESS SYSTEM, EQUIPMENTS, DISH ANTENNA, ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, VIDEO CASSETTES, TAPES & DISCS, VIDEO FILMS, RECORDINGS DEVICE, AUDIO VISUAL- EQUIPMENT & APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE, SOUND & THEIR PARTS, TELEVLSON, RADIO & PARTS THEREOF, COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, TABLETS, MOBILE PHONES, OTHER HANDHELD DEVICES SATELLITE BROADCAST SYSTEMS & APPARATUS, SIGNAL BOOSTERS, CONVERTERS, TUNERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING APPARATUS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS, FLOPPY DISKETTES, OPTICAL DISKS & MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA & VIDEO TRANSMISSION & RECEIVING EQUIPMENT, WIRELESS & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS
Mark shall be used as a Device as substantially represented and filed.
2171845  07/07/2011
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWARENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI -11035
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since : 10/05/2011
To be associated with:
2171833
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF CONDITIONAL ACCESS SYSTEM, EQUIPMENTS, DISH ANTENNA, ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, VIDEO CASSETTES, TAPES & DISCS, VIDEO FILMS, RECORDINGS DEVICE, AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT & APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCTION OF IMAGE, SOUND & THEIR PARTS, TELEVISION, RADIO & PARTS THEREOF, COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, TABLETS. MOBILE PHONES, OTHER HANDHELD DEVICES SATELLITE BROADCAST SYSTEMS & APPARATUS, SIGNAL BOOSTERS, CONVERTERS, TUNERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING APPARATUS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS, FLOPPY DISKETTES, OPTICAL DISKS & MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA & VIDEO TRANSMISSION & RECEIVING EQUIPMENT, WIRELESS & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2171833.
2172034  07/07/2011
SATENDER KUMAR
trading as ;AAGNAY POWER PRODUCT
SARASWATI VIHAR, SHAHEED ASHA RAM MARG, OPP. D.P.S. MEERUT ROAD, GHAZIABAD U.P
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
496/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :02/07/2010
DELHI
U.P.S. INVERTORS,BATTERIES PLATES,SERVO, TRANSFORMER, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS AS PER CLASS 09
2172176  08/07/2011
BAHADUR SINGH
trading as ;ELIXIR ENGG. & ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
WZ- 1 KHYALA VILLAGE NEAR HANUMAN MANDIR NEW DELHI 110018
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA ADVOCATES
E-13, UPSIDC, SITE IV, BEHIND -GRAND VENICE, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA -201301, UP
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS GOODS
2172528    08/07/2011
ABID SAIFI
trading as; SAIF ELECTRICALS
30 FOOTA ROAD, BLOCK NO. 4, CHAND MASJEED, ASHOK VIHAR, LONI, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
MANUFACTUR, MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/04/2011
DELHI
BATTERY, INVERTER AND STABILIZER; INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2175771  15/07/2011
M AND B ENGINEERING LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJENDRA H. BHANSALI.
22, DHARAMNATH SOCIETY, NEAR C.L.HOSPITAL, OLD CAMP ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD - 380 004.
Used Since :01/11/1959

AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING. AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN- OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING. EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS AND ALL KIND OF GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
VERTEX TOOL TECHNOLOGY
2176293  18/07/2011
SUDHIR MALIK
A-56, SEC-A-4, TRONICA CITY, LONI, GHAZIABAD
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI 92
Used Since :01/01/2004
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ISOLATORS, CHANGE OVER, MCB SWITCHES, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2177778  20/07/2011
SH.SUNIL DUTT
trading as : AUTO CARE PRODUCTS
1527/27 NAIWALA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
AUTO ELECTRICAL PAITS AS IGNITION COILS, CHARGING COILS, PICK UP COILS, REGULATORS, FLASHERS. R.R.
UNITS, IGNITION SWITCHES, ARMATURES, STARTER MOTORS, SOLONOIED SWITCHES, HEADLIGHT HOLDERS, WIRING
HARNESS, HORN. PHIG ADOPTERS, DRY BATTERIES, LEAD ACID BATTERIES, WIRES AND CABLES. ELECTRICAL
FITTINGS LIKE M.C.B., M.C.B. BOXES, CHANGE OVER SWITCHES, P.V.C. CONDUITS PIPES, ELECTRICAL IRON,
ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC ITEMS INCLUDING REMOTES, CAR LOCKING & SECURITY SYSTEMS, INVERTER, UPS, CVT,
VOLTAGE STABILIZERS. VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS AS PER CLASS-09
STAR ASLI HD

2180133  25/07/2011

STAR INDIA PVT. LTD.
FIRST FLOOR, CENTRAL WING, THAPAR HOUSE, 124, JANPATH, NEW DELHI - 110001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Used Since : 15/04/2011

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS^ RECORDING DISCS; TELEVISION SOFTWARE AND PROGRAM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DOWNLOADING, STORING, REPRODUCING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA; AUDIO CDS, VCDS, DVDS, FILMS, TAPES, CASSETTES;DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS SUPPLIED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET; INTERACTIVE VIDEOS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
EASY-LASER
2180770  26/07/2011
EASY-LASER AB
BOX 149 431 22 MOLNDAL
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A SWEDISH LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING AND ALIGNING MACHINES AND PLANTS
MAHLOTRA
2182886  29/07/2011
ANIL KUMAR LOHIA
trading as ;MAHAVEER CABLES
9/35-A, BAZAR GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR DELHI 32
MERCHNATS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MAHLOTRA.
OSB

2185704    04/08/2011
OSB AGENCIES PVT. LTD.
14/147, GEETA COLONY, DELHI - 110031
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.
Used Since : 01/01/1984

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, OPTICAL, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
POWER INTEGRATIONS, INC.,
5245 HELLYER AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95138 USA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHNATS
A BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS,
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
AMTECH
2188036 09/08/2011
S.PARAMJIT SINGH
trading as ;ANCHOR WEIGHING SYSTEM
729, INDUSTRIAL AREA "B", NEAR MUNJAL CASTINGS, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
09. MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF ALL KINDS OF WEIGHING SCALES, WEIGH BRIDGE & PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
BANK OF INDIA
STAR HOUSE, C-5, G BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA-(EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A BANKING COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE BANKING COMPANIES (ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER OF UNDERTAKINGS) ACT, 1970
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Used Since :31/07/2011
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH BANKING, FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE SERVICES, AND RELATED MATERIALS, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PLASTIC ACCESS CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH BANKING, FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE SERVICES, PLASTIC CARDS WITH EMBEDDED COMPUTER CHIPS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH BANKING FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE SERVICES, AND AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES,
O.SOUND
2190514  12/08/2011
RISHI BALUJA trading as ;GLOBAL ENTERPRISES
RZ - 23/94, GALI NO. 1, EAST SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI - 110046
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING SOUND SYSTEMS, T.V., DVD VCD, LCD, AUDIO & VIDEO CD, DVD, PLAYER AND SPEAKERS IN CLASS 9.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Word Sound.
Mark shall be used as a whole..
2191654  17/08/2011
LALIT RAI (PROP).
trading as :LEE OPTICALS
G-4, A 31-34, JAIN HOUSE, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, DELHI-9
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LIGHTWEIGHT FRAMES, THIN LANCES,SUN GLASSES AND CONTACT LENSES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Lee Opticals and other descriptive matter.
AMAR BHAWANI
RAJEEV ARORA
DEEPAK KUMAR

trading as ; ANMOL VACHAN IMPEX
E-879 DSIDC NARELA INDL PARK DELHI 110042
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F-1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI), TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Used Since: 01/11/2004

DELHI
ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES, VC INSULATED WIRES AMI CABLES, COPPER WIRES AND CABLES AND ALL KIND OE WIRES AND CABLES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2198141  01/09/2011
HT MEDIA LTD
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI 1
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :18/05/2011

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (MUMBAI).
2202504  09/09/2011
DELAVAL PVT. LIMITED
DELAVAL PVT. LIMITED, A3, ABHIMANSHREE SOCIETY, PASHAN ROAD, PUNE-411008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :14/10/1992
MUMBAI
LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT FOR DIAGNOSIS OF MASTITIS IN DAIRY COWS USED IN DAIRY FARMING INDUSTRY FOR MILK PRODUCTIONS
2202505  09/09/2011
DELAVAL PVT. LIMITED
DELAVAL PVT. LIMITED, A3, ABHIMANSHREE SOCIETY, PASHAN ROAD, PUNE-411008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :14/10/1992
MUMBAI
LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT FOR DIAGNOSIS OF MASTITIS IN DAIRY COWS USED IN DAIRY FARMING INDUSTRY FOR MILK PRODUCTIONS.
2218025   11/10/2011
AUMKAR ELECSOL PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SANSKRUTI BUNGLOWS, NEAR GOVT. COLONY, GURUKUL, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380052
MANUFACTURES, DISTRIBUTOR AND TRADER

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
STABILIZERS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, ELECTRICAL FAULT RESTRICTING SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL FAULT FINDING SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL MONITORING AND PROTECTION SYSTEMS, UPS, VOLTAGE STABILIZER, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIES, RECORDING DISCS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE-EXTINGUISHING INCLUDED IN CLASS-9
RANKS
2232529  11/11/2011
SH. RAJIV MAHESHWARI
trading as ;RANKS INDUSTRIES
52/3-B, CHURCH ROAD, JWALA NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :15/10/2008
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS. INCLUDING WIRE ADN CABLES.
JAIPCO

2233029   14/11/2011
SUNIL KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;JAIN PLASTIC CO.
8/129, KARAN GALL, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI
Wire and Cables, Electrical and Electronic goods including Switch Gears, Cut Outs, Switches, Plugs, Sockets, Stabilizers, Kit Kat, Fuse, Change Over, Switch Boards, Circuit Breakers; Electronic Fan Regulators and Dimmers, Stabilizers, Chokes, Patti, Inverters, MCB, Starters,Capacitors and Transformers.
2233124    14/11/2011
HT MEDIA LTD.
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110001
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since: 14/09/2011
DELHI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment and computers
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2233119..
DPA-SWITCH

2233131  14/11/2011
POWER INTEGRATIONS, INC.,
5245 HELLYER AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95138 USA
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
A BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS,
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, TRANSFORMING AND ACCUMULATING ELECTRICITY;
APPARATUS FOR RECHARGING ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS; ELECTRIC POWER CONVERTERS; INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS; SEMICONDUCTORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
LINKSWITCH
2233132  14/11/2011
POWER INTEGRATIONS, INC.,
5245 HELLYER AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95138 USA
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
A BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS,
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, TRANSFORMING AND ACCUMULATING ELECTRICITY;
APPARATUS FOR RECHARGING ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS; ELECTRIC POWER CONVERTERS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; SEMICONDUCTORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
TOPSWITCH
2233133  14/11/2011
POWER INTEGRATIONS, INC.,
5245 HELLYER AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95138 USA
MERCHANTS,MANUFACTURERS
A BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS,
709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, TRANSFORMING AND ACCUMULATING ELECTRICITY;
APPARATUS FOR RECHARGING ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS; ELECTRIC POWER CONVERTERS; INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS; SEMICONDUCTORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
RYNOX

2233199  14/11/2011
SHRI RUCHI GUPTA
trading as : ABHI AGENCIES
PLOT NO 784 INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II CHANDIGARH 160002
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 01/04/2008

DELHI
SWITCHES, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, SWITCHGEARS, TRANSFORMERS, STARTERS, PLUGS, CHOCKES, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, ADAPTORS, LIGHTING FIXTURES, KIT KATS, MCB, TWO PIN PLUGS, HOLDERS, FUSES FUSE HOLDERS, CUTOUTS, IRONS, BELLS, BUZZERS, STABILIZERS, INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES, PVC CONDUIT PIPES, VACUUM CLEANERS, ELECTRONIC CHOCKS, FATTI, TUBE LIGHT FITTINGS, DOOR BELLS, REMOTE BELLS, HELLOZE ROD, HELOZEN FITTINGS, MURCURY FITTINGS, CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC CAPACITGORS, NO-VOLT COIL FOR MOTORS STARTERS, ELECTRIC KETTLES, RECHARGING BATTERY, ELECTRIC JUGS, CALCULATING MACHINES, MOSQUITO REPELLENTS, MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE BATTERIES & MOBILE PHONES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL PARTS, FITTING AND ACCESSORIES

GOODS ARE RESTRICTED FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS IN THE STATE PUNJAB ONLY..
2233517    14/11/2011
BHIKAM CHAND DUDHORIA
RISHABH JAIN
trading as : POWERTECH MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
PLOT. 11-G, BLOCK-3, G.T. ROAD, DAMODAR PARK INDUSTRIAL AREA, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI - 110095
MERCHANTS&MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRES AND CABLES, ENERGY METER, M.C.B, CAPACITORS, MAIN SWITCHES, SWITCHES, SOCKETS AND PLUGS IN CLASS 9.
2234147 15/11/2011

WELD EXCEL INDIA LTD
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI -110044
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
The ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/04/1997

DELHI

ELECTRODS FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
2234149  15/11/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LTD
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI -110044
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since: 01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2234157  15/11/2011
WELD EXCEL INDIA LTD
SUITE 601, COPIA TOWER, JASOLA OFFICE COMPLEX, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 01/04/1997
DELHI
ELECTRODS FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
2234801  16/11/2011
MR. JITENDER NAGPAL
trading as ; NAGINA AUTO INDUSTRIES
1/534-A., GANDA NALA BAZAR, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-6
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
LIFESTYLE

2235488  17/11/2011
BOSE CORPORATION
The Mountain, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701-9168, United States of America
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA; Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/06/1994

DELHI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; loudspeakers; loudspeaker systems; radios; DVD players; CD players; digital music players; televisions; amplifiers; remote control devices; batteries; headphones; headsets; microphones
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2236090 18/11/2011
NICHYU GIKEN KOGYO CO. LTD.
21-2, MATOBASHINMACHI, KAWAGOE-SHI, SAITAMA 350-1107, JAPAN
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A BODY CORPORATE INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS.
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEMPERATURE INDICATORS; THERMOMETERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEASURING APPARATUS;
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; THERMOSENSITIVE TEMPERATURE INDICATOR STRIPS; DETECTORS; TEMPERATURE
SENSORS

THERMOLABEL
MULTIMAGE

2236468  21/11/2011
INDERJEET SINGH CAMBOW
F-285 MANSAROVER GARDEN NEW DELHI 15
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRONIC SIGN BOARD, SIGNS LUMINOUS, ELECTRONIC DISPLAY BOARD CRYSTAL DISPLAY BOARD, ADAPTERS, POWER SUPPLY, LED MOUDLE INCLUDED IN CLASS -09
REV ENGINE
2237799  22/11/2011
SHENZHEN ZHIHUIYUZHOU MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY LTD
ROOM 2909, TOWER 4, EXCELLENCE CENTURY CENTER, CROSSING OF FUHUA 3RD ROAD AND J INTIAN ROAD, FUTIAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN GUANGDONG PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABSOLUTE IP SERVICES
11/12, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTERS; GALVANIC CELLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS; PUBLICATIONS (ELECTRONIC -), DOWNLOADABLE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO TELEPHONES; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES
2245643    07/12/2011
INIT COMPUTER SHOPPE PVT LTD
trading as ;INIT COMPUTER SHOPPE PVT LTD
NO. 4, PMR LAYOUT, GOLDWIN, CIVIL AERODROME POST, COIMBATORE -641014, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. ARIVAZHAGAN
38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026.
Used Since :11/11/1994

CHENNAI
COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, TABLETS, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AND OTHER COMPUTER PRODUCTS.
*The mark should not be dissected and to be considered as a whole as a composite mark depicting the combination of distinctive lettering style, colour and artwork. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark and with restriction to use within the territorial jurisdiction of State of Tamilnadu only.*
2246855    09/12/2011

ARCOMM TECH SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.
trading as :ARCOMM TECH SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.
NEW NO:1/67, GUHAN GARDEN, THONDAMUTHUR ROAD, BHARATHIYAR UNIVERSITY POST, COIMBATORE-641046.
MANUFACTURING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. LOGAMBAL
NO.189-A, RATHNAM COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDARAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 024.
Used Since :18/08/2011
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING ACOUSTIC [SOUND] ALARMS, ALARM BELLS, ELECTRIC, ALARMS, ALARMS (FIRE), ANTENNAS, ANTI-INTERFERENCE DEVICES [ELECTRICITY], ANTI-THEFT WARNING APPARATUS, BELLS (ALARM), ELECTRIC, BELLS [WARNING DEVICES], COIN-OPERATED GATES FOR CAR PARKS OR PARKING LOTS, COMMUTATION (ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR), CONTROL PANELS [ELECTRICITY], CONVERTERS, ELECTRIC, CURRENT RECTIFIERS, DOOR CLOSERS, ELECTRIC, DOOR OPENERS, ELECTRIC, ELEVATOR OPERATING APPARATUS, FIRE ALARMS, FUSES, GATES FOR CAR PARKS (COIN-OPERATED), INDICATORS [ELECTRICITY], INDICATORS (QUANTITY), INDICATORS (WATER LEVEL), INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS [SMART CARDS], INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, INVOICING MACHINES, LOCKS, ELECTRIC, MICROPROCESSORS, NOTICE BOARDS (ELECTRONIC), POINTERS (LIGHT-EMITTING ELECTRONIC), PRINTED CIRCUITS, PROGRAMS (COMPUTER) [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE], PUBLICATIONS (ELECTRONIC), DOWNLOADABLE, RAILWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY APPLIANCES, RAILWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY APPLIANCES, RECEIVERS (AUDIO AND VIDEO), RELAYS, ELECTRIC, REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS, REMOTE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS (ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR THE), REMOTE CONTROL OF RAILWAY POINTS (ELECTRO-DYNAMIC APPARATUS FOR THE), REMOTE CONTROL OF SIGNALS (ELECTRO-DYNAMIC APPARATUS FOR THE), SIGNALS (TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC) SMART CARDS [INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS], SMOKE DETECTORS, SOCKETS, PLUGS AND OTHER CONTACTS [ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS], SOUND ALARMS, SWITCHES, ELECTRIC, ALL KINDS OF SECURITY PRODUCTS.
2275095  01/02/2012
SANJAY D. SHAH
201, INNOVA C WING, MARATHON NEXTGEN, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, OPP. PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK,
LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRES AND CABLES, SWITCHES, SWITCHGEARS, SWITCHBOXES AND
BOARDS, FUSES, CUT-OUTS, PLUGS, HOLDERS, SOCKETS, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, DISTRIBUTION BOXES,
ADOPTERS, LIGHTING FIXTURES, TESTERS, STARTERS, TELEVISION, VIDEO, TRANSFORMERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS,
ISOLATORS, BELLS, ALARM, BUZZERS, SIGNAL, SIRENS, CHARGERS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, COILS, IRONS, JUNCTION
BOXES AND SLEEVES, CONDENSERS, CHOKES AND CONVERTERS, COMPUTERS AND ITS ACCESSORIES,
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, UPS,
INVERTERS, BATTERIES AND POWER SAVING DEVICES, REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS AND INSTALLATION.
2277354  03/02/2012
M/S NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
61/62, 6Th FLOOR, KALPATARU SQUARE, KONDIVITA ROAD, OFF ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI,
MAHARASTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/07/2005

CHENNAI
STATIC INVERTER, STATIC CONVERTER, TELECOM POWER PLANT, CONSTANT VOLTAGE AND CONSTANT
FREQUENCY POWDER SUPPLY SYSTEM, SOLAR POWER INVERTER, UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
(UPS), LI INVERTER, SERVO CONTROLLED AND STATIC VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS, ACTIVE
HARMONIC CONDITIONERS, HARMONIC FILTERS, WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS, SMP (SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY),
SMR (SWITCH MODE RECTIFIERS), AND PARTS.
Subject to associate with 2277353, 2277355 and 2277356.
2277360 03/02/2012
M/S NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :M/S NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
61/62, 6TH FLOOR, KALPATARU SQUARE, KONDIVITA ROAD, OFF ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI,
MAHARASTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/11/2011
CHENNAI
STATIC INVERTER, STATIC CONVERTER, TELECOM POWER PLANT, CONSTANT VOLTAGE AND CONSTANT
FREQUENCY POWDER SUPPLY SYSTEM, SOLAR POWER INVERTER, UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
(UPS), LI INVERTER, SERVO CONTROLLED AND STATIC VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS, ACTIVE
HARMONIC CONDITIONERS, HARMONIC FILTERS, WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS, SMP (SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY),
SMR (SWITCH MODE RECTIFIERS), AND PARTS.
Subject to association with application numbers 2277358 and 2277359.
RADIOCITY BLUE CARPET

2293237  02/03/2012
MUSIC BROADCAST PRIVATE LIMITED
MUSIC BROADCAST PVT. LTD, 5TH FLOOR, RNA CORPORATE PARK, OFF. WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY,
KALANAGAR, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai -400 002, Maharashtra
Used Since :01/10/2001
MUMBAI
AMPLIFIERS ,CINEMATOGRAPHIC, COMPUTER SOFTWARE , COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPACT DISKS, DATA
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, INTERACTIVE VIDEOS FILMS TAPES CASSETTES, INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS, INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING,
ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS. APPARATUS FOR RECORDING,
TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES AND MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS,
AMORPHOUS TELEGRAPHY SETS, SIGNALS (TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC-) RADIOS SATELLITES FOR SCIENTIFIC
PURPOSES SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS, SOUNDING APPARATUS AND MACHINES, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
TRANSMITTERS [TELECOMMUNICATION], TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS AND VIDEO RECORDERS
2320675    24/04/2012

RENU VATNANI
trading as ;DIGITRONICS
#5-1-750/11, SECOND FLOOR, HARIDAS MARKET, BANK STREET, KOTI, HYDERABAD-500195.A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :08/01/2007

CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, COMPUTERS , AUDIO PLAYERS ,TELEVISIONS, VIDEO PLAYERS, HEAD SETS, EAR PHONES, PLUG ADAPTERS, CABLES AND WIRES, CHARGERS, BATTERIES AND MEMORYCARDS
2325578  03/05/2012
POWERTECH CONSTRUCTIONS PVT LTD,
trading as ;POWERTECH CONSTRUCTIONS PVT LTD,
# 1/40K, PCM COLONY, ST THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI - 600016, TAMILNADU. INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBalam. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :05/06/1995

CHENNAI
ALUMINIUM DIE CAST, CLEATS AND CLAMPS FOR HIGH VOLTAGE CABLES AND CONNECTORS, SS CABLE CLEATS, CABLE GLANDS, CABLE TIES, LINK BOX, CRIMP TERMINALS.
2368297 23/07/2012
SUDHAKAR.S.HEGDE
REENA.S.HEGDE
trading as ;RAJASS KABEL
NO.B-55, 3RD STAGE, PEENYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BANGALORE - 560 058,
MANUFACTURERS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :30/12/2009

CHENNAI
WIRES AND CABLES
KULDEEP
2368612  24/07/2012
JAWAN SINGH
trading as ;PRAVEEN LIGHT HOUSE
10, SHAKTHI COMPLEX, 3RD FLOOR, BASETYPET, CHIKPET CROSS, BANGALORE- 53.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :15/07/2012
CHENNAI
SWITCHGEAR, ELECTRICAL FITTINGS AND SWITCHES, PANEL BOARDS, STARTERS, ELECTRICAL CABLES,
AUTOSTRATERS AND ALL OTHER ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS FOR LIGHTING.
2370293  26/07/2012
MULLA SAJID
trading as : NEWSMARTECH ELECTRONICS
17TH, 4TH NIZAMPUR, BHIWANDI (THANE) 421302
MANUFACTURING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/02/2012
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC BALLAST
2392146    07/09/2012
VIKRAM SOLAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. VIKRAM SOLAR PRIVATE LIMITED
1,OLD COURT HOUSE CORNER,4TH FLOOR,TOBACCO HOUSE,KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s). Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s)
an Indian Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2006
KOLKATA
Solar Batteries; Solar Cells & Solar Panels for Electricity Generation; Solar Energy Operating Apparatus; Steelyards (Lever Scales); Scales; Balances; Weighing Scales; Electric Dry Cells; Dry Batteries; Electronic Access Control Installations; Electrical Control Apparatus; Scientific, Nautical, Surveying, Photographic, Cinematographic, Optical, Weighing, Measuring, Recording, Signalling &Teaching Apparatus; Illuminated Advertisements; Computer Hardware&Software; Data Processing Equipment.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
TAPARIA
2403506   28/09/2012
TAPARIA TOOLS LIMITED
trading as ;TAPARIA TOOLS LIMITED
423-424/A-2, SHAH & NAHAR, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 013.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Used Since :01/03/1970

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, LIFE-SAVING & TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRIC INSULATED WIRES & CABLES; CIRCUIT TESTER; ELECTRIC SWITCHES & PARTS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; SAFETY HELMETS & GARMENTS; DRY CELLS & BATTERIES; COMPUTER, COMPUTER SOFTWARE & PROGRAMS, HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES THEREOF; TESTING, WEIGHING, MEASURING, CONTROLLING, REGULATING, STABILIZING, CHECKING, VERIFYING & TIMING APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9; APPARATUS FOR INDICATING MEASUREMENT, QUANTITY OR VOLUME.
2413862  18/10/2012
NARESH M. KAKRIYA
2, BHANBAI NIWAS, M. G. ROAD, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
SOLE PROPRIETOR INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/06/2007
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRIC CONDUIT PIPES AND FITTINGS, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES SUCH AS SWITCH, JUNCTION BOX, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, VACUUM CLEANERS, ELECTRICS PARTS AND FITTINGS, IRONS, GAS LIGHTER, FLEX BOXES AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
JioePay

2423591  06/11/2012

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3° Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai —400021, Maharashtra,India

TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,APP.NO.2247460.
JioEntertainment
2423592  06/11/2012
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
3" Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai —400021, Maharashtra,India
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..app.no.2247460.
2446098  21/12/2012
MILAP CHAND JAIN
NO. 23, 16TH STREET, R.T. STREET, BANGALORE - 560053.
MANUFACTURER
A SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NASHNIK IPR INNOVATIONS
#237/1,1ST FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD, GANGANAGAR, BANGALORE-560032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE FRAMES AND CASES.
2449162  26/12/2012
FRACTAL ANALYTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
7TH FLOOR, SILVER METROPOLIS, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 01/12/2012
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO PROVIDE PRICE OPTIMIZATION SOLUTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2451393 31/12/2012
ACCELERATE MARKETING(P)LTD trading as ;ACCELERATE MARKETING(P)LTD
NO: 11-3, NEAR AGARVANSHI ALUMINIUM FACTORY KORREMULA VILLAGE, GHATKESAR MANDAL R.R.DIST, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BATTERIES FOR VEHICLES, BATTERIES FOR HOME UPS AND INVERTERS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2458799  11/01/2013
PANKAJ KUMAR
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI BATTERIES
64, GOKHALE MARKET, OPP.TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI-110084
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR
A1/15, SHAHRI MARG, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-84
Used Since :15/01/2005
To be associated with:
2105142
DELHI
INVERTER, BATTERY, UPS, SOLAR POWER, BATTERY PLATES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS.
CABTOP

2459166   11/01/2013
SEELAM RANGA REDDY
trading as ;SEELAMCE
17-185, Near Police Station, Takatam Vari Palli Road, B.Kothakota Mandal, Chittoor District Andra pradesh - 517370, India.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/01/2009
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF PERSONNEL COMPUTER CABINET NAMED AS CABTOP AND SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), AND DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS
2461206 17/01/2013
POLY CAB WIRES PRIVATE LIMITED
HICO HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, PANDIT SATWALEKAR MARG, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, WIRING ACCESSORIES INCLUDING SWITCHES, SWITCH GEARS, CUT-OUTS, PLUGS, HOLDERS, SOCKETS, TESTERS, BELLS, BUZZERS, REGULATORS, IRONS, WIRES AND CABLES, CONNECTORS, STARTERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, MCB, TRANSFORMERS, LIGHT DIMMERS (REGULATORS), WIRE EXTENSION BOXES, LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, CONDUCTORS; COMPUTERS, INTERFACES, COMPUTER SOFTWARES, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER TERMINALS, DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, CONDUITS PIPE.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ACCULITE
2466705  25/01/2013
ESSILOR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Essilor India Private Limited

Essilor India Private Limited, 71/1, S.C. Road, Brigade Plaza, Anand Rao Circle, Gandhinagar, Bangalore-560009 Karnataka, India.
Manufacturer and Distributor
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Optical lenses such as plastic ophthalmic lenses, photochromatic lenses and spectacle lenses and other kind of lenses included in class 9.
2467460   28/01/2013
METAL POWER ANALYTICAL (INDIA) P. LTD.
C-46, RAJ INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MILITARY ROAD, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400 059, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/03/1988
To be associated with:
1468088, 1963406
MUMBAI
ATOMIC (OPTICAL) EMISSION SPECTROMETERS, SAMPLE PREPARATION MACHINES, REMOTE TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY STATIONS (RTDS), CERTIFIED REFERENCE MATERIALS (CRMS) FOR SPECTROMETERS, ACCESSORIES, SPARE PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR SPECTROMETERS, HYDROGEN ANALYSERS, ACCESSORIES, SPARE PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR HYDROGEN ANALYSERS, IMAGE ANALYSERS, METALLOGRAPHY MACHINES AND METKITS, ACCESSORIES, SPARE PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR METALLOGRAPHY MACHINES AND METKITS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
BrandSur
2488182  01/03/2013
BRAND MUSIQ PRIVATE LTD.
trading as; BRAND MUSIQ PRIVATE LTD.
302, OASIS, BHAKTI PARK, WADALA EAST, MUMBAI - 400 037.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND AND ANAND AND KHIMANI
606, Maker Chambers V, Nariman Point - 400021
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRE-RECORDED &amp; BLANK AUDIO &amp; VIDEO CASSETTES, DISCS, TAPES, RECORDS, CARDS AND STORAGES;
RECORDED MUSIC, COMPUTER-AIDED, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA
APPLICATIONS &amp; AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS (EITHER RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE VIA INTERNET OR
WIRED OR WIRELESS DEVICES); VIDEO MAGAZINES, FILMS, CINEMA-SLIDES, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, PICTURES,
VIDEO FILMS ; DATA COMMUNICATION AND PROCESSING APPARATUS &amp; INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE; ELECTRIC &amp; ELECTRONIC APPARATUS &amp; DISPLAY PANELS FOR ADVERTISEMENT.
2493441  11/03/2013
GAURAV AGARWAL
trading as ;DYNAMIC LENSES
105, MUKHI HOUSE, ABOVE AMIN BAJAJ SHOWROOM, OPP. HONEST RESTAURENT COMMERCE SIX ROAD,
NAVRANGPURA AHMEDABAD - 380009
MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :12/08/2012

AHMEDABAD
OPHTHALMIC LENSES AND FRAMES.
2494202   12/03/2013
M/S. SIDDHIVINAYAK ASTROLOGY SERVICES
Mrs. Ushaben Arunkant Pandit
Mr. Hemang Arunkant Pandit
Mr. Arunkant Laljibhai Pandit
trading as ;M/S. SIDDHIVINAYAK ASTROLOGY SERVICES
3rd Floor, Adarsh Complex, Near, Swastik Cross Roads, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Computer Software, Software Applications, Computer Application Software For Mobile Phones, Tablet Pc, Downloadable Software For Interactive, Electronic Communication; Electronic Publications, Downloadable Computer Software, Internet Based Software Applications, Smart Phone Based Software Applications.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

FORBES TECHNOSYS LIMITED
PLOT NO C-17/18, ROAD NO 16, WAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, THANE-400604
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Used Since: 25/02/2013

MUMBAI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR RECORDING, PRE RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS; RECORDED COMPUTER
PROGRAMMES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES [DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER SOFTWARE,
RECORDED; TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MONEY COUNTING AND SORTING
MACHINES; ACCOUNTING MACHINES; ADDING MACHINES; CALCULATING MACHINES; CASH REGISTERS; AUTOMATIC
TELLER MACHINES; TOTALIZATORS; CALCULATING DISKS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
VITHALBHAI CHHAGANBHAI VADALIYA
trading as : MAX SWITCHGEAR PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SWITCHGEARS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING FUSE BEING THE GOODS
IRIS PROTON

2512075  12/04/2013
IRIS BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
T-131 INTERNATIONAL INFOTECH PARK, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VALSANGKAR & ASSOCIATES
8-Madhuvanti, Plot No.210, (Right) Bhusari Colony, Kothrud, Paud Road, Pune-411038, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :01/04/1995
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN RESPECT OF AND PERTAINING TO XBRL BEING GOODS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
BALAJI MOTION PICTURES LIMITED
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Used Since : 17/11/2011

To be associated with:
2515195

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS
GLOBAL DANCE ANTHEM

2518827 25/04/2013
LLOYD GUEIZELAR
trading as ;THE BOMBAY BOUNCE
01, MAGWILL LODGE, PITAMBER LANE, MMC ROAD, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400016, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Used Since :01/02/2013
MUMBAI
AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS, AUDIO RECORDINGS, MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
Mega Energy Solutions trading as; Mega Energy Solutions
D-11/2, MIDC, Mehta Hospital Bldg, Mumbai-Pune Road, Chichwad, Pune-411019

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Used Since: 04/03/2008

MUMBAI

Instrument and Apparatus for Controlling Electric Current Namely-Electrical Controllers for Window, Split and Packages Air Conditioner, Fans, Pumps & Motors, Street Lighting Controlling System.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
PRAMOD JAIN
BAHUBALI ELECTRICAL AND HARDWARE, A/55, OPP. Khar Subway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai-400055
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
Gang Boxes, Switches, Switch Boards, Sockets, Plugs, Junction Boxes, Distribution Boxes, MCB Boxes, Electric and Electronic Apparatus, Conduit Pipe and Fittings, Power Supply Boxes for Electricity Included in Class 09
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2530749 14/05/2013
MULCHAND NAGDA
HEMCHAND NAGDA
trading as: KEYUR KITCHENWARE
KUNAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GALA NO.5, NEAR S81 GAURAIPADA, VASAI (EAST), DIST. THANE, PIN-401208
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Used Since: 01/04/2003

MUMBAI
IRONS, ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES, ELECTRIC CONDUIT PIPES AND FITTINGS, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES SUCH AS SWITCH, JUNCTION BOX

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Indian Diva

2532682  16/05/2013
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
trading as ;BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N.Road, Mumbai-400 001.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BREVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PRE-RECORDED OR BLANK AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, DISCS, TAPES & RECORDS; VIDEO MAGAZINES, FILMS, CINEMA-SLIDES, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, PICTURES, VIDEO FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES; TELEVISION CHAT SHOWS, TELEVISION SERIALS & ADVERTISEMENT FILMS (RECORDED); RECORDED EVENTS, PROGRAMMES, MUSIC, COMPUTER-AIDED, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA APPLICATIONS & AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS (EITHER RECORDED OR PLAYABLE ON ELECTRONIC DEVICES OR DOWNLOADABLE VIA INTERNET OR WIRED OR WIRELESS DEVICES); DATA COMMUNICATION & PROCESSING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS.
EVERCONNECT

2535244  21/05/2013
FORBES MARSHALL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FORBES MARSHALL PRIVATE LIMITED
A 34/35 MIDC Estate, H Block, Pimpri, Pune-411 018.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AUTOMATED PROCESS CONTROL APPARATUS & DEVICES, INCLUDING, COMPUTER OR MICRO-PROCESSOR BASED HARDWARE & SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING THE STATUS AND CONTROLLING, PLANNING, SCHEDULING & PROVIDING INFORMATION OF THE PROCESS & PERFORMANCE OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, ENGINES, STEAM ENGINES, GENERATORS, & VALVES; TRAINING & COACHING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING EQUIPMENTS IN PROCESS INDUSTRY; RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE & PROGRAMS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT USED IN DATA TRANSMISSION & RECEIVING; DATA COMMUNICATION & PROCESSING APPARATUS.
2537044  24/05/2013
GANGAR OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
162, CHINOY MANSION, WARDEN ROAD, MUMBAI-400036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LENSES OF ALL KINDS, SPECTACLE LENSES, OPHTHALMIC LENSES, SPECTACLE GLASSES, CONTACT LENSES, OPTICALS, OPTICAL ACCESSORIES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE FRAMES, SPECTACLE CASES, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC OPTICAL EQUIPMENTS SUCH AS LENS METER, EYE TESTING EQUIPMENTS PUPIL METER, SOFTWARE AND PARTS, FITTINGS AND COMPONENTS OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, EYEWEAR AND RELATING ACCESSORIES, EYE GLASSES, EYE SHADES SUNGLASSES, EYEGLASS CHAINS, EYE GLASS CORDS AND SOLUTION
2538612 28/05/2013
APPSDLAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: APPSDLAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
D-3137-39, OBEROI GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 23/04/2013
MUMBAI
TELEPHONE, MOBILE & CELLULAR PHONE INSTRUMENTS & PARTS THEREOF & ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES;
ELECTRONICALLY OR MAGNETICALLY CODED CARD; SIM CARD & MEMORY CARD; COMPUTER-AIDED, COMPUTER
SOFTWARE-AIDED APPLICATIONS, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA APPLICATIONS &
AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS (EITHER RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE VIA INTERNET OR WIRED OR WIRELESS
DEVICES) FOR USE IN MOBILE PHONES, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, HANDHELD OR TABLET COMPUTERS OR
ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES; AUDIO, VIDEO, IMAGE OR TEXT RECORDING, STORING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING OR
PLAYING DEVICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2540469    30/05/2013
PREETHI KITCHEN APPLIANCES PRIVATE LIMITED
TECHNOPOLIS KNOWLEDGE PARK MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD CHAKALA, ANDHERI-EAST MUMBAI 400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CANTWELL & CO.
28, EZRA MANSION, KOLKATA - 700 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IRONS FLAT (ELECTRIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2540606  30/05/2013
PRASHANT KATTUKAR
trading as ;M/s. HORIZON INFOTECH
67, OLD ASHOKA GARDEN, RAISEN ROAD, BHOPAL - 462 023 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/08/2009
MUMBAI
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images;magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus
2547339   12/06/2013
JORARAM PARIHAR
PARAS PARIHAR
trading as; SHREE GANESH MOBILE ACCESSORIES
ORCHID CITY CENTRE, SHOP NO.C-175, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. BEST BUS DEPO, BELLASIS ROAD, MUMBAI CENTRAL (EAST),
MUMBAI-400008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER/TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2555284    27/06/2013

MURTAZA PATANWALA
trading as ;M/s. ROYAL BATTERIES
1/6, SNEH VIHAR, SCHEME NO. 44, NEAR MECHANIC NAGAR, INDORE - 452 014 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Batteries & Battery plates
2558555 03/07/2013
YASH RAJ FILMS PVT. LTD
#5, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053, INDIA
MANUFACTURES AND DISTRIBUTORS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, RECORDING DISCS, CDS, MP3, D.V.D. AUDIO CASSETTE, VIDEO CASSETTE, CAMERA (PHOTOGRAPHY), APPARATUS FOR EDITING CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, FILM CUTTING APPARATUS, FILM (EDITING APPLIANCE FOR CINEMATOGRAPHIC), COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS
2558927  04/07/2013
PCI PEST CONTROL PRIVATE LIMITED
Villa No. 3, Crescent Villa, Candolim, Goa – 403515, India
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 01/05/2013
MUMBAI
ELECTRICALLY AND ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED INSECT KILLING AND DESTROYING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT;
HEATING ELEMENTS (NOT FOR HEATING, COOKING OR REFRIGERATING); HEATING PADS (NON-SURGICAL);
ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT; ACCESSORIES, FITTINGS AND PARTS FOR
INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 9; WIRES AND CABLES;
SWITCHES; PLUGS AND SOCKETS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARK SHALL BE
LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION. PEST FREE
LIVING STRESS FREE.
2560178  05/07/2013
VARGHESE ANTONY
trading as KIYO OFFICE EQUIPEMNT FZE
RAJ ATLANTIC, FLAT NO.504, RAMDEVE, PARK ROAD,NEAR SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL SCHOOL,MIRA ROAD (EAST), DIST-THANE-401107
MANUFACTURER/ MERCHANTS/ EXPORTER/ IMPORTER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE.
TRIBHOVAN GIRIDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.
Used Since :19/04/2006
MUMBAI
PRINTER FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS, PHOTO COPIER MACHINE, MULTI FUNCTIONAL PRINTERS AND SPARE PARTS THEREOF, DOOR WIRE, CABLES, LAMPS, LENS WIRE, SWITCHES, DRUM CLEANING BLADE, FAX ROLLER, FUSER CLEANING ROLLER, FUSER CLEANING WEB AND OIL SUPPLY PAD, HEATER LAMP AND EXPOSURE LAMP, OPC DRUM, SPARE PARTS FOR FAX, PRINTER, COPIER, LASER MACHINE, UPPER FUSER ROLLER AND LOWER SLEEVED.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 9

2560864  08/07/2013
SANJIV GUPTA
26, RASHBEHARI AVENUE, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 01/01/1993

KOLKATA
Telephone Apparatus; Hands free Kits for Phones; Cell Phone Straps; Computers; Laptop Computers; Computer Peripheral Devices; Processors (Central Processing Units); Monitors (Computer Hardware); Computer Keyboards; Disk Drives for Computers; Microprocessors; Modems; Printers for Computers; Compact Discs (Audio-Video); Mouse & Scanners (Data Processing Equipment); Mouse Pads; Data Processing Apparatus; Computer Memory Devices; USB Flash Drives; Recorded Computer Software.
2562417  10/07/2013
MAHANAGAR GAS LIMITED
MGL HOUSE, BLOCK G-33, BANDRA-KURLA LINK ROAD, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
22 -23, 2ND FLOOR, 160, D.N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :04/07/1994
To be associated with:
1204527, 2018449
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS FOR CONTAINING AND COMPRESSED GASES AND LIQUEFIED GASES, GAS MEASURING APPLIANCES, GAS METERS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,APP.NO.765921,1204527.
SPRECHER+SCHUH
2562519  10/07/2013
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION AG
INDUSTRIESTRASSE 20,5001 AARAU,SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A STOCK CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1981
KOLKATA
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LOW AND HIGH VOLTAGE; ELECTRICAL SWITCH-GEARS FOR LOW AND HIGH VOLTAGE; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR LOW AND HIGH VOLTAGE; STARTERS; CONNECTORS; ELECTRIC RELAYS; OVERLOAD RELAYS; TIMERS; TERMINAL BLOCKS; PUSHBUTTONS; PILOT LIGHTS; CAM SWITCHES; DISCONNECT SWITCHES; AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROLLERS
2562703  11/07/2013
C MAHENDRA EXPORTS LTD.
TOWER C OFFICE NO. 6011, 6TH FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA-EAST-
MUMBAI-400051
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Used Since :01/01/2003
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SUN GLASSES,
GOGGLES, GOGGLES FOR SPORTS, DUSTPROOF GLASSES, ANTI GLARE GLASSES, CORRECTIVE GLASSES,
EYEGGLASSES, PROTECTIVE EYEGGLASSES, SWIMMING GLASSES, PROTECTIVE EYE PIECES, READING EYE,
UNMOUNTED SPECTACLES FRAMES, FIELD GLASSES, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING,
(SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING,
TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS,
AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS,
CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
2563448  12/07/2013
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Digital surveillance equipments and instruments
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirujshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Digital surveillance equipments and instruments

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARK SHOULD BE USED AS APPLIED FOR.
MULTILAM

2563591  12/07/2013

Multi-Holding AG
Stockbrunnenrain 8, 4123 Allschwil, Switzerland
Manufacturers and Merchants
a joint stock company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLD SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :17/08/1985

MUMBAI

Electric contacts, switches, inverters, crossbar distributors, electric contact equipment, pins and sockets (jacks) for electric connections, connectors.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2563603 12/07/2013
KALPESH BANSILAL RAJGOR
trading as: P-LITE ELECTRICALS
SWAPNASHIL BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, ROOM NO-1, GANESH NAGAR, DOMBIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-421202
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 10/10/2010

Mumbai
COPPER BALLAST, ALUMINIUM BALLAST (ELECTRIC), ELECTRONIC BALLAST, SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLATES, SWITCHGEAR, CAPACITORS, HOLDERS, PLUG, STARTERS, CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLES, CABLES & WIRES, METAL BALLASTS (ELECTRIC), ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC FITTINGS, COILS, METAL HALIDE BALLAST (ELECTRIC), SOLAR BATTERIES, MULTIPLUG, ELECTRIC HOLDERS, ELECTRICAL ADAPTORS, FAN REGULATORS, PLUG, STARTERS, FUSE UNITS, KIT KAT FUSE, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, ELECTRIC BELLS & BUZZERS, TELEPHONE SOCKET, T.V. SOCKET, FLEX BOX, SPIKE GUARDS, ELECTRICAL INSULATRES WIRES & CABLES, TRANSFORMERS, CAPACITORS, COILS, ELECTRIC IRRONS, BATTERIES, INVERTORS / UPS, CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTION, TELEPHONE RECEIVERS, TELEPHONE WIRES, LED STRIPES, WIRES & CABLES, POWER CONTROL EQUIPMENTS & INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, CONDENSORS, PROTECTIVE HELMETS, PROTECTIVE MASK, SOCKETS, PLUGS & (ELECTRICAL CONNECTION), M.C.B., ELCB, LCB, ISOLATERS, ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION BOX, JUNCTION BOXES, TESTERS, CAPACITORS (IGNATORS), ELECTRIC CONDUCT PIPES & THEIR ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC CHOKES, SMPS POWER SUPPLY DRIVERS (ELECTRICAL) INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
IL AND FS EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LIMITED
THE IL AND FS FINANCIAL CENTRE (TIFC), 3RD FLOOR, PLOT-C-22, G-BLOCK, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA
(EAST) MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BOAZZ LAW CHAMBER
313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020
Used Since :13/07/2010
MUMBAI
COMPUTER TRAINING SOFTWARE, COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS,
CUSTOMIZED LEARNING SOFTWARE
2565304  16/07/2013
SAKET MEHTA
25 - C, SUSHILP BUNGALOW, B. G. KHER MARG, MUMBAI- 400004
MANUFACTURER/Merchant
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
301, ROSE RESIDENCY, DIXIT ROAD EXTN., OFF. SHRADHANAND ROAD, NR. THAKKAR HALL, VILE PARLE (E),
MUMBAI - 400 057.
Used Since :17/01/2013
To be associated with:
2565299
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES COMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC GAMES, HARD AND FLOPPY
DISCS, MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIA IN THE FORMS OF TAPES CARD, SHEETS FOR SOUND, VISUAL AND DATA
RECORDING, AUDIO VIDEO AND MAGNETIC RECORDING AND REPRODUCING SYSTEMS, PHOTOGRAPHIC SCREEN,
DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS.
2566026    17/07/2013
SIFOS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
1061 EAST STREET, TEWKSBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 01876 U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC TEST AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
2568196    22/07/2013
DIPIKA MOITRA
trading as ;SYSFIRE
206/339/1,NIVEDITA MAIN ROAD,PRADHAN NAGAR,SILIGURI-734003,DARJEELING,W.B.
MERCHAND, TRADERS
Used Since :02/04/2005
KOLKATA
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND EQUIPMENTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2568778 23/07/2013
UTTAM PAUL
UTTAM PAUL
trading as ;MUNNA INDUSTRIES
MAHARAJGANJ BAZAR, KHOSHIBAGAN, AGARTALA - 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.

GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
2568819  23/07/2013
GOUTAM PAUL
SMT. SUBHRA PAUL

trading as; KISMAT SPICES INDUSTRIES
KHOSHBAGAN, AGARTALA – 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018

GOUTAM PAUL
UTTAM PAUL
Trading as: MATILAL & GOURI ROZANA INDUSTRIES
RASHIK KUNJA, KHOSHBAGAN, OLD GUEST HOUSE ROAD, AGARTALA – 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.
2571298  27/07/2013
MULTICORE WIRES & CABLES
MANOJ V JAIN
REKHRAJ V JAIN
trading as ;MULTICORE WIRES & CABLES
17-A/B, 1ST FLOOR, TAVAWALA BUILDING, LOHAR CHAWL, PATHAKWADI, MUMBAI-400002, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru nanak High School, ULHASNAGAR 421004
Used Since :01/04/2006
MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF WIRES AND CABLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
SAI TEK

2571842  29/07/2013
RAJESH WADHWANI
trading as : SAGAR TRADING CORPORATION
10/2, BABA TOWER, SIYAGANJ, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-450001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETY FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :01/07/2012
MUMBAI
WIRE, CABLES, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS AND DEVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 9

2571920  29/07/2013
VIGOR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-307, KEMP PLAZA, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since: 01/05/2013
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
2572031    29/07/2013
HARSH SATWANI
trading as ;MAHESH TELECOM
G-17, SURYA CENTER, 177, JAIL ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MOBILE AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES; INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
2572603  30/07/2013
CHATRARAM SONAJI PUROHIT
trading as ;NEW BAJRANBALI MOBILE ACCESSORIES
C2-623/624, 2ND FLOOR, NEW BAJRANBALI MOBILE ACCESSORIES, ORCHID CITY CENTER, BELLASIS ROAD, OPP. BEST
BUS DEPO, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400008
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
GOODS OF MOBILE ACCESSORIES, BATTERY, CHARGER, HEADPHONE, COVER, AND SCREEN GUARD
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "CRP".
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 , 29/01/2018           Class 9

Portwell

2572805    30/07/2013
PORTWELL INC.
10F.,NO.242 BO AI STREET,SHULIN DIST.,NEW TAIPEI CITY 23845, TAIWAN (R.O.C.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
A COMPANY OF TAIWAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Industrial computers and the related peripherals and components, Computer chassis for computer components, Electrical power supplies, Computer hardware, namely computer backplane, communication cards, network Interface cards, switching boards and single board computer cards, Computer data storage components, Flash base products, namely flash base memory modules, Computer peripherals & related components, Printed circuit boards for modem applications, Apparatus for communication consisting of a server computer with enhanced networking interfaces for enabling computer gateway functions in the nature of network security, network management, multimedia communication, firewall, virtual private networking, loading balancing, bandwith management, content filtering, anti-virus intrusion detection and prevention, and anti-spam functions, Electric and electronic video surveillance installations, Embedded board and system and Turnkey solutions, Computers, modules and boards for different applications, industrial automation, communication, networking, digital signage, gaming, point of sales, kiosk, player tracking system, home automation, data analysis and testing processing systems, Cooling devices, controllers for computer processors and semiconductors, Computer software, namely firmware, BOIS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER AS DEPICTED.
2572854  30/07/2013
GOVIND UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;M/s. SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
7, Akshay Complex, Off. Dhole Patil Road, Pune-411 001,
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; TELEVISION SETS; LCDS, LEDS, MONITORS & TOUCHSCREENS; COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, HANDHELD, MOBILE OR TABLET COMPUTERS; TELEPHONES, MOBILE PHONES, CELLULAR PHONES; PARTS & FIXTURES OF ALL THE AFORESAID & ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; SOLAR PANELS, INCLUDING PORTABLE, FOR PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY; CHARGERS (INCLUDING SOLAR) FOR BATTERIES; SOLAR CELL PHONE, DISPLAY PANELS, TELEVISION, MONITORS; SOLAR LED FLASH LIGHTS & TORCHES; PARTS, FITTINGS, COVERS, SLEEVES & CASES OF ALL THE AFORESAID & THEIR ACCESSORIES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2573495   31/07/2013
ATG CEYLON (PVT) LIMITED
SPUR ROAD 7, PHASE 2, IPZ, KATUNAYAKE, SRI LANKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/03/2013

Mumbai
SAFETY GLOVES; INDUSTRIAL SAFETY GLOVES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GOODS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
SURECASH
2574593  02/08/2013
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since : 15/07/2013
MUMBAI
Money counting and Sorting machines, counterfeit currency detectors
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since: 15/07/2013

MUMBAI
Money counting and sorting machines, counterfeit currency detectors
MR. SATYAJIT PANDA
trading as ;SHIVA POWER SOLUTIONS
PLOT NO.235,SAHID NAGAR,BHUBANESWAR-751007,ODISHA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
STABILIZER, SERVO, CVT, INVERTER, UPS, TRANSFORMER, ELECTRONICS WIRING & FITTING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SHIVA AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN ACADEMIC INSTITUTION ESTABLISHED UNDER THE IIT ACT, 1961

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI

TABLET AND TABLET APPLICATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
EMPV4
2647928  23/12/2013
ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED
12, G.I.D.C. Estate, Makarpura Road, Vadodara-390 010, Gujarat.
Manufacturers and merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CONNECTORS [ELECTRICITY]; SOLAR CONNECTORS; SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, SOLAR HEAT COLLECTION PANELS, SOLAR BATTERIES, DRY CELLS AND BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS, ACCESSORIES FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS; TRANSFORMERS, POWER CONTROL EQUIPMENT; CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND CONVERTERS; SWITCHES, SWITCHBOARDS, PLUGS, SOCKETS AND CUT-OUTS; ELECTRICAL TERMINALS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID AND ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
EBPV4M

2647929  23/12/2013

ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED

12, G.I.D.C. Estate, Makarpura Road, Vadodara-390 010, Gujarat.
Manufacturers and merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CONNECTORS [ELECTRICITY]; SOLAR CONNECTORS; SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, SOLAR HEAT COLLECTION PANELS, SOLAR BATTERIES, DRY CELLS AND BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS, ACCESSORIES FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS; TRANSFORMERS, POWER CONTROL EQUIPMENT; CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND CONVERTERS; SWITCHES, SWITCHBOARDS, PLUGS, SOCKETS AND CUT-OUTS; ELECTRICAL TERMINALS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID AND ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
EBPV4F
2647930 23/12/2013
ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED trading as; ELMEX CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED
12, G.I.D.C. Estate, Makarpura Road, Vadodara-390 010, Gujarat.
Manufacturers and merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CONNECTORS [ELECTRICITY]; SOLAR CONNECTORS; SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, SOLAR HEAT COLLECTION PANELS, SOLAR BATTERIES, DRY CELLS AND BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS, ACCESSORIES FOR BATTERIES AND DRY CELLS; TRANSFORMERS, POWER CONTROL EQUIPMENT; CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND CONVERTERS; SWITCHES, SWITCHBOARDS, PLUGS, SOCKETS AND CUT-OUTS; ELECTRICAL TERMINALS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID AND ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2647929..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834,  29/01/2018           Class 9

2653872    03/01/2014
DR. JITEN P. BHATT
DR. JITEN P. BHATT
DR. DHARA CHOKSI

trading as ;PERCARE INDUSTRIES
355, G. I. D. C., MAKARPURA, VADODARA-390010. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TRANSMISSION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-9.
2683835    21/02/2014
ATM MULTITRADE SERVICES PVT.LTD
MILIND NAGAR, BEHIND BIRLA COLLEGE, MAULI KRIPA CHAWL, ROOM NO.6, KALYAN (WEST)-421301
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPLIANCE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

2701554 19/03/2014
MANISH KHAANNA
trading as ;FORTUNE DEVICES
1693/5 SETH FAKIR CHAND MARKET BHAGIRATH PALACE DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEERAJ GOGIA ADV.,
116, DSIDC COMPLEX, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AERA, PHASE ONE, DELHI-20
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIODES, RESISTORS, LED, TRANSISTOR, ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR, POLYSTER CAPACITOR, NEON LAMP, PIEZZO BUZZERS. GANG, CERAMIC FILTER, BAND SWITCHES
2887538  22/01/2015
KDM TELECOM SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
ADITYA ARCADE, FLAT NO. 411, 4TH FLOOR, TOPIWALA LANE, GIRGAON, MUMBAI - 400008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 01/06/2008
MUMBAI
MOBILE PHONE AND MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, MEMORY CARDS, SPARE PARTS MOBILE HANDFREE AND EARPHONE, MOBILE BATTERY, CARD READER, SECURITY CAMERA, POWER BANK CHARGER
NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
Legrand India, 61/62, Kalpataru Square, 6th Floor, Off Andheri-Kurla Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400059, Maharashtra
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Private Limited Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARIJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2003
MUMBAI
Electronic modular systems components & accessories made of plastic.
2929503  24/03/2015
JAGRUTI MULTIMEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT PVT.LTD
trading as ;JAGRUTI MULTIMEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT PVT.LTD
GAT NO 45/1,TAKALI,PANDHARPUR,DIST SOLAPUR,MAHARASHTRA 413304
producer
Pvt. Ltd. Company (Body Corporate)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMAJA VIJAY KHANDE
FLAT NO.8,GANESHTNAGARI APPT.12/42,GURUWAR PETH,TALEGAON DABHADE-410507
Used Since :19/02/2015
MUMBAI
Cinematographic film; Series of pre-recorded animated DVDS and compact discs featuring audio and/or video recordings, downloadable television programs; motion pictures and television films, animated cartoons and pre-recorded video discs being goods included in class 9. Compact disc for educational and entertainment purpose
3034076   17/08/2015
SAWAN NICHANI
trading as ;MACBEE
20, GODAVARI APARTMENTS, ALAKNANDA, NEW DELHI-110019.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS
& INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING
ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC
DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS,
CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3161205   15/01/2016
BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED
BHARTI CRESCENT, 1, NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ, PHASE II, NEW DELHI - 110 070.
Merchants and Manufacturers
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH AND SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139,DEFENCE COLONY,NEW DELHI-110 024,INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
766272, 1012119, 1012120, 1099797
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, life-saving, teaching, telecom and internet access apparatus and instruments; devices for recording, transmission or reproduction of data, sound, ringtones and music or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and digital recording media; data processing equipment; computers; computer software; SIM and magnetic cards, dongles, receivers, modems; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire extinguisher
Translation: AIRTEL
3168882 27/01/2016
KLONEWORLD IMPEX PVT. LTD.
J1/14,BLOCK-EP & GP,SECTOR-5,SALT LAKE CITY,KOLKATA 700091,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :10/10/2012
KOLKATA
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, DVD, E-BOOKS & COMPUTER SOFTWARE,&nbsp;SOFTWARE TO EDIT DAILY ACTIVITIES, PROGRAMS AND UPLOADING, DOWNLOADING, ENABLING USERS TO PROGRAM AND DISTRIBUTE AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT AND OTHER, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS VIA COMMUNICATION NETWORK.
3212650   17/03/2016
MANOHAR SINGH, trading as ;LINAX
ORCHID CITY CENTRE, SHOP NO.D264, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. BEST BUS DEPOT, BELLASIS ROAD, MUMBAI CENTRAL (EAST), MUMBAI-400008.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :24/11/2015
MUMBAI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES (LCD AND TOUCH).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

3225698 01/04/2016
AZTEC FLUIDS AND MACHINERY PVT. LTD.
1, Jaihind Society, Rambaug, Maninagar, Ahmedabad-380028

Used Since: 12/12/2012
AHMEDabad
INK JET PRINTERS, CONTINUOUS INK JET PRINTERS, DOD PRINTER, THERMAL PRINTER, TTO PRINTER AND OTHER RELATED PRINTERS.
3226926   02/04/2016
VALISE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : THE PRODUCT MANUFACTURED UNDER THIS IS A MOBILE PHONE.
8-8-64, 3RD LANE, NEHRU NAGAR, GUNTUR, 522001.
MANUFACTURER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 21/12/2015
CHENNAI
THE PRODUCT MANUFACTURED UNDER THIS IS A MOBILE PHONE. WE MANUFACTURE OR ASSEMBLE THE DEVICE.
3248941    03/05/2016
PLASTO ELTRONICS PVT. LTD.
LANGALPOTA BISHNUPUR, RAJARHAT, 24 PARGANAS (NORTH), PIN: 703510
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE VED PRAKASH SINGH
C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :08/01/2016

KOLKATA
HOUSING FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IN CLASS 09.

Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 ,   29/01/2018           Class 9
3279401  08/06/2016
SANCHAL AUTOMOBILES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as SANCHAL AUTOMOBILES PRIVATE LIMITED.
13/7, MATHURA ROAD, FBD, FARIDABAD-121003, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :11/05/2016
DELHI
Horns, Armatures Coil, Armatures, Starters, Fuses, Plug, Sockets, Switches, Connector Terminals, Batteries, Battery Plates, Electric Wire, Speedo Meters, Measuring And Recording Instruments; Voltmeters Included In Class 9.
HYVE BUZZ
3285685  16/06/2016
MR. ADITYA AGARWAL
K-1/7, GROUND FLOOR, CHITTRANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI 110019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL BANSAL
B-14 EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI-65
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Mobile phones, Mobile telephones, mobile computers, mobile apps, mobile software, mobile phone straps/ covers/cases, headsets/ wireless headsets/auxiliary headsets for mobile phones, batteries/auxiliary batteries for mobile phone, keyboards for mobile phones, chargers for mobile phones, mobile phone docking station, hands-free device for mobile phones, screen protectors, augments reality software for use in mobile devices, battery chargers for mobile phones, biometric scanner/fingerprints reader, USB Cards/flash drives, computer application software for mobile phones/telephones, apps/software for mobile phones, etc. and related goods Class 9.
3307081  11/07/2016
TROOFY LABS(OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
TROOFY LABS(OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED, 91 springboard, 4th Floor, No.22, Salarpuria Towers 1, Koramangala, Bangalore-560095
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18, GURGAON, Haryana 122002
Used Since: 07/04/2016
CHENNAI
Mobile Application
3318905    25/07/2016
GEETA SHARMA
trading as ;M/s Nagad Narayan Entrade
NAGAD NARAYAN ENTRADE, F.A. ROAD, MACHKHOWA, NEAR ATHGAON FLYOVER, GUWAHATI,781009, ASSAM
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ELECTRICAL GOODS, ELECTRONICS ITEMS FANS
3357093  07/09/2016
MAKER AND HACKER
trading as : MAKER AND HACKER
NO 6 PUSHPAGIRINAGAR HOSAKERAHALI BANGALORE 560085
ELECTRONICS
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since : 07/10/2015
CHENNAI
Electronic components, electronics and electrical apparatus and instruments, all types of electric wires, cables and moulded cords, moulded plugs, electrical accessories and fittings, electrical conductors, switches, switch gears, fuse units, auto wires and cables, electrical appliances, electric press, voltage stabilizers, battery chargers, cvt, inverters, transformers, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, electricity conduits
3404173  07/11/2016
MD. KAJI SK
S/O.LATE MD. MAHASIN SK,MIRCHAK (KARBALA),ENGLISH BAZAR,MALDA,WEST BENGAL,PIN-732101,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AUTOMATIC WATER TANK FILLING ELECTRIC PUMP CONTROLLER.
GENERONS
3419959  26/11/2016
M/S. GENERONS POWER PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. GENERONS POWER PVT. LTD.
PH4 ATS GREEN-II, SECTOR-50, NOIDA, UP-201301
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :12/10/2015
DELHI
INVERTER, TRANSFORMERS, CONTROL PANELS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
3448709 04/01/2017
SAPNA JAYNARAYAN VYAS
trading as: STAYWOW
PART - 5, ASHWAMAGH BUNGLOW NO. 4, NR. A-ONE SCHOOL, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015. GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/06/2012
AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3455287  11/01/2017
YUSUF ALI
trading as ;M/s. GREENTECH BATTERIES & SOLAR SYSTEM
372/2, New Bajrangpura, Sector - A, Sanwer Road, Indore - 452015, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since: 14/08/2014
MUMBAI
Batteries
3455940    13/01/2017
SARAMANBHAI ABHABHAI GOREJIYA
trading as ;MARUTI COMMUNICATION
GF-8, NAYAN KUNJ CO OP HOUSING SOC LTD PART -3, VRAJVIHAR -6, B/H RAHUL TOWER, JODHPUR, SATELLITE,
AHMEDABAD - 380015
MERCHANT
Used Since :11/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, MOBILES AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3459846  17/01/2017
RUDRAKSHA TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : RUDRAKSHA TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
G-4/105 PRK Residency, Rau, Indore, Madhya Pradesh-453331
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since : 01/12/2016

MUMBAI
BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS, BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT, SATELLITE BROADCASTING INSTRUMENTS, VIDEO CAMERAS FOR BROADCASTING, DMB (DIGITAL MULTIMEDIA BROADCASTING) TELEVISIONS, RECEIVING ANTENNAS FOR SATELLITE BROADCAST, TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING APPARATUS FOR BROADCASTING, BROADCASTING RELATED PRODUCTS, DVB (DIGITAL VIDEO BROADCASTING) DEVICES.
SURESH KUMAR GOEL
trading as ;SHIV ENTERPRISES
B-81, VISHWAS PARK, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110059
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, SWITCH GEARS, CUT- OUTS PLUGS, HOLDERS, SOCKET ELECTRIC TESTERS, BELLS, BUZZERS, IRONS, WIRES AND CABLES ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, STARTERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS .
3477467 09/02/2017
SHAKIL AHMED
BUSHRA SHAKIL
FARAZ AHMED
trading as : BENGAL RUBBER MFG CO.
2, NEW TANGRA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700046, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
ARE PARTNERS BEING INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :02/01/2017
KOLKATA
PROTECTIVE RUBBER CANVAS SAFETY BOOT FOR MINERS.
CHERRY PRECISION PRODUCTS
3483301 14/02/2017
T. NACHIAPPAN
R. THENAPPAN
R. PALANIAPPAN
N. SURESH
trading as; CHERRY PRECISION PRODUCTS
NO. 179, SECOND STREET, GANDHIPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 012, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since: 01/04/2010
CHENNAI
AIR/FUEL RATIO GAUGES; GAUGES; PRESSURE GAUGES; TYRE PRESSURE GAUGES.
SHRI BHAGWAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE & RESEARCH CENTRE

3484653  17/02/2017

SHRI BHAGWAN DIAGNOSTIC AND IMAGING CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
2116 BAWANA ROAD, NARELA, NEW DELHI-110040.

TRADING
Used Since :07/02/2017

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISMS FOR COINOPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3492163  25/02/2017
ANISH BHATIA
trading as :M/S ANI INTERNATIONAL
B-23, GOVIND MARG, NEAR PARNAMI MANDIR, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-4, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :06/09/2003

AHMEDABAD
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS ELECTRONIC ARTICLE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE APPARATUS, SURVEILLANCE APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, TELEVISION CAMERAS FOR SURVEILLANCE, VIDEO SURVEILLANCE APPARATUS, VIDEO SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS, DIGITAL VIDEO Recorder cards, video server equipment, access control systems, Audio & video surveillance systems and software thereof. Software development, computer networking and data communications equipments, EPBX system networking included in Class 09.
3497348    25/02/2017
REGAN DADU
trading as :Reg -D Productions
SCF-15, 22 ACRE,BARNALA,PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GURVINDER SINGH
351/1, ROSE PARK, NEAR GULAB DEVI ROAD
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Photographic, cinematographic, Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media;
3523435   08/04/2017
VVDN TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
12/10, East Patel Nagar
Company Incorporated Under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A&G LEX CONSULTANTS
40, LGF, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Design Computer Softwares includes Cloud Managed IoT Products for Consumer Smart Homes such as Wireless Camera, Wireless Video Doorbell, Sensors, Smart Door Lock, Smart Plugs, Smart GPS Trackers, Video Surveillance such as Police Cameras, Thermal Cameras, Enterprise Networking such as Enterprise Access Points, Smart Access Points, INIC Card, Storage Server, Automotive such as ADAS system etc
ROLLGLISS
3530970    21/04/2017
3M COMPANY
3M Center, 2501 Hudson Road, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55144, United States of America
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since :16/07/2007

DELHI
Safety, fall protection, and rescue apparatus and instruments; abseiling apparatus and instruments; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods
3533006 25/04/2017
SH. AMAR TULSIYAN TRADING AS WIZARD FRAGRANCES
A-15, Sector-13, GIDA, Gorakhpur (U.P.).
(Proprietor)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3419460

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision) life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers,
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.
3560926  31/05/2017
SCORPION AUTOMOTIVE ASIA PRIVATE LIMITED
81B-4, General Block, Near Hinoday, Bhosari, Pune- 411 026, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :22/07/2013
MUMBAI
VEHICLE TRACKING DEVICES AND SYSTEMS; GPS TRACKING AND LOCATION DEVICES; GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS; GLOBAL POSITIONING DEVICES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRONIC GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM; SOFTWARE FOR COMMERCE OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM; SATELLITE TRANSMITTING AND COMMUNICATION APPARATUS; SATELLITE NAVIGATION DEVICES; SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, FACILITATING, AND MANAGING REMOTE ACCESS TO AND COMMUNICATION WITH LOCAL AREA NETWORKS AND GLOBAL NETWORKS; CLOSED CIRCUIT TV SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE.
3563309  05/06/2017
HARSH KUMAR GUPTA
109, GF, AKANKSHA APARTMENT, ABHAY KHAND-3, INDIRAPURAM, SIPRA SUN CITY, GHAZIABAD, U.P-201014
sole proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3563308

DELHI
MOBILES, COMPUTER AND ACCESSORIES, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL,
SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING,
CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING
DISCS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
1.THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3563308. 2.THIS IS CONDITION
OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
GADGETMATE

3566195  08/06/2017
OM PRAKASH BHATIA, PROPRIETOR OF CASE CART 
461, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
proprietor and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HARSH MARWAH
Shop no. 245, Opp. Liberty, Raja Park, Jaipur

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE SCREEN GUARD, TEMPERED GLASS, BACK COVER, FLIP COVER AND POUCHES
3569358  13/06/2017
FMI LIMITED
FEROZEPORE ROAD, LUDHIANA-141 001, PUNJAB.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/08/2015
To be associated with:
3043056, 3043057
DELHI
MEASURING TAPES AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9; MEASURING RULERS; SCALES.
CTY SHIELD
3572350  16/06/2017
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227 Okhla Industrial Estate Phase–III, Okhla New Delhi–110020, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3517839

DELHI
Dust masks; protection masks; respiratory masks, for non-medical purposes; filters for non-medical respiratory masks; anti-pollution masks for respiratory protection; respirators, other than for artificial respiration; nose clips to prevent breathing in pollutants; instruments, indicators and controllers for measuring, detecting and monitoring pollution levels in the environment; mobile, portable and wearable instruments for measuring, monitoring and detecting pollution levels in the environment; downloadable software for the provision of information relating to the environment and air pollution; downloadable software for learning and storing personalised information regarding pollution levels in and information regarding air quality in the immediate environment.

THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
TATVIK BIOSYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TATVIK BIOSYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
C-49, LGF KALKAJI NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :18/05/2016
DELHI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISMS FOR COINOPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
MESHWORKS

3576381  22/06/2017

DEP INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

# 2/86, 7th AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600083, TAMIL NADU, INDIA

Manufacturer, Traders & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K & S PARTNERS

4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

Used Since :30/04/2007

CHENNAI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE, AEROSPACE, DEFENCE, OIL AND GAS, HEAVY ENGINEERING, MARINE, RAILWAYS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE TOOLS USED FOR FAST MODELING, PRE PROCESSING, POST PROCESSING, ADVANCED MESHING, CONCEPT CAE AND CAD MODEL GENERATION, PARAMETERIZATION, OPTIMIZATION, PROCESS AUTOMATION, CAE AND CAD MORPHING USED IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE, AEROSPACE, DEFENCE, OIL AND GAS, HEAVY ENGINEERING, MARINE, RAILWAYS.
Offline Clickstream

3579517   27/06/2017
CAPILLARY TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD
1 FINLAYSON GREEN, #14-00, ONE FINLAYSON GREEN SINGAPORE 049246
PTE LTD

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AFSAR S PATCHA
STRATEGIC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS, EVOMA, NO.82/83, BOREWELL ROAD, WHITEFIELD,
BANGALORE-560066

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS;
MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, COMPUTER E-
COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORK
HARJOT SINGH
trading as; ALLURE INDIA
FLAT NO. B-402, TRUE FRIENDS CGHS, SECTOR-6, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES, OPTICAL GOODS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGIQING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND
TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF
SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3588921   11/07/2017
CHEETAH MOBILE INC.
PO Box 309, Ugland House, Grand Cayman, CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1104
an exempted company incorporated in the Cayman Islands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :16/02/2017

DELHI
Computer software, namely, software for the transmission of phone calls, internet protocol (VOIP) calls, and audio conferencing between two or multiple users via computer networks, communication networks, and the global information network.
UFD DUO
Priority claimed from 10/02/2017; Application No. : 016342248 ;European Union
3594560    19/07/2017
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
a Korean company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
USB flash drives; nand flash.
NOSTRAGAMUS

3594881  19/07/2017
GAMBIT SPORTS PVT. LTD.,
D.No.1665, Dasharath, 27th Main Road, Sector - 1, HSR Layout, Bangalore, Karnataka, India.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/10/2015

CHENNAI
Mobile App.
ColourMeGood

3597160  22/07/2017
MR. SATYADEV SINGH HANSPAL
301, ‘ARJAN HANS’, bldg . No.6, Unit No.7, Indra Darshan Cross Road, Swami Samartha CHS, Lokhandwala, Andheri (West) Mumbai 400053
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment and computers; and Covers for smartphones, covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs], covers for tablet computers, mouse pads, modems, protective films adapted for computer screens, protective films adapted for smartphones
3598027  24/07/2017
TECCENT LAB PRIVATE LIMITED.
S-201, CHETAN COMPLEX, SHRESTHA VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computers, Interfaces, Cables, Computer Programs, Computer Software, Hardware and Accessories Thereof, Computer
Peripherals & Terminals, Disc, Drives, Printers, CD & DVD Writers and Readers Modems, Hard And Floppy Discs, Diskette
Holders, Monitors, Storage Units Including Magnetic Disc Units, Optical Disc Units, Cd-Rom Units; Input Or Output Units,
Electronic Data Processing Apparatus And Parts Thereof & Accessories.
3598583    24/07/2017
ABHISHEK BATRA
trading as ;AB ENTERPRISES
396, POCKET NO. GH 2, SECTOR 28,BAGHBAN APARTMENT,ROHINI,SAHIBABAD DAULATPUR,NORTHWEST DELHI-110042

PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONU JHA
204, KANCHAN HOUSE, KARAMPURA, NEW DELHI-15
Used Since :06/08/2016

DELHI
MOBILE PHONES & ACCESSORIES, COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, TABLETS INCLUDING ALL ACCESSORIES AND OTHER GOODS COVERED UNDER CLASS 09
3598673    25/07/2017
LANHONG XIAO.
LGF-51, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR-18, NOIDA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, LOUD SPEAKERS, PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS AND SOUND SYSTEMS, MAIN SWITCHES, A/C BOX, MCB, MCB BOX, SWITCHS, PLUG, SOCKET, SWITCH OARD, MS BOX, CONDUITE PIPE & FITTINGS, CHANG OVER, ROTARY SWITCH, POWER STRIPS, CHANGE OVER, PANEL BORDS, FUZE, ELECTRIC IRON, WIRES AND CABLES, STARTER, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, CAPASTER, TUBE FITTINGS, UPS, INVERTERSIN CLASS -9.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
PIXXON

3599851  26/07/2017

OTMAL M ASHOK
20, Kenchanayakanahalli Lane, Chikkapet, Bengaluru – 560002
an Indian citizen

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES,
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

stabilizers; cables and wires; weighing scales for kitchen use; switches and switchboards
TIANZEXIN INDUS TRIAL INVESTMENT Co.,Ltd.
No.1, Sankeng Road, Qinghutou, Tangxia Town, Dongguan, Guangdong
A company incorporated under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Computer peripheral devices; antennas; modems; branch boxes [electricity]; transponders; intercommunication apparatus; switchboards; cables, electric; wires, electric; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]
3600523  27/07/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computers Including Floppy Drives, Diskettes, Hard Disk, Interfaces Software And Other Peripherals, Computer Programmes, , Computer Software Applications, Downloadable, Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs, Apparatus And Instruments For Conducting, Switching, Transforming, Accumulating, Regulating Or Controlling Electricity including all goods under Class 9.
3600657  27/07/2017
MLS CO., LTD.
No.1 MuLinSen Avenue, Xiaolan, Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province, China
Chinese company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cables, electric; Wires, electric; Switches, electric; Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections];
Semiconductors; Integrated circuits; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; Condensers [capacitors];
X-ray tubes, other than for medical purposes; Cathode ray tubes; Discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting;
Semiconductor devices.
3600997  28/07/2017
MR. GAURAV THAKRAL
R-20, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN-3RD, DELHI-110009
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER, MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES
3601448  28/07/2017
M/S. APP ASSESRIES (PROP:- APARNA VISHWAKARMA).
2882 & 2886, 4th Floor, Regent Mall, Block - P, Gali No.17, Beadon Pura, Karol Bagh, Delhi - 110 005.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MEHRA TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
DSR
3602587  31/07/2017
Aditya Auto Products & Engineering (India) Private Limited
Plot No.13E, KIADB Industrial Area, Doddaballapur, Bangalore-561203
an Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
 electronic controllers, electronic control modules, electronic control boards
WINTOO

3603140  31/07/2017
M/S RADICAL SYSTEMS
C-8/308, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WIRES, CABLES, BATTERY CHARGERS, MOBILE CHARGERS, COMPUTER/LAPTOP ACCESSORIES, & PARTS, POWER
STRIP, POWER CORDS, AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS, HOME THEATRES, BELLS, BULLET PROOF JACKET, CONDUCTORS,
METAL DETECTORS, MICROPHONE, PROTECTIVE HELMETS, WIRE CONNECTORS
UNIVISTA

3603939 01/08/2017
NIRMAL KAUR TRADING AS UNIQUE MARKETING CO.
SCO-7, GURU ANGAD DEV NAGAR, BASANT AVENUE, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/06/2017

DELHI

Televisions, LED TV, Amplifiers, Home Theaters & Speakers.
3604019  01/08/2017
ELITE POWER SYSTEMS INDIA PVT LTD
No. 30/68, 5th Main Road, CIT Nagar East, Nandanam, Chennai – 600035
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :22/11/2009

CHENNAI
Inverter, Solar Inverter, Stabilizer ,Servo Stabilizer, Voltage Stabilizer, Isolation Transformers & CVT , Constant voltage Transformer, Phase Sequence Corrector, Automatic Phase Selector, Battery Charger & Rectifier
3604412    02/08/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software and applications for mobile services, computer hardware & software including downloadable electronic publications via the Internet and global communications networks or on a mobile phone platform or wireless electric and electronic devices, teaching apparatus and instruments; surveying, photographic, cinematographic apparatus and instruments, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; CDs, DVDs and other digital recording media for cinematographic films, pictures, video films; television shows & advertisement films (recorded).
3604726    02/08/2017
ILITE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.521, MANJEERA MAJESTIC COMMERCIAL, NEAR JNTU, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD HYDERABAD TG 500085 INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS FOR MOBILE DEVICES & SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR USE WITH MOBILE DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Kripa Green Tech

3605316   03/08/2017

VENUGOPALAN C K
Chulliparambil (H), Varandarappilly P O, Thrissur, Pin: 680303

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FEBIN JAMES, ADVOCATE
2ND FLOOR, ACF CENTRE BUILDINGS, OPP. PENSION BHAVAN, NEAR COLLECTORATE, AYYANTHOLE, THRISSUR - 680 003, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
scientific device for regulating or controlling electricity, Automatic water over flow controller.

THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
TUSHAR
3605459  03/08/2017
SANJAY KUMAR GOEL
trading as ;TUSHAR TRANSFORMERS
THANA BHAWAN, DELHI SAHARANPUR ROAD, DISTT MUZAFFARNAGAR U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :12/08/1998
DELHI
ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLE
IOTOMATION

3605756  03/08/2017
IOTOMATION ECOTECH PVT LTD.
2907, LGF, Mandir Marg, Sec- 46, Gurgaon- 122002

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Apparatus and instruments for conducting, regulating or controlling electricity
SHANTI SWARUP AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF ‘OPPAL INDUSTRIES’
PLOT NO. 11, INDER ENCLAVE, PART-1, DELHI-110086
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SAFETY HELMETS
3607321  05/08/2017
SUTARIYA MILAN RAMESHBHAI
A-74/75, RUPALI SOCIETY, NR, P. P. SAVANI SCHOOL, A. K. ROAD, SURAT - 395008
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANI KIRANKUMAR PRAFULBHAI
410, Opera House, B/h Super Diamond Market, Mini Bazar, Varachha Road, Surat - 395006, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LED LIGHTS, SOLAR PANEL AND ELECTRIC CABLE FOR INDUSTRIES AND HOME USES.
3608199  08/08/2017
VIDEOCON INDUSTRIES LIMITED
14 KM STONE, AURANGABAD PAITHAN ROAD, VILLAGE CHITEGAON, TQ. PAITHAN, DIST. AURANGABAD-431105,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEDs, LCDs, TELEVISION SETS; MONITORS AND TOUCHSCREENS; COMPUTERS, MOBILE OR TABLET COMPUTERS,
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (RECORDED); ELECTRONIC PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS; TELEPHONES,
MOBILE PHONES, CELLULAR PHONES; PLAYING OR REPRODUCING DATA, CAMERAS; FILMS, AUDIO AND VISUAL
TAPES, RECORDS AND DISCS; BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES; VOLTAGE STABILIZERS AND INVERTERS;
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; PARTS AND FIXTURES OF ALL THE
AFORESAID AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF.
3608694 08/08/2017
GOLDEN CALA TRADING EST
HAFR ALBATIN CITY ALI BN ABI TALEB STREET 31991, SAUDI ARABIA
A limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Saudi Arabia
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONTACT LENSES
ECHOCHARGER

Priority claimed from 16/05/2017; Application No. : 87/452,048 ;United States of America

3608753  08/08/2017

NCH AGRICULTURAL SOLUTIONS LLC
2727 Chemsearch Boulevard, Irving, Texas 75062, U.S.A.
a Delaware corporation.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH
ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-
V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Apparatus for dispensing bacteria, namely biogenerators and incubators to deliver biomass from seed cultures for
industrial, agricultural and laboratory use.
MMTV LIMITED
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS INCLUDING TV PROGRAMS, MUSICAL RECORDINGS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS BEING GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS 09.
3608833  08/08/2017

MMTV LIMITED
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS INCLUDING TV PROGRAMS, MUSICAL RECORDINGS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS BEING GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS 09.
Z-SMART
3608987  09/08/2017
ZENMETER SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 26(P) Corner, Electronic City II Phase, Industrial Area, Bangalore - 560100, Karnataka
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AS PER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Energy Meters; Electricity Meters; Gas Meters; Water Meters; Volt Meters; Statistical Meters.
CLOSE2 DEAL

3609144  09/08/2017
VISHAL TIWARI
trading as :CLOSE2DEAL
2105/5-B, GALI NO-11, PREM NAGAR, PATEL NAGAR, DELHI-110008
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES
3609331 09/08/2017
NARAYAN SURYABHAN PATIL
Sr. No. 34/4, Shivtej Heights, Trimurti Chowk, Bharti Vidyapeeth, Pune – 411 043 Maharashtra India
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMOL ATMARAM WALKAR
001, Amardeep Apartment, Plot No.185, Sector 9, New Panvel(E)-410206

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRODES, ELECTRIC CONTACTS, ELECTRIC WIRES
WOMS

3609565  09/08/2017

POONAM
AG 471, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi-110088

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ISHA KHANNA
45/11, East Patel Nagar, New Delhi, 110008

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Home theater, DVD, LCD, LED, TV, FM, Car stereo, speaker, battery, audio board, Electrical and electronics, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, checking supervision, life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images magnetic data carriers, recording discs automatic and mechanisms for coin operated cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, solder wire and microphones included in class 9.
BLUELINE

3609932  10/08/2017
BLUE DART EXPRESS LIMITED
Blue Dart Centre, Sahar Airport Road, Andheri (East) Mumbai-400099
Company limited by shares

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR AJINKYA
1203, One Indiabulls Centre, Tower 2, Floor 12 B, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS RECORDING DISCS, MECHANISM FOR COIN OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3610314 10/08/2017
UNIMOB TECHNOLOGIES
KHASRA NO. 143/229-230, LAL DORA VILLAGE, KANJHAWALA, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 110081.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Measuring Instruments & Measuring Tapes.
GSTSTAR

3610908   11/08/2017
CLONECT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
75,Ground Floor, 17th Main, 3rd Cross, Koramangala 2nd Block, Bengaluru 560034
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Used Since :17/06/2017

CHENNAI
Software as a Product, mobile applications for Android and iOS, computer hardware for commercial applications, computer software applications.
3610984   11/08/2017  
SHOPGUST INFOTECH PVT. LTD.  
E-2/27 SF, SEC-07, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085.  
BODY INCORPORATE  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)  
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZ POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAIZ, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Mobile, Mobile Phones, Battery Charger for mobile phone, Gender charger (Cable adapters for Mobile phone, Mobile Accessories, Mobile screen protectors in the nature films, Mobile case.
GS LAB

3611072  11/08/2017

GREAT SOFTWARE LABORATORY PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, AMAR ARMA GENESIS, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411045

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Used Since :21/03/2017

MUMBAI

Providing computer software downloaded from the Internet; computer software; computer software products; downloadable cloud computing software; computer software for application and database integration; application software; data processing programmes; downloadable computer security software; computer software platforms; Computer hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [IoT]
3611074  11/08/2017
GREAT SOFTWARE LABORATORY PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, AMAR ARMA GENESIS, BANER ROAD, PUNE 411045
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052
Used Since : 21/03/2017

MUMBAI
Providing computer software downloaded from the Internet; computer software; computer software products; downloadable cloud computing software; computer software for application and database integration; application software; data processing programmes; downloadable computer security software; computer software platforms; Computer hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [IoT]
3611131  11/08/2017
L.VIPUL KUMAR,
Flat No.S1, RC Subiksham Apartments, Plot No.30, 1st Main Road, Thirumalai Nagar Annex, perungudi, Tamil Nadu - 600 096
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Camera, Security Camera, CCTV System, Digital Video Recorder, DVR Systems, Biometric System, Access Control,
and its Accessories.
3611484  11/08/2017
MR. KARAN SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SPECTSMAKERS
FIRST FLOOR, C-1/30 A, PHASE-I, BUDH VIHAR DELHI-110086
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OPTICALS, SPECTACLES, SUNGLASSES, GOGGLES, LENSES & OPTICALS FRAMES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPITIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
PHOKAT

3612110 12/08/2017

F9 INDIA
5A, SECOND FLOOR, MAIN MARKET, MADANPUR KHADAR, NEW DELHI-110076
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
F-12/9, SIR SYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HEADPHONE, HEADSET, EARPHONE, MOBILE COVER, MOBILE SCREEN GUARD, CHARGERS, CABLES & MOBILE ACCESSORIES.
Divya Solar Rooftop System PVT. LTD.
213, Khajuri Bazar, M. G. Road, Indore (M.P.)
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP Soni
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
ZEFFCON
3612591  14/08/2017
PANKAJ GUPTA
G-23, VISHWASADAN, DISTRICT CENTER JANAK PURI, DELHI-110058
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE, MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIKE (MOBILE CHARGERS, MOBILE PHONE COVERS, MOBILE DATA APPARATUS, MOBILE SOFTWARE), COMPUTER AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES LIKE (COMPUTER DISKS, COMPUTER DATABASES, COMPUTER CHARGERS, MOUSE, KEYBOARD, COMPUTER CONTROLLERS, COMPUTER JOYSTICKS, MONITER)
3613394  16/08/2017
EES EES SWITCHGEAR & CABLES (P) LTD.
trading as ;EES EES SWITCHGEAR & CABLES (P) LTD.
4, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, BASEMENT, KOLKATA - 700013
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
WIRES AND CABLES, STARTER, MOTOR, KIT KAT FUSE, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, SWITCH, COILS PANEL, CONTROL PANEL, BOARDS, AUTO STARTERS, STARTERS CONNECTORS, MAIN SWITCHES AND SWITCH GEAR, ELECTRICAL WIRES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
CHEEZ

3613655  16/08/2017
LIVE.ME INC.
Sertus Chambers, P.O. Box2547, Cassia Court, Camana Bay, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands, KY1-9006
A Cayman Islands exempted liability company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for voice and data conferencing, audio and video teleconferencing, voice and video streaming of messages and data, audio and video webcasting; Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for linking, sharing and providing electronic media and electronic information via computer and communication networks; downloadable computer application software for streaming and transmission of data over a communications network; downloadable computer software for converting video, images, audio, and data from one digital format to another; computer software for use in digital content management; computer software for creating, recording, organizing, transmitting, receiving, manipulating, editing, posting, playing and reviewing digital text, image, audio, video and multimedia files; computer software for producing, managing, and inserting digital text, images, audio, video and multimedia into audio and video webcasts and internet streams; Computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; Computer software for creating social networks, building social networking applications and for use in database management by allowing for retrieval, upload, download, access, display, marking and management of digital data files; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers; Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld computers, namely, software for use in electronic marketing service reward programs for offering rewards to frequent users of websites and downloaded mobile applications; Downloadable software application for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, broadcasting, transmitting, sharing, posting, and streaming of videos; downloadable software application for creating, editing, transferring, distributing, transmitting, sharing, and posting of digital photographs and images; downloadable software for uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, streaming, linking, organizing digital media content via computers and mobile electronic devices.
EL AUDIO

3614228  17/08/2017
HONEY JAIN
5A /11 ANSARI ROAD DAYRYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SPEAKERS & SPEAKERS COLOMES BOX, HOME THEATERS SPEAKERS SYSTEMS, PROFESSIONAL AMPLIFIERS,
MIXERS, WOOFERS, CROSSED, D.J. MIXERS, MIKES, UNITS & ALL P.A. PRODUCTS, AC/DC ADOPTERS & ELECTRIC,
TRANSFORMERS, MICROPHONE, DECKS AND MUSIC SYSTEMS, AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES, STEREO SYSTEMS, HOME
THEATRE SYSTEM, VOICE ENHANCERS, TWO IN ONE MUSIC SYSTEM, RADIO AND PARTS, AC/DC MOBILE CHARGES,
MOBILE ACCESSORIES & PARTS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRONICS, ELECTRICAL GOODS & COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES, PARTS THERE OF BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 9
3614265  17/08/2017
MECHANEED AUTO TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LIMITED
1013/ E, 17TH ‘E’ CROSS, ESHWARA LAYOUT, INDIRANAGAR 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560038
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Apps or Software for computers, mobile phones and tablets being included in Class 09
3614433  17/08/2017
DILIP BAKLIWAL TRADING AS M/S. SHREE POONAM MARKETING
L-2, 1 SHARTAK PLAZA, 15/1 MAHARANI ROAD, OPP. BROAD GAUGE RAILWAY STATION, INDORE (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used:
To be associated with:
1397008
MUMBAI
Wires and cables
3614705 18/08/2017
M/S. GOSOLGEN RENEWABLES PRIVATE LIMITED
# PLOT NO. 27, SIRI MALLE GARDEN, NALANDA NAGAR UPPARPALLI, HYDERABAD - 500048, TELANGANA STATE,
A Private limited company incorported under the companies act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHOTOVOLTAICS, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ACCUMULATING AND STORING ELECTRICITY, SOLAR PANELS, INVERTERS, ELECTRICAL CHARGE CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
3615068   18/08/2017
INFO SYSTEMS
B-15, BEL Industrial Estate, Jalahalli, Bangalore - 560013, Karnataka
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :24/01/1986
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR
CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR
IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING
MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
MY CHOICE AWARDS
3615135  18/08/2017
BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, WADEJA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, TICKET ISSUING, READING AND RECORDING MACHINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE (RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE) FOR TICKETING PROCESS AND MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND CHARITABLE FUND RAISING AND TRANSFER; ELECTRONICALLY OR MAGNETICALLY CODED CARDS AND CHIPS; COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE, SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRONIC CARDS, CARDS FOR CASH DISPENSING MACHINE; TELEVISION SETS; ADVERTISING APPARATUS; PRE-RECORDED AND BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, DISCS, TAPES AND RECORDS; DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS, DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, DVDS, AND HIGH DEFINITION DIGITAL DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES; DATA COMMUNICATION AND PROCESSING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES; MONITORS; ADVERTISING APPARATUS; TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC & TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; DATA STORAGE DEVICES; DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS.
3615736  19/08/2017
SHREE RAJ KHATER
103, Rangoli Appartments, Devi Marg, Bani Park, Jaipur, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Televisions, Led televisions, DVD players, portable DVD players, Mobile phones, Mobile telephones, computer monitors, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers all included in Class 9.
PROWL

3615758  19/08/2017

MOJOSTAR BRAND MANAGEMENT & MERCHANDISING SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
202, Commerce Centre, B-27, Near Morya House, Off New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra, India

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing equipment, computer software, altimeters, bags adapted for laptops, compact discs [audio-video], compact discs [read-only memory], computer software applications, downloadable, computer memory devices, computer programmes [programs], recorded, devices, computer programs [downloadable software], connected bracelets [measuring instruments], distance measuring apparatus, distance recording apparatus / apparatus for recording distance, Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus, monitoring apparatus, monitors [computer programs], pedometers, scales, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers, personal weighing scales, portable digital electronic weighing scales for personal use, scales with body mass analysers / scales with body mass analyzers, connected bracelets [measuring instruments], computer software for managing information regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness program, computer software for wireless data communication for receiving, processing, transmitting, and displaying information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index.
3616049   19/08/2017
MR. ANKIT JAIN NAHATA
House No. 4-4-323/5-1, Gujarathi lane, Bank Street, Opp. Anthem Arcade, Complex Koti, Hyderabad-500195
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Mobile Accessories
TECHNIGENT
3616065 19/08/2017
Gajanam Madhukar Kamath
108, Bewitching APT, Mini-Land, Tank Road, Bhandup West, Mumbai-400078
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Sanjeev Kumar
Ag-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since: 05/08/2017
Mumbai
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software
SAGAR
3616471  19/08/2017
AARYA ELECTRODES PRIVATE LIMITED
BUNGLOW NO. 2, JOHNS MILL NO. 3, JEONI MANDI, AGRA - 282 004 (U.P.) INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :17/02/2016
DELHI
ELECTRODES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 , 29/01/2018 Class 9

TOPWISE COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd. Floor, A-32, S-4, Mohan Cooperative Industrial Estate, Mathura Road, New Delhi- 110044.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Mobile phones, headsets for mobile phone, chargers for mobile phone, power banks, mobile Apps, mobile software, selfie stick used as smart phone accessories, mobile phone cases, USB cable for mobile phone, auxiliary speakers for mobile phone; Point of sales (POS) terminals; Smart watches, Smart cards, wearable smart phones; TV monitors, TV Cameras, security cameras; Compact Discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; Computers, computer peripheral devices, tablet computers, audio speakers, wireless routers; Computer software; USB dongles (wireless network adaptors); Air pollution measuring device; Fire-extinguishing apparatus.
3616549  20/08/2017
TOPWISE COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, A-32, S-4, Mohan Cooperative Industrial Estate, Mathura Road, New Delhi- 110044.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3616548, 3616549
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Mobile phones, headsets for mobile phone, chargers for mobile phone, power banks, mobile Apps, mobile software, selfie stick used as smart phone accessories, mobile phone cases, USB cable for mobile phone, auxiliary speakers for mobile phone; Point of sales (POS) terminals; Smart watches, Smart cards, wearable smart phones; TV monitors, TV Cameras, security cameras; Compact Discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; Computers, computer peripheral devices, tablet computers, audio speakers, wireless routers; Computer software; USB dongles (wireless network adaptors); Air pollution measuring device; Fire-extinguishing apparatus.
3616795  21/08/2017
AMANDEEP SINGH LAMBA
S.C.O 64-65, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR-17-A, CHANDIGARH-160017.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CABLES AND WIRES, WIRELESS SWITCHES, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING [SUPERVISION], LIFE-SAVING AND
TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING,
TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING,
TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS;
COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS;
CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
3618063   22/08/2017
YASH GUPTA
G-46, Vidhyadhar Enclave-2, near cinestar vidhyadhar nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302039
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDING MOBILE CHARGERS, HEADPHONE, MOBILE COVERS, MOBILE SOFTWARE
MOBIEXPRESS

3618348    22/08/2017
FARHAN AHMED SHAIKH TRADING AS MOBIHUB
109, Exprss Zone Mall, B Wing, Goregaon East, Mumbai - 400063
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Mobile phones, Mobile phone holders, Mobile phone batteries, Mobile phone cases, Mobile phone straps, Mobile phone covers, Holders for mobile phones, USB cables for mobile phones, Wireless headsets for use with mobile phones.
3621657  28/08/2017
ANITA SABHARWAL
trading as ;A&S CREATIONS
15/19, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASHSAVI SHARMA
A2/56, HASTSAL ROAD, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-59
Used Since :10/07/2004
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS, TRANSMISSION OF REPRODUCTION OF SOUND, BINOCULARS, CALCULATING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS, BULLETPROOF JACKETS, DRIVER MASKS, Pedometers, Gauges, Electric Mains (Wires, Cables), Sailing Instruments. All being goods in Class 9
LOTIYO

3631736  07/09/2017
MANISH VERMA
166, 2ND FLOOR, HARSH VIHAR, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI – 110034
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIBHA GUPTA
B-2, 2ND FLOOR, JOSHI COLONY, I.P.EXTN., PATPARGANJ, DELHI - 110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electric and Lighting apparatus, components machines, instruments and equipments.
ACCESSORIES HUB
11-1-1204/1/27, Afzal Sagar, Mallepally, Hyderabad-500001, Telangana, India
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Used Since :01/03/2017

CHENNAI
MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, BATTERIES, LAND LINE PHONES AND ITS ACCESSORIES, OTHER TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS AND PRODUCTS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS THEREFOR, NAMELY SCANNERS, PRINTERS, COPIERS, KEYBOARDS, MOUSE, PORTABLE STORAGE DEVICES, MEMORY CARDS; COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, TABLET COMPUTERS, COMPUTER ASSEMBLIES AND SUB-ASSEMBLIES, COMPUTER NOTEBOOKS.
SENECIO

3640064 21/09/2017
SENECIO CLIENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.H-502,DEV ASHISH-II,B/H GALAXY 88 FLATS,NR.HANSPURA RESIDENCY,NARODA-DEHGAM ROAD,HANSPURA,AHMEDABAD
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 21/09/2015

AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  

3657236  13/10/2017  
AMAN BHATIA  
3/124, Subhash Nagar, Tagore Garden S.O., New Delhi – 110027  
Sole Proprietor  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SIMARJEET SINGH  
WZ 27A, KRISHNA PURI, TILAK NAGAR,NEW DELHI-110018  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MOBILES AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE PHONE BATTERIES, MOBILE PHONE CHARMS, MOBILE PHONE COVERS, MOBILE PHONE CASES, MOBILE PHONE STRAPS, COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, LAPTOPS, COVERS FOR LAPTOPS, CASES FOR LAPTOPS, PROTECTIVE COVERS AND CASES FOR CELL PHONES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
KENWIN

3660406  20/10/2017
KOORAPATI KAVITHA
#1-1-309/60/206, 4TH LANE, NEAR VIJAYA HIGH SCHOOL, ADITYA NAGAR, A S RAO NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 062 .
TELANGANA STATES.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Used Since :03/08/2010
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, ELECTRICAL SWITCH BOARDS, ELECTRONIC SWITCHES, ELECTRONIC SWITCH BOARDS,
ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCHES, ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH BOARD, ELECTRICAL SOCKETS, ELECTRICAL PLUGS.
3662602  25/10/2017
SHRI JOHN VERMA
trading as : KRISHNA OPTICALS
KANHAiya SHAIB CHOWK, YAMUNA NAGAR (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH KHURANA
1306, SECTOR-17, URBAN ESTATE, JAGADHRI, YAMUNA NAGAR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GLASSES, EYE SHADES, SUNGLASSES, SPORTS GOGGLES, SPECTACLES FRAMES, LANCES, OPTICAL ACCESSORIES, EYEWEAR AND RELATING ACCESSORIES, ANTI DAZZLE GLASSES, MAGNIFYING GLASSES, LENS CLEANER, FRAMES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
TIMES FERTILE CONVERSATIONS

3670111  04/11/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since :16/06/2017

MUMBAI
Computers Including Floppy Drives, Diskettes, Hard Disk, Interfaces Software And Other Peripherals, Computer Programmes, , Computer Software Applications, Downloadable, Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs, Apparatus And Instruments For Conducting, Switching, Transforming, Accumulating, Regulating Or Controlling Electricity including all goods under Class 9.
3678552   15/11/2017
MARTVALLEY ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
F- 11, ALPHA – 2, GREATER NOIDA, DIST. GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH- 201308
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHANU AGRAWAL
TARA COMPLEX, SECTOR-22, NOIDA, U.P 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RECORDED CONTENT & COMPUTER SOFTWARES.
3685655  23/11/2017
RAJU
556, 1st Main Road opp Ganesh Temple, Kengeri Satellite Town, Karnataka 560060
PROPRITORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HALMETS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
3686510  24/11/2017
SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
trading as SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
NO.73, MURASOLI MARAN TOWERS, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BC & ASSOCAITES,
SUITE NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, 60, KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI- 600 020.
Used Since: 01/06/1994
To be associated with:
951625, 951634, 953172
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, TEACHING APPARATUS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND/IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS AND DEVICES INCLUDING CDs, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, VIDEO AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS, CALCULATING MACHINES, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS FOR CREATING, OPERATING, ACCESSING AND MANAGING WEBSITES ON INTERNET, ELECTRONIC DEVICES; STREAMING DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC, AUDIO AND VIDEO; MOBILE APPLICATIONS; AUDIO, VISUAL AND AUDIO -VISUAL RECORDINGS AND CONTENT PROVIDED BY DOWNLOADING OR STREAMING FROM COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS INCLUDING THE INTERNET.
3686954 24/11/2017

CHANDRAKANT KHEMA CHAUDHARI TRADING AS PRINTWINK
B-308, Sindhusagar, Vishnunagar, Mahatma Phule Road, Dombivli (West), Tal : Kalyan, Dist : Thane, Maharashtra - 421 202
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/09/2017

MUMBAI

Cases and covers for mobile phones.
3689725  28/11/2017
SHESHAGIRI RAO SRINATH TRADING AS AVRUTTI
No 112/2, 2nd Cross, Anjaneya Temple Street, Yediyur, Bangalore - 560070
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2017

CHENNAI
Robotic electrical control apparatus, Electronic control apparatus
3690171   29/11/2017
RAJESH
RAJESH PROPRIETOR M/S NJR MUSICS, VILLAGE BAHELBA (103), TEHSIL MAHAM, DISTRICT ROHTAK-124112
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

AUDIO CASSETTES, CD'S AND VCD'S, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, VIDEO FILMS, RECORDING DISCS, DVD'S, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (DOWNLOADABLE), INCLUDING THOSE SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED ONLINE, PRE-RECORDED MOTION PICTURE, INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
3690383  29/11/2017
RAJ KISHOR SHARMA
H NO. J-45/A, GALI NO. 1, JAI PRAKASH NAGAR, GHONDA, DELHI 110053
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Sunglasses, Frames, Eyeglasses, Optical Lenses all includes in class 9.
3691088    30/11/2017
MOHIT MALVIYA TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as: MOHIT MALVIYA TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
NO.07, 1ST A CROSS, RAMASWAMY LANE, ANNIPURA SUDHAMA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 027, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR, NARASINGAPURAM, 1ST STREET, MADUVANKARAI, GUINDY, CHENNAI-600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF MOBILE AND SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITES.
3691583  30/11/2017
GOLD REEF TELEWAY LLP.
3RD FLOOR, MNM COMPLEX, GURU TEG BAHADUR COLONY, OPP. I. G. COLLEGE, KARNAL ROAD, KAITHAL-136027,
HARYANA, INDIA.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile Phone And Mobile Phone Accessories Including Mobile Phone Charger, Adaptor And Travel Charger, Battery,
Tempered Glass Screen Protectors For Smartphones, Power-Bank, Mobile Cover, Memory Card, Card Reader, Handsfree,
Auxiliary Cables, Bluetooth Speaker, Headphone, Smart Watches and Electronic Gadgets Included In Class 9.
3691618  30/11/2017
PRANJUL GARG PROP. OF SHREE GIRDHAR INDUSTRIES.
KHASRA NO-677, DUHAI IND. AREA, BEHIND H.L.M. COLLEGE, GHAZIABAD (U.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HELMETS AND HELMETS ACCESSORIES.
3691619  30/11/2017

PRANJUL GARG PROP. OF SHREE GIRDHAR INDUSTRIES.
KHASRA NO-677, DUHAI IND. AREA, BEHIND H.L.M. COLLEGE, GHAZIABAD (U.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HELMETS AND HELMETS ACCESSORIES.
3691620  30/11/2017

PRANJUL GARG PROP. OF SHREE GIRDHAR INDUSTRIES.
KHASRA NO-677, DUHAI IND. AREA, BEHIND H.L.M. COLLEGE, GHAZIABAD (U.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HELMETS AND HELMETS ACCESSORIES.
3691805    30/11/2017
VAHINI IRRIGATION PRIVATE LIMITED
NO #17, Near KPTCL Substation, Honnudike village at post, Guler Hobli, Tumkur Taluk and District, Karnataka - 572122

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Electricity conduits
3692553   01/12/2017
INFOREPOS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No 302, Sri Laxmi Ganesh Enclave, Balaji Park Town, Nizampet, Hyderabad – 500 090, Telangana, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :28/01/2016
CHENNAI
Factory automation software, Servers for home automation, Computer hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [IoT], Computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things [IoT], Computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things [IoT].
3692557  01/12/2017
INFOREPOS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No 302, Sri Laxmi Ganesh Enclave, Balaji Park Town, Nizampet, Hyderabad – 500 090, Telangana, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :28/01/2016
CHENNAI
Factory automation software, Servers for home automation, Computer hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [IoT], Computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things [IoT], Computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things [IoT].
NEXA LITE

3693153  02/12/2017

ANIL KUMAR
L-94, SEC-5, DSIDC BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-39
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, SWITCHES, WIRE, CABLE , IN CLASS 09
APPLE INC.
1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, California 95014, USA
A California Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since: 19/09/2017

DELHI

Computers; computer hardware; handheld computers; tablet computers; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; telephones; mobile telephones; smartphones; wireless communication devices for the transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; network communication apparatus; handheld digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the internet and for the sending, receiving, and storing telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; wearable computer hardware; wearable digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the internet, for sending, receiving and storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; smartwatches; smartglasses; smart rings; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; electronic book readers; computer software; computer software for setting up, configuring, operating and controlling computers, computer peripherals, mobile devices, mobile telephones, smartwatches, smartglasses, wearable devices, earphones, headphones, televisions, set top boxes, audio and video players and recorders, home theatre systems, and entertainment systems; application development software; computer game software; downloadable pre-recorded audio, video and multimedia content; computer peripheral devices; peripheral devices for computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, earphones, headphones, televisions, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; wearable peripherals for use with computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, smart rings, earphones, headphones, televisions, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; biometric identification and authentication apparatus; accelerometers; altimeters; distance measuring apparatus; distance recording apparatus; pedometers; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; monitors, display screens, head mounted displays, and headphones for use with computers, smartphones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, televisions, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; virtual and augmented reality displays, goggles, controllers, and headsets; 3D spectacles; eyeglasses; sunglasses; spectacle lenses; optical glass; optical goods; optical apparatus and instruments; cameras; flashes for cameras; keyboards, mice, mouse pads, printers, disk drives, and hard drives; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; digital audio and video players and recorders; audio speakers; audio amplifiers and receivers; motor vehicle audio apparatus; voice recording and voice recognition apparatus; earphones; headphones; microphones; televisions; television receivers and monitors; set top boxes; radios; radio transmitters and receivers; user interfaces for on-board motor vehicle computers and electronic devices, namely electronic control panels, monitors, touchscreens, remote controls, docking stations, connectors, switches, and voice-activated controls; global positioning systems (GPS devices); navigational instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; remote controls for controlling computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, earphones, televisions, set top boxes, audio and video players and recorders, televisions, set top boxes, speakers, amplifiers, home theatre systems, and entertainment systems; wearable devices for controlling computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, smart watches, smartglasses, earphones, headphones, audio and video players and recorders, televisions, set top boxes, speakers, amplifiers, home theatre systems, and entertainment systems; data storage apparatus; computer chips; batteries; battery chargers; electrical and electronic connectors, couplers, wires,
cables, chargers, docks, docking stations, and adapters for use with computers, mobile telephones, handheld computers, computer peripherals, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, earphones, headphones, audio and video players and recorders, televisions, and set top boxes; interactive touchscreens; interfaces for computers, computer screens, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, televisions, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; protective films adapted for computer screens, mobile telephone screens, and smartwatch screens; parts and accessories for computers, computer peripherals, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, earphones, headphones, audio and video players and recorders, televisions, and set top boxes; covers, bags, cases, sleeves, straps and lanyards for computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smartglasses, earphones, headphones, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; selfie sticks; chargers for electronic cigarettes; electronic collars to train animals; electronic agendas; apparatus to check stamping mail; cash registers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; hemline markers; voting machines; electronic tags for goods; prize selection machines; facsimile machines; weighing apparatus and instruments; measures; electronic notice boards; measuring apparatus; wafers [silicon slices]; integrated circuits; amplifiers; fluorescent screens; remote controls; lights conducting filaments [optical fibers]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolyzers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; life saving apparatus and equipment; whistle alarms; animated cartoons; egg-candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences; portable remote-controlled car retarders.
3695370   05/12/2017
RAHULKUMAR BHIMJIBHAI DABHI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS R DABHI ENTERPRISE
42, GURUKRUPA SOCIETY, NR. S.M.C SWIMMING POOL, VED ROAD, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRONIC SCALES, PORTABLE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SCALES, KITCHEN SCALES, WEIGHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, WEIGHING SCALES, WEIGHING MACHINES, WEIGHING MACHINES, TIME CLOCKS.
3695453    05/12/2017
NISHU
Y-26, J J COLONY CAMP NO-1, NANGLOI DELHI-110041
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHANT GOYAL & ASSOCIATES
B-4/418, FIRST FLOOR, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Helmet included in Class 9
3695559  05/12/2017
MOOLCHAND JAWANMALJI JAIN
UNIT NO 9, BADAL BLDG 2, DEVCHAND NAGAR, NEAR JAIN TEMPLE, BHAYANDAR WEST, MUMBAI - 401101
PROPRIETARY FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Spectacle Frames / Eyeglass Frames
3695560    05/12/2017
MOOLCHAND JAWANMALJI JAIN
UNIT NO 9, BADAL BLDG 2, DEVCHAND NAGAR, NEAR JAIN TEMPLE, BHAYANDAR WEST, MUMBAI - 401101
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Spectacle Frames / Eyeglass Frames
3696110   06/12/2017
SUKHRAM PAL PROP. OF TRIVEDA TRADERS
H.NO. 48, BLOCK-H- 3, SULTANPURI, NEW DELHI-110086
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HEADPHONE, HEADSET, EARPHONE, MOBILE COVER, MOBILE SCREEN GUARD, CHARGERS & MOBILE ACCESSORIES
CABLES, ELECTRONIC GOODS IN Class 9
3696164    06/12/2017
MR. RISHABH MAHESHWARI 
trading as ;MERK INC 
P-7 EAST AZAD NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI 110051 
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used 
DELHI

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS APPLIANCES, HARDWARE RUBBER GOODS , PVC & NYLON GOODS SPECIAL WIRES, CABLE TIES, CAPACITORS, PENAL ACCESSORIES, SCREWS AND FASTNERS, TOOLS, SUBMERSIBLE, MAIN SWITCH, MCB, ISOLATOR, SWITCH GEARS ETC.
3696189   06/12/2017
HELIOKRAFT TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Bldg. H 8, Flat No. 121, Om Siddhivinayak Society, Ashtavinayak Nagar, Parvati, Pune – 411009
Small Enterprises

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RUTUJA PRADEEP KULKARNI
1-1,504, Amrut Ganga, Manibaug, Near FunTime Mall, Sinhgad Road, Pune - 411051,

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

3696411  06/12/2017
TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
No. 861, Anna salai, Chennai – 600 002
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :01/05/2013

CHENNAI
Wires of metal alloys
MAHAVIR

3697021  07/12/2017
ANIL KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;MAHAVIR CABLES FACTORY
E/1 & D/1(P) NEW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAGATPUR - 754021 (ODISHA)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KEDIA, ADVOCATE
BRINDAVAN GARDENS,BUILDING NO.A1,4TH FLOOR,FLAT NO.1,98 CHRISTOPHER ROAD,KOLKATA 700 046,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :30/03/1986

KOLKATA

PVC WIRE & CABLES.
3697635  07/12/2017
FOURTH WAVE FOUNDATION
Indian Social Institute, Old Heritage Building, 24 Benson Town, Bangalore 560046, Karnataka
Registered Indian Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 26/06/2014
CHENNAI
Scientific, photographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment; computer programs; Audio and video recordings; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded videos, digital video discs; Digital Versatile Discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and high definition digital discs
Transliteration: VENDA
PASSICO

3698345  08/12/2017
AJAY PASSI TRADING AS PASSI ELECTRICALS
ELECTRIC MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since : 01/04/2001
To be associated with:
1333941

DELHI
Electric Switches, Electric Sockets, Electric Plugs, Electronic Regulators, Electric Wires & Cables, Electric Door Bells,
Electric Buzzers & Electric Transformers included in Class-9.
GoBiz
3698471  08/12/2017
IBIBO GROUP PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares.
GoBusiness

3698476  08/12/2017
IBIBO GROUP PRIVATE LIMITED
UG-7, Upper Ground Floor, TDI Mall, 11 Shivaji Place Complex, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi – 110027
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares.
M/S SANTOSH INDUSTRIES
Plot No.33/2,Sy.No.374 IDA KUKATPALLY, Co-OP. Industrial Estate, Hyderabad
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDIP KUMAR CHAKRABORTY
8-7-33/1, RAJA RAJESWARI NAGAR, OLD BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500011
Used Since :15/09/2010

CHENNAI
Different types of Industrial Safety Helmets.
MRS. VASANTHA DEVI, SOLE PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. SHEETAL ELECTRICALS,
No. 92, Govindappa Naicken Street, Shiva Complex, Chennai - 600 001.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO. 36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/01/2007

CHENNAI
Wires and Cables, Switches, M.C.B. Distribution Box, Change Over Switches, Extension Box, Dimmer, Rotary Switches, Electric Fuses, Voltage Stabilizers, A/c Box, Kit Kat Fuse, Electric Iron Box.
3700780  12/12/2017
HEALTH CARE SUCCESS OY
Bulevardi 7, FI-00120 Helsinki, Finland.
A company organized and existing under the laws of Finland.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :07/04/2016

MUMBAI
Mobile applications for physician services; mobile applications for the management of medical and health care data; mobile applications for organizing clinical and health care data.
LIVECROP

3701227  13/12/2017
LIVECROP SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
500, Siddhi, 3rd Cross, 14th Block, Nagarbhavi - 2nd Stage, Bangalore - 560072
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVANI SHRIVASTAVA
C-1101, ORCHID WOODS, HENNUR-BAGALUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR GUBBI CROSS, OPPOSITE TO GOLD SUMMIT, BANGALORE-560077.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Computer software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; mobile application, software to streamline data from devices; recorded software; Land and Farm Management Software
3701859  13/12/2017
WORTH (HK) LIMITED
Flat F, 12/F., Block 2, City Point, 48 Wing Shun Street, Tsuen Wan, New Territories, Hong Kong
A limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cell phone cases; cell phone straps; cell phone covers; protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops, portable media players and tablets; flip covers for smart phones; protective films for mobile phones; protective films for smart phones liquid crystal displays and tablet computers liquid crystal displays; wireless headsets for mobile phones and smart phones; battery chargers for mobile phones; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather.
3701945  13/12/2017

MOHIT GUPTA
B-1572, 2ND FLOOR, ICPA INSTITUTE BUILDING, B-BLOCK, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI- 110052.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Akanksha International Pvt. Ltd.
82, Model Gram, Kochar Market Chowk, Ludhiana-141002 (PB.)
A Company Incorporated under the Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Mahtta & Co
43-B/3, Udhampur Singh Nagar, Ludhiana. 141001 (Punjab)

Proposed to be Used
Delhi

Electric Control Panels, Electric Wires & Cables, Electricity Meters & Thermostats.
3702404   14/12/2017
SUNBEAM INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
B-36, KESHPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, VIKASPURI, NEW DELHI-110018, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

3702461  14/12/2017
BASANTI SHARMA, TRADING AS: SHREE VINAYAK ENTERPRISES
165, JAIN VIHAR, NEAR KAMLA NEHRU NAGAR, KESHOPURA, AJMER ROAD JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN – 302026.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Mobile and mobile Accessories
3702634  14/12/2017
C DHEERAJMAL
NO.105, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600001

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

optical lanterns / optical lamps, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording m
3702663  14/12/2017
MCQUALMI TECH AND TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
A4, Shivshakti S Mandal Sambhaji Ngr Shiv Vallabh Road, Dahisar East, Maharashtra-400068
Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer Equipment, Computer Spares, Computer Accessories, Computer Peripherals; computer software, software and applications for mobile phones, downloadable applications for use with mobile devices
3702729  14/12/2017
PIONEER INTERTRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
301-303, ‘A’ Wing, Durian Estate, Goregaon-Mulund Link Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Batteries; battery packs; battery testers; battery chargers; battery starter cables; battery jump starters; voltage stabilizers; regulated D C power suppliers; battery eliminator-cum-chargers power invertors; timers and isolation transformers; voltage protection units, voltage corporation units; battery back-up systems for computers and data processing equipments; emergency lights, float-cum-chargers, storage batteries of rechargeable type, transformers and electronic security alarm systems; electrochemical cells and batteries, primary cells; rechargeable battery cells including mercury free primary cells and mercury free rechargeable battery cells.
3703048  14/12/2017
MANOJ
HOUSE NO 409, RAI, SONIPAT-131029
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL GAMBHIR
HOUSE NO.207/15, MASHAD MOHALLA, SONIPAT-131001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LAPTOPS, EAR PHONES, MOBILE CHARGERS, LAPTOP, LAPTOP CARRYING CASES, BATTERY CHARGERS FOR MOBILES PHONES, LED TV’S, TELEVISIONS, TELEVISION MONITORS, MOBILES PHONES, CELL PHONES, PHONE COVERS, CAMCORDER, ELECTRIC WIRES, DVD PLAYERS, LOUDSPEAKERS, PRINTERS, RADIOS
RAVI KUMAR AGRAWAL  
H-42, F.F., Kalka Ji, New Delhi-110019

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA  
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Data processing equipment and computers; Mobile Phones, head Phones with parts & accessories, Battery and Chargers; Carrying Cases, cover, lamination for mobile; Computer, Laptop with Accessories; Led Television, Led Monitor, Camera, CCTV with Accessories included in class 9.
SHENZHEN ZHOUJI HOMTOM TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD.
Floor 3, Building A2, Silicon Valley Power Digital Industrial Park, No. 22, Dafu Industrial Zone, Guanlan Street, Longhua New District, Shenzhen, China
A Chinese Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRUTIKA GURAV (AS WAYS AND LAWS)
Rosa Gardenia, B3 1004, Behind Hypercity, Near TMC Garden, Kasarvadavli, Thane (W) - 400615

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer Peripherals, Laptop computers, Electric Batteries, Security and fire alarms, Headphones, Radiotelephony sets, Telephone apparatus, Covers for smartphones, Electric Converters, Hands free kits for phones, Smartphones
Priority claimed from 30/10/2017; Application No. : 87/664,374 ;United States of America

3703273  15/12/2017

PATTERN COMPUTER, INC.
38 Yew Lane, Friday Harbor, WA 98250, United States of America
a Delaware Corporation, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Computer software and hardware for data analysis, data management, and creating data architecture; computer software for data analytics creating algorithms for classification and processing data; computer software for data analytics processing data utilizing proprietary and nonproprietary chips and systems
3703301  15/12/2017
ODINT TECHNOLOGY INDIA PVT LTD
37/502, SANSKRUTI, 90 FEET ROAD, THAKUR COMPLEX KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI-400101
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
punched card machines for offices, integrated circuit cards [smart cards] / smart cards [integrated circuit cards], Biometric access control systems.
3703372    15/12/2017
PARDEEP
trading as ;AK ENTERPRISE
524, GANAUR, DISTT SONIPAT, HARYANA, 131101
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :15/12/2017
DELHI
MOBILE ACCECORIES, BETTERY CHARGERS, BETTERY, CELL PHONE STRAPS, MOBILE BODY ETC
ENERGYWIN TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No-48, Ground Floor, 1st Main Road, 9th Cross, J P Nagar 3rd Phase, Bengaluru, Karnataka- 560078
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :10/05/2012

CHENNAI

Photographic, optical, signalling, checking (supervision), instruments and apparatus, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, data processing equipment, computers, computer software
3703506   15/12/2017
XCEPTIONAL HEALTH & WELLNESS PVT. LTD.
Room No. 808, 8th Floor, Krishna Building, 224 A.J.C. Bose Road, Kolkata-700020, West Bengal.
A Company Incorporated under the companies Act, 2013.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3636549
KOLKATA
software.
3703510  15/12/2017
SHENZHEN FUTU INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
4/F JiuWeiXianGe technology park, xixiang St., Baoan St., Shenzhen, China
Large Entity
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer peripheral devices; Smart watches; Smart glasses; Pedometers; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; Smartphones; Wearable activity trackers; Cases for smartphones; Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; Power banks; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Projection apparatus; Camcorders; Earphones; Video baby monitors; Cameras [photography]; USB flash drives; Scanners [data processing equipment]; Electronic pocket translators; Teaching apparatus and instruments; Connected bracelets [measuring instruments];
3703585  15/12/2017
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
a Korean Corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Televisions; television software.
3703586  15/12/2017
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung- ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
a Korean corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Televisions; television software.
3703703    15/12/2017
GHARGENIE HOME SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
8th Floor, SLN Terminus, Survey No. 133, Beside Botanical Garden, Gachibowli, Hyderabad - 500032, Telangana
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2017
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

3703941 15/12/2017
KANHAIYA P. KAMLANI
H-703, PRAGATI NAGAR, NEAR OLD JAKATNAKA, PIPLOD, SURAT-395007, STATE : GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
202, SHOPPERS PLAZA-4, 2nd FLOOR, OPP BSNL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ABOVE SBI BANK, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA-380009

Used Since : 15/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
Scientific, Nautical, Surveying, Photographic, Cinematographic, Optical, Weighing, Measuring, Signalling, Checking [Supervision], Life-Saving And Teaching Apparatus And Instruments; Apparatus And Instruments For Conducting, Switching, Transforming, Accumulating, Regulating Or Controlling Electricity; Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs; Compact Discs, Dvds And Other Digital Recording Media; Mechanisms For Coin-Operated Apparatus; Cash Registers, Calculating Machines, Data Processing Equipment, Computers; Computer Software; Fire-Extinguishing Apparatus
3704336  16/12/2017
RAJ KUMAR GOLA
198 MAIN ROAD LIBASPUR DELHI-110042
individual firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, LP EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRICALS CONTROL PANEL OR RELAYS, ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS STATERS VFD CONTROL PANELS
UKstar

3704445  16/12/2017
SANJEEV KUMAR
V.P.O-SAHA, AMBALA - 133104
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
electronic agendas, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other
digital recording media; Mechanis
3704450  16/12/2017
PARVEEN KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S GUPTA TRADERS,
CHHULAR KALAN, DISTT.SANGRUR, PUNJAB
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED, T.V. BATTERY, INVERTORS, ELECTRIC IRON, WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUG, PATTI, STARTERS,
SPEAKERS AND COMPUTER AND THEIR PARTS.
JATTITUDE RECORDS
3704484  16/12/2017
JATTITUDE RECORDS
H. NO-26, MODEL TOWN, SAMRALA ROAD, KHANNA, DISTT. LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :04/12/2017
DELHI
Audio Tapes featuring Music; Musical Sound and Video Recordings; Music Systems; Digital Music Downloadable; Musical Instrument Amplifiers; Pre-recorded Music Videos; Audio Equipment; Power Mixers [audio apparatus]; Audio Amplifiers; Downloadable Video & Audio files.
TITAN

3704514  16/12/2017
TITAN COMPANY LTD
Titan Company Limited 'Integrity' -No.-193, Veerasandra, Electronics City P.O., Off Hosur Main Road, Bangalore - 560100
Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since :31/03/2017
To be associated with:
1486192
CHENNAI
Spectacle, Spectacle Glasses, Spectacle Frames, Spectacle Cases, Contact Lenses, Correcting Lenses, Optical Lenses, Objective lenses, Optical Apparatus, Optical Instruments, Optical Goods, Eyeglasses, Eyeglass Cases, Eyeglass chains, Eyeglass cords, Eyeglass frames, Eyepieces, Magnifying glasses, Sunglasses and Apertometeres
3704515  16/12/2017
TITAN COMPANY LTD
‘Integrity’ No.193, Veerasandra, Electronics City P.O., Off Hosur Main Road, Bangalore - 560100
Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since :31/03/2017
CHENNAI
Spectacle, Spectacle Glasses, Spectacle Frames, Spectacle Cases, Contact Lenses, Correcting Lenses, Optical Lenses,
Objective lenses, Optical Apparatus, Optical Instruments, Optical Goods, Eyeglasses, Eyeglass Cases, Eyeglass chains,
Eyeglass cords, Eyeglass frames, Eyepieces, Magnifying glasses, Sunglasses and Apertometers
Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF CAMERAS, CCTV, IP, SPY, ANALOG, DIGITAL CAMERAS, ALL TYPES OF SECURITY DEVICES, ELECTRONICS SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY, SPY DEVICES, ALL TYPE OF DVRS AND NVRS, HDDVRS, ALL TYPE OF DOOR ALARM, VIDEO DOOR PHONES, CENSORS AND ALARMS, POWER SUPPLY DEVICES, CABLES AND CONNECTORS FOR CCTV, DVR, NVR, ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM, SECURITY ALARM SYSTEMS, ALL TYPE OF DATA STORAGE DEVICES, ALL TYPES OF ALARMS INCLUDING FIRE, THEFTS, SMOKE, GAS, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS.
3704959    18/12/2017
NISHCHAY MITERR
KOTHI NO.9, AMRITSARCENT, AMRITSAR-143001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :23/06/2017
DELHI
COMPUTERS, THEIR PERIPHERALS, SOFTWARE, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES AND DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3705025  18/12/2017
PENTAGON TAPES PVT. LTD.
Durian Industrial Estate, a Wing, IIIrd Floor, Unit No. 307, G.M. Link Road, Goregaon(E), Mumbai-400063
PVT. LTD.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADAPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tapes for Demagnetizing falls in Class 09
Vakola

3705/076  18/12/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as : PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 422003.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRES AND CABLES, SWITCHES, SWITCHGEARS, A BOARDS, PLUGS, HOLDERS, SOCKETS, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, ADOPTERS, LIGHTING FIXTURES, TESTERS, STARTERS, TELEVISION, TRANSFORMERS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, ISOLATORS, BELLS, ALARM, BUZZERS, SIGNAL, SIRENS, CHARGERS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, COILS, IRONS, JUNCTION BOXES AND SLEEVES, CONDENSERS, CHOKES AND CONVERTERS, COMPUTERS AND ITS ACCESSORIES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, UPS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES AND POWER SAVING DEVICES, REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS AND INSTALLATION.
3705161  18/12/2017
MR. NARESH KUMAR SEHGAL
H-4/5, 91, SUVIDHA KUNJ, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIRENDER CHAUDHARY
EB-52, MAYA ENCLAVE, G-8 AREA, NEW DELHI-110064
Used Since :04/01/1987
To be associated with:
1069328
DELHI
ELECTRICAL P.V.C. WIRES AND CABLES
3705212    18/12/2017
MR. MADHU MENON TRADING AS HELMER INDIA
SHRI PAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BUILDING NO. 1, GALA NO. 17, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND VARUN INDUSTRIES, WALIV, VASAI (EAST)-401 208, DIST-PALGHAR

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3674439

MUMBAI
SWITCHES (ELECTRIC), BAR CODE READERS, COVERS FOR ELECTRIC OUTLETS, ELECTRICITY CONDUITS, ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR INTERLOCKING DOORS, FUSES, HUMANOID ROBOTS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, JUNCTION BOXES (ELECTRICITY), JUNCTION SLEEVES FOR ELECTRIC CABLES, LIMITERS (ELECTRICITY), LOCKS (ELECTRIC), MAGNETS, SOCKETS, PLUGS AND OTHER CONTACTS (ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS) / PLUGS, SOCKETS AND OTHER CONTACTS (ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS), TERMINALS (ELECTRICITY)
3705353  18/12/2017
TEKNIKER TRIVIALA PRIVATE LIMITED
Holding No- 16/2318, Naga Dungri, Meera Path, Baridih, Po-Baridih, Jamshedpur, Purba Singhbhum, Jharkhand - 831017
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/02/2017
KOLKATA
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3705567  18/12/2017
VARUN MALHOTRA
JAZZ INC, C-1A/33C, MIG FLATS, JANAK PURI, DELHI - 110058
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OPTICAL GOODS, SPECTACLES, SUNGLASSES, CONTACT LENSES, HOLDERS FOR CONTACT LENSES, CASES FOR CONTACT LENSES, RECEPTACLES FOR CONTACT LENSES, CONTAINERS FOR CONTACT LENSES
CLUBSIDE TOURS & TRAVELS PRIVATE LIMITED
Suite No. - 3, 2nd Floor, 75C, Park Street, Kolkata – 700016, West Bengal
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123

Used Since: 01/11/1986

KOLKATA
Software for GPS navigation systems; Electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; Computer software; Computer graphics software; Downloadable electronic publications; Downloadable educational course materials; Software for processing images, graphics and text; Downloadable image files; Augmented reality software for creating maps; Encoded gift vouchers; Magnetically encoded gift cards.
3705795    19/12/2017
ANIL PARMAR
Ratnadeep Optics, Bazar Peth Road, Marol Village, J.B. Nagar
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Sunglasses, eyeglasses, contact lenses, Spectacles included in Class 9
3705827  19/12/2017
THE COTTONHAND (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
9 Edgecliff Drive, Kloof, Durban, 3610, KwaZulu – Natal, South Africa.  
A South African company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND. 
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fireextinguishing apparatus.
3706112   19/12/2017
MESHARI AL MAQHAWI
Yarmouk, Tahoos St. Bin Shadid Al Tahoos, Kuwait 72657
A citizen of Kuwait

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile/Web Software Application & Fitness Tracking Device
3706383    19/12/2017
RAVI K. FUDHANAWALA TRADING AS BAGDRIVE TOURIST BAGGAGE
Plot no.64, Mayur Industrial Estate, Nr. Manhar Dying, Bamroli Road, Surat, Gujarat – 394210
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3706236
AHMEDABAD

Bags adapted for laptops, covers for electric outlets, covers for smartphones, covers for personal digital assistants, covers for tablet computers, sleeves for laptops.
3706602  19/12/2017
MYNUKAD IT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-71, SECTOR-67,GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR,NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH- 201301
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :02/08/2017
DELHI
MOBILE SOFTWARE, MOBILE APPS, ANDROID APPS, MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE PROCESSING USED IN MOBILE AND CELLULAR PHONES
3706692    19/12/2017

MSECURE DATA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
Jaya Mansion, Block-A, 4th Floor, 126 S.D.Road, Secunderabad-500 003, Telangana, India
2340754

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :19/07/2017

CHENNAI

Computer software, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces; VCDs and DVDs; pre-recorded video tapes; computer memory storage; computer game software; video game software; interactive video game software; visual recordings and audio visual recordings; computer game programs downloadable from the Internet; video compact discs; video game programs; video game discs, cassettes, tapes and cartridges.
3706789   19/12/2017
R.V. INDUSTRIES
G.T. ROAD, GORAYA-144409, DIST. JALANDHAR
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :15/12/1980
DELHI
Speedometers; Speedometers for vehicles; Bicycle speedometers
3706934  20/12/2017
MAHABELL INDUSTRIES INDIA PVT. LTD
B-61/62, 1st Main Rd, Devasandra Industrial Estate, Mahadevapura, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560048
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since :23/04/2016
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRONIC CABLE AND ACCESSORIES, ELECTRONIC AUDIO, VIDEO & TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT'S
TEJCO VISION
404, 4TH FLOOR, AMORE COMMERCIAL PREMISES, JUNCTION OF 2ND & 4TH ROAD, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI - 400052

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari nagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MAGNIFYING GLASS, EYEGLASS & COMPASS
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Televisions; Mobile phones; Computers; Television receivers allowing connectivity and compatibility with computer hardware and software; Mobile phones allowing connectivity and compatibility with computer hardware and software; Computer application software for controlling the operation of televisions allowing connectivity and compatibility with computer hardware and software; Computer application software for controlling the operation of mobile phones allowing connectivity and compatibility with computer hardware and software; Set-top boxes allowing connectivity and compatibility with computer hardware and software.
3707470   20/12/2017
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Televisions; Mobile phones; Software for use on televisions and mobile phones to browse contents including TV shows, dramas, sporting events, movies, music, videos, living information, and news.
3707471  20/12/2017
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Televisions.
AURAOPTO ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 4, S.R. NO.-19, HIRAWADI, NEAR BHUKUSA MILL, PANCHVATI, NASHIK-422003, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
DIRECTORS-NISHIKANT RAMCHANDRA GITE & GITE CHANDRAKALA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

VISUAL DISPLAY SCREENS, VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS, LED DISPLAYS, DISPLAY MONITORS, DISPLAY SCREENS,
ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS BOARDS, VIDEO DISPLAY UNITS, INFORMATION DISPLAY TERMINALS, VIDEO DISPLAY SCREENS.
3707789    20/12/2017
PRADEEP CHANDRA GUPTA
19/124, RAM NARAYAN BAZAR, KANPUR 208001, UTTAR PRADESH
MY SOUND, A Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
APPLY MARK
466, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054.

Used Since: 21/03/2016

To be associated with:
1075439

DELHI
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM EQUIPMENTS, AMPLIFIERS, MICROPHONES, MEGAPHONES, SPEAKERS & SPEAKER SYSTEMS, AUDIO SYSTEMS, AUDIO MIXERS, SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, TRANSFORMERS, SPEAKER SYSTEMS & AUDIO SYSTEMS & PARTS, SPEAKER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
3707900  21/12/2017
REKHA KUMAWAT
House no.-J 2c,166-167,Shilp Colony, Behind Tejaji Temple, Jhotwara, Jaipur(302012)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Electronic and Computer Accessories, Mobile Accessories including Power bank.
FEDERATE ONE

3708099  21/12/2017
FEDERATE CONSULTING PVT. LTD.,
trading as FEDERATE CONSULTING PVT. LTD.,
NO.148, 6TH CROSS NISARGA LAYOUT, DODDANEKUNDI, BENGALURU - 560 037, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
30/44, DEWAN RAMA ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, PURASAIWALKAM CHENNAI-600084
Used Since :20/12/2013
CHENNAI
SECURITY AND AUTOMATION SYSTEMS OF ALL TYPES, GATEWAYS WITH SECURE AUTHENTICATION PLATFORM AND DEVICE ANALYTICS.
3708214  21/12/2017
MR. KUNAL MATTA.
H. NO.-1703, RICHMOND TOWER OMAXE HILLS, SURAJKUND, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121003, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Apparatus for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric control panels; electric control panels accessories; electrical accessories; panels for the distribution and connection of electricity; residual current apparatus.
3708223 21/12/2017
SH. VINAYAK KESHARI TRADING AS SHARF INDUSTRIES.
A-30/12, PILI KOTHI, HANUMAN PHATAK, VARANASI-221001, U.P.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Wire And Cables, Electrical Conduit, Switch & Switches Accessories, Socket, M.C.B., M.C.B. Box, Junction Box, Change Over, Condensers (Capacitor), Switchgears, Fuse, Electric Cord, Extension Cord, Electrical Connectors, Multi-Plugs, Distribution Box, Electric Control Panels, Electrical Sockets Included In Class 9.
SH. BHAMARA RAM CHOUDHARY TRADING AS SHREE MOBILE ACCESSOIRES.
SHOP NO.-309 & 310, ORCHID CITY CENTER, 1ST FLOOR, SHOP NO.-D-309, OPP.-BEST BUS DEPO, BELLASSIS ROAD, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400008, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Mobile Phone And Mobile Phone Accessories Including Mobile Phone Charger, Adaptor And Travel Charger, Battery, Tempered Glass Screen Protectors For Smartphones, Power-Bank, Mobile Cover, Memory Card, Card Reader, Handsfree Included In Class 9.
3708252  21/12/2017
LAMB CHOP TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
6, GREEN AVENUE LANE, OFFF GREEN AVENUE, KISHANGARH, NEW DELHI-110070
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND SOFTWARE FOR SERVICES RELATING TO VETERINARY ASSISTANCE.
3709303  22/12/2017
MR. BALDEV SINGH PROP TRADING AS M/S EK- JAP INDUSTRIES
C-329 RAGHUBIR NAGAR NEW DELHI-110027.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PIANO SWITCHES AND REGULATORS
3709397  22/12/2017
TRIVEDI RANNA KALPESHBHAI
trading as: HARISON ELECTRIC COMPANY
B- 902, SHATRUNJAY TOWER, BEHIND MEDLINK HOSPITAL, 132FT RING ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SAFETY, SECURITY, PROTECTION AND SIGNALLING DEVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
3709462  22/12/2017
BOLTENE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
GAT NO. 716, PRIDE PRESTIGE, PUNE SATARA ROAD, OPP MSEB OFFICE VELU PHATA, VELU, BHOR, PUNE
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
light-emitting diodes [LED], light dimmers [regulators], electric / light regulators [dimmers], electric, limiters [electricity], light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres], flashing lights [luminous signals] / blinkers [signalling lights]
DESCONTAG
3709850  22/12/2017
INDIASKILLPEDIA FOUNDATION
PLOT NO. 14 UPHILL VILLA SHRISHTI NAGAR, GUWAHATI, DIST.-KAMRUP, ASSAM
A Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Downloadable computer software applications; Software and applications for mobile device; Artificial intelligence apparatus; Communication software.
99GAMES
3710038   22/12/2017
99GAMES ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
3-62B, 1st FLOOR, ROBOSOFT CAMPUS, NO.217, NH-66, SANTHEKATTE, NEW UDUPI - 576 105 INDIA
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH VELLAKKAT
Fox Mandal & Associates Solicitors & Advocates FM House, 6/12, Primrose Road Bangalore 560 025,INDIA
Used Since :10/10/2008
CHENNAI
Computer software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable Computer game software for gaming consoles, mobile, cellular phones, and wireless handheld devices, etc; Downloadable computer game software via a wireless devices; Downloadable mobile applications for games; Electronic game software; Downloadable electronic data files featuring games; Electronic game programs; Downloadable computer game programs, electronic game programs; Interactive video game programs; Interactive multimedia computer game programs; Electronic game software for handheld electronic devices, wireless devices; Computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices.
SANSPAREILS GREENLANDS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 1250, GANGOL ROAD, PARTAPUR, MEERUT-250103, U.P., INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2010

To be associated with:
1331118
DELHI
HELMETS.
3710678  24/12/2017
RANJITH KUMAR
NO 391 KELAMBAKKAM MAIN ROAD,MELAKOTTAIYUR,CHENNAI 600127

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operate
3710799   25/12/2017
ASHOK PARVANI
House Number 220, Sauth ki Mandi, Shubham Apartment, Madiya Katra, Civil Line, Agra, Uttar Pradesh- 282002
OWNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA
B 248, MOHAN GARDEN, NEAR DWARKA MOR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110059.
Used Since :21/09/2017
DELHI
OPTICAL LENSES, SUN GLASSES, EYEGLASS FRAMES, SPECTACLE CORDS, SPECTACLE CHAINS AS BEING
INCLUDING IN CLASS 9 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
3711064   25/12/2017
DARPAN KAPOOR TRADING AS NEW GENERATION PRODUCT
14 A/ 83 Wea Karol Bagh, New Delhi - 110005
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile telephones, Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones, Mobile phone straps, Mobile phone holders, Mobile phone batteries, Headsets for mobile phones, Mobile phone cases, Displays for mobile phones.
3711165 26/12/2017
KAMAL BOHRA
Shanti Bai Finance, G 7, 52/4, Second Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai - 600083
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Straps, Cases, Keyboards For Cell Phones, Tablet Computers, Mp3 Players, Smart Telephones, Digital Cameras, Portable Media Players And Navigation Apparatus, Displays Protective Films For Namely Cell Phones, Tablet Computers, Mp3 Players, Smart Telephones, Digital Cameras, Portable Media Players And Navigation Apparatus, USB Cables; Electric Charging Cables; Cables For Data Transmission; Earphones; Audio Speakers; Wireless Indoor And Outdoor Speakers; Microphones; Portable And External Hard Disk Drives, Mobile Phone And Mobile Phone Accessories, rechargeable battery and power bank.
3711202  26/12/2017
DILIP KUMAR GUPTA
trading as : GROWTH CONSULTANCY
E-74, 2ND FLOOR SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3678470

DELHI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES
3711319   26/12/2017
SENIORITY LIMITED
463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400030.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018

Used Since: 19/09/2016

MUMBAI
Mobile phones; software and hardware for computers and mobile; online downloadable software; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images
Seniority

3711328  26/12/2017
SENIORITY LIMITED
463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400030.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since :19/09/2016
To be associated with:
3711319
MUMBAI
Mobile phones; software and hardware for computers and mobile; online downloadable software; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images
SENIORITY

3711373  26/12/2017

SENIORITY LIMITED
463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400030.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018

Used Since :17/02/2016

To be associated with:
3711336

MUMBAI

Mobile phones; software and hardware for computers and mobile; online downloadable software; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images
EMFLUXMOTORS

3711862  26/12/2017
EMFLUX MOTORS PVT. LTD.
IKP EDEN at 16, Bhuvanappa Layout, Tavarekere Main Road, Adugodi, Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560029
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVANI SHRIVASTAVA
C-1101, ORCHID WOODS, HENNUR-BAGALUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR GUBBI CROSS, OPPOSITE TO GOLD SUMMIT,
BANGALORE-560077.

Used Since :01/09/2016

To be associated with:
3666224

CHENNAI

batteries; electric; for vehicles; batteries, electric; embedded systems; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries;
charging stations; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer
hardware; inverters [electricity]; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; printed circuit boards; protective
helmets; riding helmets
CONEKT

3711888   26/12/2017
CONEKT GADGETS LLP
Vamsiram Jyothi Anri, Flat No.403, 4th Floor, Journalist Colony, Road No.70, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-500 033 (T.S) India.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Mobile phone accessories including digital mobile phones, head sets, mobile cases, covers, holders, spare parts, memory cards, batteries, ear phones, chargers, pouches, screen guards, keypads, straps for mobile phones and pen drives.
3711960    26/12/2017
CHOTHMALL MURARILALL PLAST PVT. LTD.
14/A, S. N. BANERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA-700013, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :02/12/2015

KOLKATA
Conduit Pipes (Electrical), Casing (Electrical) Capping (Electrical) and Electrical Accessories.
ZEMONA
3712037 26/12/2017
SATHIAN. P.U.
PULICKEN HOUSE, P.O. NEDUPUZHA, PANAMUKKU, THRISSUR – 680007, KERALA, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.K. RAJEEV PRABHAKARAN
18, Capital Radhas, Round East, Nr. Paramekkavu Temple, THRISSUR - 680 001, Kerala

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE COMPUTERS, MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES; MOBILE PHONE BATTERIES,
MOBILE PHONE HOLDERS, HEADSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES, BATTERY CHARGERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, USB
CABLES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES, MOBILE PHONE CONNECTORS FOR VEHICLES, MOBILE HIGH-DEFINITION LINK
(MHL) CABLES, HANDS-FREE HEADSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES, HANDS-FREE MICROPHONES FOR MOBILE PHONES,
CASES AND COVERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, CELL PHONE STRAPS, HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES, EAR PHONES,
HEADPHONES, SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS FOR MOBILE DEVICES, DISPLAY SCREEN PROTECTORS IN THE
NATURE OF FILMS FOR MOBILE PHONES, DATA CABLES, MICROPHONES FOR COMMUNICATION DEVICES, MEMORY
CARDS, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE, WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR USE WITH MOBILE PHONES, SPEAKERS, POWER
BANKS; COMPUTERS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, COMPUTER
COMPONENTS AND PARTS; TELEVISION APPARATUS, CAR TELEVISIONS; CAMERAS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, CLOSED
CIRCUIT TELEVISION CAMERAS, DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, TELEVISION MONITORS, COMPUTER MONITORS,
DISPLAY MONITORS, TOUCHSCREEN MONITORS, LED MONITORS; CIRCUIT BREAKERS, MINIATURE CIRCUIT
BREAKERS (MCB), MCB SWITCH, LIMIT SWITCH(ELECTRICAL), EARTH LEAKAGE CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
REHAN SAIFI PROPRIETOR OF STARK TRADERS
R-29, GALI NO-19, BRAHM PURI, DELHI-110053
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SMART WATCHES, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICE, PC MICE, COMPUTER MICE, MOBILE CHARGER, USB CABLE, MEMORY CARD, POWER BANK, EARPHONE, HEAD PHONE, VIDEO GAMES DISCS, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CASSETTES, COMPUTER JOYSTICKS, BATTERIES, ADAPTOR (ELECTRIC)
ADONIA LEARN
3712071  26/12/2017
ADONIA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
16-13-192/ 302, SAI BALAJI ENCLAVE, 4 LINE HARNATHAPURAM, NELLORE - 524004
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/06/2017
CHENNAI
computer software applications, downloadable; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus
KAAGADAMH RECYCLING SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
636/052/539, NEAR SECTOR-11, SAI DHAM COLONY, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE APPS, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Mechanisms for
ChronoHush
3712105 26/12/2017
AJANTA LLP
Ajanta LLP, Orpat Industrial Estate, Rajkot Morbi Highway, Morbi - 363641, Gujarat, India
Limited Liability Partnership registered under the Limited Liability Partnership Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDabad
Acoustic alarms / sound alarms, alarms, batteries electric, battery chargers, chargers for electric batteries, chronographs, time switches, automatic, time recording apparatus, time clocks [time recording devices], materials for electricity mains, alarm bells, electric, batteries, battery boxes / accumulator boxes, grids for batteries, nautical apparatus and instruments, optical glass, sounding apparatus and machines, smartwatches.
JobRonto

3712599    27/12/2017

FACTORIAL SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
H-3/6, Second Floor, DLF City - 1, Gurgaon - 122 002 (India)
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Downloadable computer software and mobile application in respect of consulting services in the field of human resource management, namely, for hiring including referral hiring, retention, career growth; Computer software for business management consultancy for increasing productivity of employees and for employers; Computer software for employment counselling, recruiting and applicant tracking system; Computer software for Employment counselling in the field(s) of hiring including referral hiring using a proprietary process which assists in hiring the most qualified applicants; Computer software for Employment hiring including referral hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; Computer software for Employment recruiting consultation; Computer software for Employee incentive and reward programme;
BHARAT
HOUSE NO. A-14/10, GURUNANAK ROAD, KEWAL PARK EXTENTION, AZADPUR-110033
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DEALING IN MOBILE ACCESSORIES
SURESH PARASHAR
525, Ganesh Nagar, Near Vaidhya Ji Ka Choraha, Pratap Nagar Vistar, Jaipur – 302039, Rajasthan
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

CASES FOR SMARTPHONES, CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES, COVERS FOR SMARTPHONES, HEADPHONES, MOBILE TELEPHONES / CELL PHONES / CELLULAR PHONES, COVERS FOR TABLET COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTERS, CELL PHONE STRAPS, SELFIE STICKS [HAND-HELD MONOPODS], COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES, MEMORY CARDS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

3712823  27/12/2017
SUDARSHAN SINGH
ALKA ENTERPRISES, IST FLOOR, H.NO. 6, GREEN PARK, NEAR ABES COLLEGE, CHIPYANA, GHAZIABAD-201001 UTTAR PRADESH
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile Phone Accessories, Mobile Case, Mobile Covers, Electronic imaging devices, Electronic telecommunications apparatus, Electronic surveillance apparatus, Electronic broadcasting apparatus, Electric and electronic musical effects equipment, Electronic memory devices, Electronic navigational instruments, Electronic GPS apparatus, Electronic data processing apparatus, Electronic personal alarm devices, Cases and covers for electronic devices, Electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments, Electronic apparatus for wireless reception, storage and transmission of data and messages
JITENDRA KUMAR, PROPRIETOR, JAYLIGHT HOUSE
LADWA BUILDING, SORBADMATH GALLI, NEAR NEW MYDAR ONI, HUBBALLI- 28, KARNATAKA
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOLAR PANEL, BATTERY, UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY APPARATUS
3713118  28/12/2017
DIKSHT JHANB
SCF 136, SECTOR-14 MARKET, FARIDABAD-121007
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/11/2017
DELHI
WIRES & CABLES, POWER BANK, ADAPTORS, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES, LED TELEVISION, COMPUTER PARTS.
TECHTRONIC POWER TOOLS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Trident Chambers, P.O. Box 146, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
A company incorporated under the laws of British Virgin Islands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electric batteries; battery chargers; radios; headphones; rulers; scale; cameras; inspection cameras and the structural parts and structural accessories thereof including extension cables, replacement cables, hooks, mirrors and magnets; remote control; tape measures; squares and rulers for measurement; measuring apparatus; measuring wheels; computer software; application software for tool control, inventory management and tool reporting; computer application software for mobile phones including computer software for use as a weather detector, infra-red thermometer, electromagnetic apparatus to measure magnetic fields, moisture meter, appliance current meter, inspection camera, wall stud finder, vibration meter, distance measuring apparatus, radiation detector, radon detector, methane detector, nitrate detector, air quality detector, wind speed and direction detector, color detector, alcohol breath testing unit not for medical use, radar gun, thermal imaging system not for medical use, light emitting diode (LED), laser level, laser-beam-emitting device which projects right angles for construction and home improvement purposes, laser pointer, electronic apparatus to detect position, room dimensions, light, velocity, acceleration, temperature, wind, noise level, moisture; application software for mobiles used to control and monitor garage door openers and integrated garage accessories; mobile phone accessories including infrared sensors to integrate mobile phones with tools, thermal sensors to integrate mobile phones with tools, weather detector; mobile phone accessories including electronic apparatus for detecting position, room dimensions, light, velocity, acceleration, temperature, wind, noise level, and moisture; tracking devices; thermometers; meters; laser distance measurers; levels; protective and safety equipment; safety apparatus for the prevention of accidents or injury; safety warning tapes, ribbons, flags, cones, streamers, triangles; security warning apparatus; warning equipment; luminous safety signs; magnets; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images.
METAL PAY

3713442  28/12/2017

GAURAV Sethi

trading as ;TAJ OVERSEAS

16/7, 1ST FLOOR, W.E.A, ARYA SAMAJ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELI

DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATIONS FOR USE WITH MOBILE DEVICES; SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS FOR MOBILE DEVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING TO ALLOW USERS TO BUY GOLD AND SILVER DIGITALLY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING ONLINE PAYMENTS; AUTHENTICATION SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO AND COMMUNICATIONS WITH COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; AUTHENTICATION SOFTWARE; WIRED AND WIRELESS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING ONLINE PAYMENTS AND PURCHASE OF GOLD AND SILVER.
3713608  28/12/2017
SHENZHEN OTOT ELECTRONIC GROUP CO., LTD.
Floor 6, building B, Jiuwei the Third Industrial Zone, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, China
A Company duly organized and existing under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cellular phones; Smartphones; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Radiotelephony sets; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; Equipment for communication network; Anti-interference devices [electricity]; Network servers; Computer software applications, downloadable.
3713629  28/12/2017
MR.B.VINOTHKUMAR
NO:21, GNANASAMBANTHAR STREET, NAGAPATTINAM-609110
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSITIONS LIGHT INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY

3713656   28/12/2017
TRANSITIONS OPTICAL, INC.
9251 Belcher Road, Pinellas Park, State Of Florida 33782, United States of America
A Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
840348, 2738185

MUMBAI
SPECTACLE LENSES, EYEGLASS LENSES, SUNGLASS LENSES, OPTICAL LENSES, CONTACT LENSES, OPTHALMIC LENSES, LENS BLANKS, OPTICAL LENS BLANKS, CONTACT LENS BLANKS, SPECTACLE LENS BLANKS, EYEGLASSES, EYEGLASS FRAMES, SUNGLASSES, PHOTOCHROMIC EYEGLASS LENSES.
3714037    28/12/2017
V – GUARD INDUSTRIES LIMITED
42/962, Vennala High School Road, Vennala, Kochi – 682028, Kerala
Public Limited Company registered under the Indian Companies Act of 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Used Since: 03/05/2017

To be associated with:
413947, 3253994

CHENNAI

Electric cables and wires; insulated electric cables and electric wires; USB cables, data cables, electric cable connectors, computer cables, data transmission cables, cables for optical signal transmission and transmission of sounds and images; high temperature cables, high voltage cable; coaxial cables, telephone cable, computer cables, single and multicore cable, moulded cable cords, included in class 9.
3714170  28/12/2017
HARVIN INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, Pavani Harmony, Suncity, Bandlaguda Jagir, Hyderabad – 500086
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Recorded content Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices Magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers Scientific and laboratory devices for treatment using electricity Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity Optical devices, enhancers and correctors Safety, security, protection and signalling devices Diving equipment Navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers Scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators And parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class
makeblock
3714273  28/12/2017
MAKEBLOCK CO., LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BUILDING C3, NANSHAN IPARK, NO.1001 XUEYUAN AVENUE, NANSAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN,
GUANGDONG PROVINCE, CHINA
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SENSORS [MEASUREMENT APPARATUS], OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES;
COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; INDUCTORS [ELECTRICITY]; TEACHING APPARATUS; DATA
PROCESSING APPARATUS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE;
COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COUPLERS [DATA
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT].
3714395  29/12/2017  
SAMSHAD  
trading as : EASYSHOP  
H NO-6 GALI NO-22 MUSTFABAD NORTH EAST, DELHI-110094  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MOBILE ACCESSORIES
Sh. Gaurav Nagpal trading as Ample White Electrical.
258, Omkar Road, Chukhwala, Behind-GPO, Dehradun-248001, Uttarakhand, India.

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Lalji Advocates
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

Delhi

UPS, CVT, Wire & Cables, Inverter, Battery, Stabilizer Transformer, Switch accessories, Switchboard, Capacitor, M.C.B., MCB Box, Junction Box, Change Over, Cut Outs, Sockets, Distribution Box, DVD, VCD, Audio & Video CD Player, LCD TV, LED TV, Colour T.V., Car Stereos, Audio & Video cassettes, Home Theatre systems, Speakers, Woofers, Computers, Laptop, Data Storage Devices, Computer software, Hardware & Accessories, Mobile Phone & Mobile Phone Accessories.
DEX PAD
3714598  29/12/2017
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
a Korean corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Application software for projecting the screen of mobile device to displays via computer peripheral devices and wireless networks; Computer peripheral devices; Computer software for wireless network communications; Computer software for controlling user interface mode adaption; Computer software for use in computer access control.
3714668  29/12/2017
ARVIND MODASIA
Shop No. G-8, 13/33 Bombay Bazaar, W. E. A Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HEADPHONE, HEADSET, EARPHONE, MOBILE COVER, MOBILE SCREEN GUARD, CHARGERS & MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-9
 BHARAT KUMAR MALI  
5D, Room No. 1706, 17th floor, MHADA Building Mazgaon, Mumbai- 400010

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio Consultancy Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Chargers for mobile phones, Smartphone accessories, Batteries for mobile phones, Displays for mobile phones, Cases for mobile phones.
3714723  29/12/2017
SACHIN KUMAR PROP. OF S.K. FASHION
SHOP NO. 2462, PUNJABI BASTI, ROSHANARA ROAD, DELHI-110007
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUNGLASSES
Trumplify

3715133   29/12/2017
FUTURESOFT (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
253-OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software
RAJMYCO

3715549  30/12/2017
SH. SUJOY ROY TRADING AS RAJ ELECTRICALS.
137/B-A, CROAD (SOUTH), P. O. KHAGRA, BEHRAMPUR, MURSHIDABAD-742103, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Wire And Cables, Electrical Conduit, Switch & Switches Accessories, Socket, M.C.B., M.C.B. Box, Junction Box, Joint boxes for housing cable joints, Change Over, Condensers (Capacitor), Switchgears, Fuse, Electric Cord, Extension Cord, Electrical Connectors, Multi-Plugs, Distribution Box, Electric Control Panels, Electrical Sockets Included In Class 9.
3716612  01/01/2018
COSMO ELECTRO INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
522, LAXMI PLAZA, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1862761

MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, ELECTRIC PLUG & SOCKET, COVER FRAMES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC WIRE &
ELECTRIC CABLES, SWITCH GEARS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, SWITCH HOLDERS, ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENT (INCLUDING WIRELESS), DISTRIBUTION BOXES, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL,
WEIGHING, MEASURES SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION)
3716629 01/01/2018
COSMO ELECTRO INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
522, LAXMI PLAZA, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, ELECTRIC PLUG & SOCKET, COVER FRAMES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC WIRE &
ELECTRIC CABLES, SWITCH GEARS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, SWITCH HOLDERS, ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENT (INCLUDING WIRELESS), PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURES
SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION)
3716632 01/01/2018
COSMO ELECTRO INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
522, LAXMI PLAZA, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053
DIRECTORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC SWITCHES, ELECTRIC PLUG & SOCKET, COVER FRAMES, ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, ELECTRIC WIRE & ELECTRIC CABLES, SWITCH GEARS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, SWITCH HOLDERS, ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT (INCLUDING WIRELESS), DISTRIBUTION BOXES, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURES SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION)
AGAMI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EA-71 INDER PURI NEW DELHI DL 110012 IN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :27/11/2015

DELHI

COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, & SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
COMPUTERS, THEIR PERIPHERALS, SOFTWARE, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC.
AYBIX
3716923 02/01/2018
AYBIX ENGINEERS PVT LTD
K-229, SITE-5 KASNA INDUSTRIAL AREA GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR U.P.-201308
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURERS OF COMPUTERS, THEIR PERIPHERALS, SOFTWARE, SCIENTIFIC, LCD TV, CRT TV, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES AND DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3717183  02/01/2018
TARUN SHARMA (SUN RIDERS)
30L-NANGLI, WAZIDPUR, SECTOR-135, NOIDA(U.P)
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus, Led television, Battery charger, wire cable including in class 9
SHINING ZON

3717220  02/01/2018
HUSENI CHASHMAWALA
trading as ;FAHIM ENTERPRISES
C -54/2, 4TH ROAD, SARDAR ESTATE, AJWA ROAD, VADODARA – 390019, GIJARAT -INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
RESPECT MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 09
3717358  02/01/2018

YES BANK LIMITED
48, Nyaya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi - 110 021
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since: 21/11/2017

DELHI
Mobile Applications for Electronic Banking Services; Downloadable mobile application software; Computer software and Application for mobile devices, handheld computers, tablets, namely, software used for opening bank accounts, depositing & withdrawing funds from bank accounts, transferring funds, making transactions & viewing bank account information; Computer hardware, computer peripherals & software to facilitate electronic payment, electronic cash transactions.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 9

3717369 02/01/2018
SUHAIL GOYAL
HIRATEK, B2-1/B, BSR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201002
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile Phone Accessories, Hands-Free Devices For Mobile Phones, Selfie Sticks, Virtual reality headsets, Sim Cards, Memory Cards, Data Cables, Mobile Chargers, Ear Phones, Power Banks, Power Cables, Adapters, Mobile Spares, Mobile Case, Mobile Covers, Mobile Glass, Mobile Batteries, Batteries, Computer Equipment, Computer Spares, Computer Accessories, Computer Peripherals, Laptop Chargers, Laptops, Laptop Batteries, Laptop Spares, Laptop Accessories, Laptop Cases, Tablets, Tablet Chargers, Tablet Cables, Tablet Accessories, Tablet Spares
3717531   02/01/2018
M/S HEALURE TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
Flat No. 9088 Tower -6 Block-D, GH–7, Dundahera Crossing Republic, Ghaziabad – 201010, U.P.,(India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P.,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer Application Software For Mobile Phones, Computer Game Software For Use On Mobile And Cellular Phones, Computer Software For Controlling And Managing Access Server Applications, Downloadable Mobile Applications For Recording Field And Crop Observations Related To Pest Pressure, Tracking Field Conditions With GPS-Enabled Maps And Generating Crop Scouting Reports, Computer Software, Namely, Software Development Tools For The Creation Of Mobile Internet Applications And Client Interfaces, Computer Software For Application And Database Integration
3717609  02/01/2018
GUANGZHOU MINGGE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.  
Rui Lian Road, GuiHe Industrial Park, XinHe Village, Hua Shan Town, HuaDu District, GuangZhou City  
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of People's Republic of China.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.  
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

cabinets for loudspeakers; diaphragms [acoustics]; television apparatus; notebook computers; computer peripheral devices; video screens; DVD players; portable media players; microphones; batteries, electric
GUANGZHOU MINGGE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Rui Lian Road, GuiHe Industrial Park, XinHe Village, Hua Shan Town, HuaDu District, GuangZhou City
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of People's Republic of China.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
cabinets for loudspeakers; diaphragms [acoustics]; television apparatus; notebook computers; computer peripheral
devices; video screens; DVD players; portable media players; microphones; batteries, electric
3717669   02/01/2018
GLOBAL CAR GROUP PTE LTD.
1, ROBINSON ROAD, # 18-00, AIA TOWER, SINGAPORE-048542.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer Software Applications For Smart Phones And Tablet Devices And downloadable Computer Software And
Computer Software Recorded On CDROM And DVD For Use In Facilitating The Buying And Selling Of Automobiles And For
Determining The Valuation And Residual Value Of Automobiles; Computer Ecommerce Software To Allow Users To
Perform Electronic Business Transactions Pertaining Buying And Selling Of Automobiles, Being Goods
3718373  03/01/2018
HSIL LIMITED
2, RED CROSS PLACE, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL AND ALSO AT BAHADURGARH-124507, DISTT. JHAIJAR, HARYANA
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
fire protection apparatus included in class 09
3718374  03/01/2018
HSIL LIMITED
2, RED CROSS PLACE, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL AND ALSO AT BAHADURGARH-124507, DISTT. JHAJJAR, HARYANA
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
fire protection apparatus included in class 09
SYED MUSTAFA
House No. 1-84/I, Street no. 1, Kakitiya Nagar, Hubshiguda, Hyderabad, (Telanagana) – 500007
new application

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Headsets for Mobile Phones, Wireless Headsets for Mobile Phones, Hands-Free Headsets for Mobile Phones, Wireless Headsets for use with Mobile Phones, Cases for Mobile Phones, Carrying Cases for Mobile Phones, Mobile Phone Cases Made of Leather or Imitations of Leather, Mobile Phone Covers, Mobile Phone Covers Made of Cloth or Textile Materials, Cases and Covers for Mobile Telephones, Mobile Phone Battery Chargers, Mobile Phone Battery Chargers for use in Vehicles, Flash Memory Card, Memory Cards, Secure Digital (SD) Memory Cards, Screensaver, Touch Screens and Display Screens, Virtual Reality Hardware, Virtual Reality Glasses and Handsets.
AKUSET
1961808  06/05/2010
EASTERN MEDIKIT LTD
3 DR G.C. NARANG MARG DELHI-110007

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IN RESPECT OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC MATERIAL, SUTURE MATERIALS, SURGICAL BLADES, SPINAL NEEDLE, BLOOD COLLECTION TUBE, ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE, I.V. CANNULA OF ALL KINDS, CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER OF ALL KINDS, CONDOMS, CONTRACEPTIVE (NON-CHEMICAL), GLOVES, BLOOD TESTING APPARATUS, DENTAL APPARATUS, TESTING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
M'SURE
2042668  22/10/2010
FAIZAL IQBAL SHAIKH
trading as ;MULTIMEDICS
PLOT NO. 28, PHASE - III, HPSIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADDI, SOLAN, H.P
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :15/07/2008
DELHI
MEDICAL DEVICES
EHALER

2101659  18/02/2011
DANCE PHARMACEUTICALS,INC
2 MINT PLAZA SUIT 804 SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94103
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INHALERS FOR MEDICAL USE
2147460   20/05/2011
RAJESH KALRA
trading as ;SURGITECH INNOVATION
A - 2, PURSHOTOM GARDEN (BASEMENT), KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL - 132001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
A VISION TO SERVE MANKIND

2161591    17/06/2011
J. MITRA &CO. PVT. LTD
A-180 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1 NEW DELHI 20
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. JAYASREE
A-180 PHASE-1 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIAGNOSTIC KITS AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS
RAHUL ORTHOTICS PVT.LTD
H NO 156K, SARAI VAIRUNI DIBAEE, DIST BULANDSHAR U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED IN INDIAN UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054
Used Since :01/06/2011

DELHI
SURGICAL APPARATUS & INSTRUMENT, BANDAGES (KNEE) ORTHOPEDICS, BANDAGES FOR JOINT, CHAIRS
(C9MM0DS), SYRINGES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, ABDOMNEEL BELT (ORTHOPEDICS) BEING IN CLASS 10

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
2167805  29/06/2011
ANUPAM GHOSH
trading as : HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
A-33 A SECTOR-VIII, NOIDA (UP)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAKSHYA LAW GROUP
LAKSHYA LAW GROUP B-28 SECTOR 53 NOIDA U.P 201304
Used Since: 11/11/1999
DELHI
MEDICAL, SURGICAL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES INCLUDING SHEATH CONTRACEPTIVES PRODUCTS OF ALL KINDS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-10
LifeLong
2170415  05/07/2011
LIFELONG MEDITECH LTD.
5TH FLOOR, UNIT NO 508, DLF SOUTH COURT, SAKET DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI-110017
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES, TEETH;
ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIAL MANUFACTURE OF DISPOSABLE MEDICAL DEVICES.
Accufin
2175224  14/07/2011
NECTAR LIFESCIENTES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109
Used Since :18/05/2011
DELHI
CANNULA FIXATOR
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018          Class 10

2178579   21/07/2011
BINOD KUMAR
trading as : EXCEL DENTAL LAB
RZ-127 GALI NO 3 DABRIVILLAGE NEAR DABADEV HOSPITAL NEW DELHI 110045
MANUFACTURING & SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARUN KUMAR ADVOCATE
S-553/54 GAUTAM COMPLEX, B-8 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 07/06/2005
DELHI
GOODS CERAMIC CROWN BRIDGE, METAL FREE ZIRCONIUM, NICKEL CROM E, FLEXIBLE PARTIALS, BLEACHING TRAY, NIGHT GUARD, COMPLETE DENTURE, RPD, ORTHO PLATE, ACRYLIC SPLINT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DENTAL LAB.
SAFESLIDE
2257014 27/12/2011
RAHUL MADAN
trading as :HEALTHSHARE
F BLOCK, OLD NO. 67 FIRST FLOOR, DOOR NO.3, ANURADHA APARTMENTS, 4TH STREET, ANNANAGAR EAST,
CHENNAI 600102, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Used Since :08/10/2011
CHENNAI
SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS.
2364099  16/07/2012
BASUNDHARA SINGH
trading as ;DIVVIJA CARE
HARNATHCHAK, SINGHIA MAKANDPUR, NAUGACHIA, BHAGALPUR, BIHAR-853204, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
AA-41,GROUND FLOOR,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CONDOMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 10

ENNAR SURGICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ENNAR SURGICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.5-9-753/1, GUN FOUNDRY, ABIDS, HYDERABAD-500001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :30/08/2012

CHENNAI
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANT AND INSTRUMENTS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MEDI BATH
2456339  08/01/2013
M/S. NOVEL TISSUES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. Novel Tissues Private Limited
No. 65 A, KIADB Industrial Area, Hootagallli, Mysore- 570018, Karnataka State, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
An Indian company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES,
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :30/07/2012

CHENNAI
MEDICAL WET WIPE BEING MEDICAL DISPOSABLES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MEDI SEPARATELY.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
V 600
Priority claimed from 09/08/2012; Application No. : 1252524 ;Netherlands
2477293    13/02/2013
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
trading as :KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
HIGH TECH CAMPUS 5 5656 AE EINDHOVEN THE NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL VENTILATORS
V 800
Priority claimed from 09/08/2012; Application No. : 1252523 ;Netherlands
2477294 13/02/2013
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
trading as ;KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
HIGH TECH CAMPUS 5 5656 AE EINDHOVEN THE NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL VENTILATORS
V 680
Priority claimed from 09/08/2012; Application No. : 1252525 ;Netherlands
2477295    13/02/2013
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
trading as ;KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
HIGH TECH CAMPUS 5 5656 AE EINDHOVEN THE NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL APPARATUS INCLUDING MEDICAL VENTILATORS.
2481603   20/02/2013
SARVAM SAFETY EQUIPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; SARVAM SAFETY EQUIPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.L-11, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VILLIWAKKAM, CHENNAI-600049, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS, SELLERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANNAL.P
FLAT NO A3, RAJPARIS PEARL, NO-9, BAWA ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600 018.
Used Since :04/09/2012

CHENNAI
STRETCHER, BREATH ALCOHOL ANALYZER AND ARTIFICIAL RESUSCITATOR
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SARVAM SAFETY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
2483462  22/02/2013
C.C.M. BEHEER B.V.
trading as C.C.M. BEHEER B.V.
DE PINCKART 24, 5674 CC NUENEN, THE NETHERLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company existing under the laws of Netherlands.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.
2502410  25/03/2013
ALPHA THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
869/1, RAJODA VILLAGE, NEAR KANKAVATI HOTEL, SARKHEJ - BAWLA HIGHWAY, TAL: BAWLA, DIST. AHMEDABAD - 382220
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :22/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS LIKE INFUSION SET, BLOOD TRANSFUSION APPARATUS, COLOSTOMY KIT, SURGICAL GLOVES, Disposable syringes, Needles for medical use, Surgical caps, Surgical mask
ALPHA THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
869/1, RAJODA VILLAGE, NEAR KANKAVATI HOTEL, SARKHEJ - BAWLA HIGHWAY, TAL: BAWLA, DIST. AHMEDABAD - 382220
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 28/09/2007

AHMEDABAD
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS LIKE INFUSION SET, BLOOD TRANSFUSION APPARATUS, COLOSTOMY KIT, SURGICAL GLOVES, DISPOSABLE SYRINGES, NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE, SURGICAL CAPS, SURGICAL MASK
ALPHA THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
869/1, RAJODA VILLAGE, NEAR KANKAVATI HOTEL, SARKHEJ - BAWLA HIGHWAY, TAL: BAWLA, DIST. AHMEDABAD - 382220
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :28/09/2007
AHMEDABAD
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS LIKE INFUSION SET, BLOOD TRANSFUSION APPARATUS, COLOSTOMY KIT, SURGICAL GLOVES, DISPOSABLE SYRINGES, NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE, SURGICAL CAPS, SURGICAL MASK
2531786    15/05/2013
TULIP DIAGNOSTICS (P) LTD.
GITANJALI, TULIP BLOCK, DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, BAMBOLIM, GOA- 403202, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AUTOMATED COAGULATION ANALYSER
BP-A FREE

2562746  11/07/2013
PRADEEP S SHAH
trading as :DAMAN RUBBER PRODUCTS
A/3, MANGAL KUNJ, 1ST FLOOR, S.V. ROAD, OPP. INDRAPRASTHA MALL, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :07/10/2012
MUMBAI
BABY FEEDING PRODUCTS LIKE BABY FEEDING BOTTLES, NIPPLES, ORAL CARE BRUSHES, SOOTHERS, TEETHERS
2566030   17/07/2013
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ANESTHETIC APPARATUS, BANDAGES OF ALL KINDS, PLASTER BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPEDIC PURPOSES, CONDOMS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; INHALER, SPRAYERS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, SUTURE MATERIALS, CONTRACEPTIVES-NON CHEMICAL, DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
2568820    23/07/2013
GOUTAM PAUL
SMT. SUBHRA PAUL
trading as ;KISMAT SPICES INDUSTRIES
KHOSHABGAN, AGARTALA – 799 001, TRIPURA (WEST), INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials
2569122    24/07/2013
SUSANTA KUMAR PATRA
M/S FAIR DEAL TRADING (SURGICAL DIVISION), Plot No. 2127 / D, (Maharana Sahi), Vivekananda Marg, Old Town,
Bhubaneswar-751002, Dist.-Khurda, Odisha, Inda
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.
Used Since :19/07/2013
KOLKATA
SURGICAL DISPOSABLES, EQUIPMENTS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS-10.
2570498 26/07/2013
CIAN HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
1ST FLOOR, PREMDEEP BUILDING, ABOVE LATUR URBAN CO.OP.BANK LTD, LULLANAGAR CHOWK, CAMP - KONDHWA ROAD, PUNE-411040.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since :05/06/2013
MUMBAI
CONDOM INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
2571921    29/07/2013
VIGOR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-307, KEMP PLAZA, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
ZENITH ALPHA

Priority claimed from 12/02/2013; Application No. : 85/847,093 ;United States of America

2573221  31/07/2013

COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
750 DANIELS WAY, P.O. BOX 2269, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47402, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Manufacturers and Merchants
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF INDIANA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medical devices, namely, endovascular grafts and endovascular graft delivery systems
TRANSPAC

2893248  30/01/2015

ICU MEDICAL, INC.,
951 Calle Amanecer San Clemente, CA 92673 USA
Manufacturers and Merchants
A California Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEETAL VOHRA
B-6/10, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi - 110 029

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; surgical and medical apparatus related to patient monitoring systems
3107685  25/11/2015
KARTHIK V
1302, 20th Main Road, J.P. Nagar, 2nd Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :06/06/2011
CHENNAI
Analytical Instruments
3450407    05/01/2017
ANUMA KAPOOR
trading as : FUTURE HOSPICARE
NEAR: HEARTMAN CROSSING, SURKHA CHHAWNI, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH, PIN - 243001
Medical Furnishers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ KUMAR SRIVASTWA
TRADESAFE IP, 676, Janakpuri, Near: Harmilap Mandir, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh, PIN - 243122 IN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturers and Traders of Furniture especially made for medical purposes as in Class 10
3450838  05/01/2017
P.A.ARPUTHASELVAM DIRECTOR OF M/S, ARUNACHALAM SURGICAL PVT LTD
trading as :ARUNA
ARUNACHALAM SURGICAL PRIVATE LIMITED,34/1 & 35/1 , Nyniappa Naicken Street, Parktown, Chennai-600003, Tamil nadu
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; THERAPEUTIC AND ASSISTIVE DEVICES ADAPTED FOR THE DISABLED; MASSAGE APPARATUS; APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES FOR NURSING INFANTS; SEXUAL ACTIVITY APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES
3496760  01/03/2017
RAJENDRA KUMAR
trading as ;Rajendra Kumar
C-39, Moti Prayag Garh Road, Meerut, U. P.
Manufacture and Merchant
An adult Indian inhabitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :08/05/2014

To be associated with:
2452991

DELHI
Compression Garments, Socks, Stockings Bandages; Graduated Compression Hosiery; Corsets for Curative and Medical Purposes; Abdominal Belts, Corsets, Pads for Medical and Curative Purposes, Varicose Vein Stockings, Wrist Brace, Knee Compression Sleeve, Knee And Body Supports, Ankle and knee bandages, braces and supports for medical purposes; medical compression stockings, bandages for joints, knee bandages, braces and sleeves for Orthopaedic use
CTY SHIELD

3572351  16/06/2017
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227 Okhla Industrial Estate Phase–III, Okhla New Delhi–110020, India
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3517840

DELHI
Sanitary masks for dust prevention; inserts for breathing masks for surgical use; inserts for breathing masks for medical use; protective nose masks for medical use; protective breathing masks for medical applications; protective breathing masks made of non-woven materials for medical applications; respirators for medical purposes; therapeutic nose clips for the prevention of exposure to pollutants and for medical use; electronic devices for monitoring air in the immediate environment for medical use; medical ventilators.

THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
SHASHICO SURGICAL CO.

3597404  22/07/2017
SHASHICO SURGICAL CO. PVT LTD
1/2885, RAM NAGAR EXTN. LONI ROAD, POST OFFICE WALI GALI, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN KUMAR PRASAD
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials, all kind of surgical goods, L.S.Belt, abdomenal belt, Retention belt, orthopedic belt, maternity belt, apparatus for medical rehabilitation included in class 10
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SURGICAL CO. EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3599190    25/07/2017  
IMEDRIX SYSTEMS PVT LTD  
M-20, UKS Heights, Sector X1, LIC Colony Jeevan Bhimanagar, Bangalore - 560075, India  
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956.  

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES  
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560025.  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Class 10: medical instruments and devices; cardio vascular monitors; patient monitoring instruments.
IMEDRIX SYSTEMS PVT LTD
M-20, UKS Heights, Sector X1, LIC Colony Jeevan Bhimanagar, Bangalore - 560075, India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Class 10: medical instruments and devices; cardio vascular monitors; patient monitoring instruments.
3603566   01/08/2017

JATIN KAPOOR

trading as ;N.K. INTERNATIONAL

KH NO. 14-17/1, GROUND FLOOR, SAMALKA, NEW DELHI-110037

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHYSICAL THERAPY EQUIPMENT, HEARING PROTECTION DEVICE, FEEDING AIDS AND PACIFIERS, SEX AIDS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL FURNITURE AND BEDDING, EQUIPMENT FOR MOVING PATIENTS, MEDICAL CLOTHING, PROSTHETICS AND ARTIFICIAL IMPLANTS, ORTHOPEDIC AND MOBILITY AIDS
3606061 04/08/2017
KARAN MALIK TRADING AS ZENITH SOLUTIONS.
C-598, BASEMENT SUSHANT LOK, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical, Surgical, Dental & Veterinary instruments & apparatus (including artificial teeth, limbs, and eyes) Surgical gloves, Cervical Products for medical purposes, Veterinary substances, ostomy pouches, laboratory equipments, orthopedic article; suture materials.
PRO-CARE SURGICAL BLADE

3616138  19/08/2017

HINDUSTAN SURGICALS
PLOT NO. 2563, AVAS VIKAS COLONY-3, PANKI ROAD, KALYANPUR, KANPUR

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHANDRA SEN DWIVEDI
2/667, Gajia Khera, Shuklaganj, Unnao, U.P.

Used Since : 27/12/2011

DELHI

Surgical Blade as per class 10
KENWIN

3660407 20/10/2017

KOORAPATI KAVITHA
#1 -1- 309/60/206, 4TH LANE, NEAR VIJAYA HIGH SCHOOL, ADITYA NAGAR, A S RAO NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 062 .
TELANGANA STATES.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Used Since :03/08/2010

CHENNAI

THERMOMETERS, DIGITAL THERMOMETER, INFRARED THERMOMETER, BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS, MEDICAL TEST KITS FOR DIABETES MONITORING FOR HOME USE, MEDICAL TEST EQUIPMENT, MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, BREAST PUMPS FOR USE BY NURSING MOTHERS.
3678830   15/11/2017
M/S DENTCARE DENTAL LAB PVT. LTD
Nas Road, Near KSRTC Bus Station, Muvattupuzha, P.O, Kerala - 686 661
Private Limited Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALLIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since: 18/10/2008

CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and orthodontic apparatus, instruments and equipments; artificial teeth and artificial dentures; dental protheses and artificial implants; denture parts, crowns, bridges, veneer, tooth aligners, tooth retainers, mouth guards; sleep appliances and jaw joint appliances; ceramic teeth, sets of artificial teeth, pins for artificial teeth; dental caps, burrs, drills; dental instruments and dental tools; implant materials [prosthesis] for use in dentistry
3692490  01/12/2017
GANESH J
1247/3, MOHANAM, 1st FLOOR, GOLDEN COLONY, MOGAPPAIR, THIRUVALLUR TAMILNADU-600037
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Dental equipment
RAHULKUMAR BHIMJIBHAI DABHI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS R DABHI ENTERPRISE
42, GURUKRUPA SOCIETY, NR. S.M.C SWIMMING POOL, VED ROAD, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FOOT MASSAGERS, BODY MASSAGERS, MASSAGE APPARATUS
3701269  13/12/2017
PHARMA INTERNATIONAL FOR MEDICAL AND CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Al-Qastal, Amman- Jordan P.O Box 334 Amman 11931 Jordan.
a limited liability company registered in Jordan.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH
ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical devices, Blood glucose monitoring apparatus, Apparatus for taking blood, Apparatus for blood analysis, Devices for measuring blood sugar, Meters for measuring blood glucose.
ALFIOS

3702113  14/12/2017
MEDORAH MEDITEK PVT. LTD.
4/5, II FLOOR, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
3702195    14/12/2017
SHOP DIRECT TV LIMITED
AUTO CARS COMPOUND, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD - 431005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLE FOR NURSING INFANTS, ELECTRICAL STIMULATION APPARATUS DEVICES AND ARTICLES USED AS AIDS TO BODY SLIMMING, BODY MASSAGING AND MUSCLE TONING, ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS FEATURING BODY BELLS AND PADS USED. FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, HEALTH AND FITNESS BELT, SHAPINA BELT, SHAPING SWEAT BELT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 10

3702984   14/12/2017
SPIRO LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO.1, ATRIUM II, KANAKIA ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI EAST MUMBAI 400093
Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT K. TRIVEDI
B 63/64, ASHOK SAMRAT, DAFTARY RD., MALAD EAST, MUMBAI-400 097
Used Since :11/09/2017

MUMBAI
Condoms, Contraceptives, Sexual Enhancement Apparatus and Device
3703812  15/12/2017
MR. MOHAMMAD MUSTAQIM ZAKIRHUSAIN MEMON
F-25, Siddikabad Colony, Opp. Ambar Tower, Sarkhej Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat India.
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.S. ADVOCATES & COMPANY
688/A/17, 2ND FLOOR, S.NO. 1387/A/17, SHREYAS PLAZA, NEAR TRAN KHUNIYA GARDEN, MIRZAPUR ROAD,
AHMEDABAD - 380 001 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Surgical, Medical, Dental And Veterinary Apparatus And Instruments, Artificial Limbs, Eyes And Teeth Orthopedic Articles;
Suture Materials.
3704058   15/12/2017
MR. GHANSHYAMDAS JASWANI TRADING AS : SYMON SURGICALS CORPORATION
42 - 43, 4TH FLOOR, TAGORE CENTRE, (D.B), R.N.T. MARG, INDORE - [M.P.]
Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, orthopedic articles included in class 10
NECTAR BIOPHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 110, Industrial and Business Park, Phase – 1, Chandigarh.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109
Used Since :26/07/2017

DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED
20/C, PALI VILLAGE, OPP. SAISA CLUB, OFF: 16TH ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 050, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

In respect of surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials.
3709340    22/12/2017
ORBIT LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
7TH FLOOR, MEHTA MAHAL, 15 MATHEW ROAD, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI- 400004, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FLEXIBLE DENTAL FILES FOR ROOT CANAL, DENTAL INSTRUMENT, SURGICAL MEDICAL, DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYE / TEETH
3711063  25/12/2017  
SANSURE BIOTECH LLP  
S-8, 2nd Floor, Manish Abhinav Plaza, Plot-11, Sector-4 Market, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075,  
Limited Liability Partnership(LLP)  

Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
NADAR VENNILA  
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Medical apparatus and instruments, Surgical instruments.
VenusTrap
3712291  27/12/2017
MERIL LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED TRADING AS MERIL LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED trading as; MERIL LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
Survey No. 135/139, Bilakhia House, Muktanand Marg, Chala, Vapi - 396191, Gujarat
Manufacturers and Merchants
Body Incorporate
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Vena cava filter
3713132  28/12/2017
MUKESH BATHLA
4 A 41 , Opp. Dr.Ashok Sharda Talwandi Kota -324005
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hearing aids, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials included in Class 10
CROTT

3713734   28/12/2017
MAHESH LALJIBHAI MANGUKIYA
451, Anjani Industrial Estate Part – 2, Amroli Sayan Road, Kosad, Surat – 394107.
a sole proprietor of CROTT HEALTH CARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Condom; Non-Chemical Contraceptives, Medical Device; Surgical, Medical, Dental and Veterinary Equipment, Instruments and Apparatus; Artificial Limbs, Eyes and Teeth; Orthopaedic Articles; Surgical Materials; Incontinence sheets for use with babies and Drape sheets for use during surgery; Artificial Breasts, Breast Pumps, Baby Bottles, Baby Pacifiers, Blood Testing Apparatus, Childbirth Mattresses, Drovers and Dropper Bottles for Medical Purpose, Dummies for Babies, Feeding Bottles, Incubators For Babies, Medicine Spoons, Electrical Heating (Medical) Pads and Abdominal Pads; as included in Class - 10.
3714463    29/12/2017
SHLOK BATHLA
A 6 / 901, Mahalaxmi Enclave Baran Road Kota -324001
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since :06/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
Hearing aids, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth;
orthopedic articles; suture materials included in Class 10
Touch Fix
3714777  29/12/2017
PRASHANT PATHAK
A 22, VASTU APARTMENTS, PLOT NO-70, SEC-55, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ITEMS